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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

Recent research has stressed the importance of the infant's social

interaction network fur his cognitive, language and social/emotional devel-

opment. It 'has also become increasingly apparent that the infant is a

majdr contributor in determining the quantity and quality of the interac-

tions in which he, is engaged. In addition, the prediction of later out-

comes (perhaps especially for the infant with handicaps) is extremely

'dependent on the nature of the caretaking environment of which the inter-
.

actions. are a part (Sameroff & Chandler, 1975). The handicapped infant

is therefore developmentally at-risk not only because of his handicaps, but

because of the effect that these handicaps may have on his primary care-

givers, and thus on the interactions in which he participates. While the

nature of these interactions is critical, little research has been directed

toward describing their characteristics, determining how they differ from

normal, examining why they differ, or exploring how differences relate to

development.

REVIEW OF SELECTED RESEARCH

From the moraent of birth, the infant becomes a member of a social

system within which his caregivers' represent his first and most salient

communicative partners. The functions that early dyadic social interac7.

tions serve in assuring caregiving and the development of attachment have

been discussed by a number of. individuals (e.g., Freedman, 1974; Emde,

Kati & Thorpe, 1978; Schaffer, 1977). The relationships between the

characteristics of the infant-caregiver relationship and cognition (Stern, et

al., 1977; Bruner, 1975), and between theie characteristics and affective
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development (Ainsworth & Wittig, 1969) further illustrate the pervasive

importance of the quality of early dyadic social interaction as a context for

many kinds of learning, The developmental process is virtually imbedded

within the communicative structure betvieen infant, and caregiver, and its

characteristics influence all areas of development (8 user, 1975; Newsom,

1977; Tronick, Als & Adamson, 1979). As a window to development, bouts

of dyadic interaction also provide an excellent medium through which to

examine the changing effects of the infant on the nature of the exchange,

and thus the mutual adaptations and bidirectional influences between care -

giver and baby.

Interaction between ,,caregivers and their babies, as between any two

individuals, is characterized by a smooth and seemingly effortless integra-

tion of interpersonal behaviors. While it may appear effortless, however,

dyadic interchange is possible only because each member of the dyad

conforms to certain regularities which are understood and responded to by

the other (Duncan, 1972), thereby combining individual streams of behav-

ior into sequences of interrelated beliaviors.' The communicative signals of

each member thus .help to define the moment to moment role that the otht:r

member will play in the interaction.

Interactions in which one member of the dyad is a baby obviously

differ from those of adult dyads in the manner in which this interperlonal

regulation occurs. In adult conversation. the behavior of interactants is

structured to allow a smooth integration .and flow of communicittive behav-

iors (Duncan, 1972; Duncan & Fiske, "1977; Kendon, 1967). For example,

patterns of vocalization (e.g., rising intonation at the end of a phrise)

and the looking behavior of both speaker and li3teoer (e.g., the speaker's

looking toward the listener's face) are strong predictors of who takes the

.10
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active turn, and thus of the structure of the dialogue between the two

actors. Such signals, and not necessarily the same ones, have been found

to be important determinants of sequence of behavior in mother/ infant

dyads as well (Collis, 1978; Jones, 1980). For example, by 12 months of

agiNhere is very little overlap in vocalization between mother and baby

(Schaffer, Collis & Parsons, 1977); rather vocalization occurs in alternat-

ing sequences, as in adult conversation. The lack of overlaps is thought

to be due to (a) the tendency of the infant to vocalize in burst-pause

patterns, and (b) the mother's filling in the gaps, creating the "pseudo-

dialogue" described by Schaffer, et al. (1977). Further, by 5months,

infants are responding to at least some features of the turn-yielding sig-
.

nals which operate in conversations between adults (Kozak & Tronick,

1981).
IA

Gaze direction also predictably affects the structure of the interac-

tion. The young baby's looks at the mother's face are highly related to

1 mutual gaze and to mother vocalization (Stern & Gibbon, 1977). The

meanings which the mother attaches to different directions of the baby's

gaze change as the infant changes; by 10-12 months, the mother uses the

baby's looks at elements outside of the face-to-face interaction to formulate

the content of her own verbalizations to the baby (Bruner, 1975, Collis,

1977), and responds to the baby's brief glances at her face as if they

were direct and intentional communicative acts (Jones, 1980). In essence,

the mother of the young infant "frames" the baby's actions with continual

watching, and plays the role of constant listener, always ready to take an

active role (Fogel, 1977).

In interactions, between adults, roles tend to be not only complemen-

tary but reciprocal (equal) and interchangeable (either member can fill the
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same role); this is dearly not the case where one member is an infant,

and the burden of maintaining the interaction rests with the caregiver.

While the roles are neither reciproca' nor interchangeable, however, they

become more so over time, as the interactions gradually change to true

dialogues. Further, they are, from the beginning, complementary to cacti

other: at all points, integration of communicative behavior s is far from

random.

Elegant evidence of this matching process may be found in the charac-

teristics of face-to-face interaction between mothers and young bable.

The caregiver's exaggerated facial movement and vocalization, repetition of

visual, vocal, tactile and kinethetic stimulation, and regular cycling of

levels of affect, are all very different from what the same caregiver dis-

plays in interaction with other adults (Brazelton, Tronick, Adamson, Als &

Wise, 1975; Stern, Beebe, Jaffe & Bennett, 1917). These adaptations are

not only ideally suited to the young baby's emerging perceptual and physi-

ological characteristics; they also provide precisely the kind of stimulation

*which allow, him to begin to .predict and gradually to control interactive

sequences, and thus tt. assume an increningly reciprocal role in the

interaction (Ratner & Bruner, 1977). As the baby begins to exhibit more

control, the caregiver gradt;ally and very naturally adjusts her own inter-

active behavior, allowing these abil.ties to be practiced, and "raising the

ante" to encourage th baby's newly emerging abilities (Bruner, 1982;

Murphy, 1978). As the baby becomes increasingly interested in objects,

the mother further adjusts her own interactive role in ways which are

ideally suited to maintaining a social interactive context for cognitive and

language learning, using the baby's direction of gaze and invevement with
.

toys to interpret his focus of interest, and then responding 'verbally to

12
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that focus (Collis, 1977). Sne thus establishes a dialogue between herself

and the baby in ways which are highly related to later development (Cross,

1978).

While the rules and signals used to integrate the interactive behaviors

of two members of a dyad differ and are adjusted to match both the capa-

bilities of the two partners and the characteristics and intent of the inter-

active situation (e.g., play as compared to caregiving or teaching), it is

clear that the success of this integration is highly dependent upon the

capabilities of each of the individual members of the dyad. It is also clear

that this process is not negotiated equally successfully in all dyads. If

either member possesses interactive qualities which deviate to any great

extent from what is typical, then it might be expected that the process of

integration would not proceed nearly as smoothly, with implications for the

affective relationship between the members, for the learning which normally

occurs in those interactions at that point in development, and for the

elements of the baby's later i..lvelopment which might be affected by the

quality of Interactions at that earlier point.

It is not surprising that the interactions of dyads in which one mem-

ber is a handicapped baby have been found to differ in a number of ways

from those in which the baby is normal. Als, Tronick and Brazelton

(1980) have reported the lack of differentiated facial signals in blind in-

fants, and the feelings of incompetence that mothers have in being unable

to elicit social responses from their infants. FN"A''.zrg (1974) has also

noted the trouble that parents have in "reading" '.. I.ommunicative signals

of their blind babies. Down dyndrome babies have been described at

having less intense smiles than do normal babies, making them more diffi-

cult to interpret (Emde, et al., 1978). Down syndrome babies have also
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been found to deviate in their patterns of vocalization and gaze during

social interactions (Jones, 1980); vocalizations, rather than occurring in a

burst-pause pattern, contained few pauses, making it difficult for the

mothers to become a partner in the dialogue. Further, these same babies

did not as clearly display referential looking at their mothers' faces during

toy play, with the consequence that the mothers could not as easily define

their own roles in relation to the babies' focus of attention, and thus could

not enter into a dialogue with the babies. Gaze differences in DS babies

have also been described by Berger and Cunningham (1981) and by Krakow

and Kopp (1982). Babies with multiple handicaps have been found to

display a narrower range of behavior and to be less predictable in their

affective response to maternal interaction (Walker & Kershman, 1981).

When these and other differences (Berry, Gunn & Andrews, 1980;

Buiun, Rynders & Turnure, 1974) are found in various groups of (or in
,:.

individual) handicapped babies, it is to be expected that differences will

alio be found in the caregivers of those babies in their efforts to adjust

their own behaviors to match those of the babies. Caregivers of handi-

capped babies have in fact been described as alternating between extremes

of apathy and vigorous activity (Walker & Kershman, 1981), as being more

directive (Jones, 1980; Gutman & Rondal, 1979), and as relying heavily on

kinesthetic forms of stimulation (Greenberg, 1971).

It is quite clear even from the limited research in this area that

differences do exist, and ongoing research is gradually clarifying the

variety of differences that occur in both babies and mothers. A major

question that has not been systematically asked, however, is Ilty. these

differences occur. This question has major implications for understanding
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the handicapped baby's development and for planning intervention strate-

gies that will result in maximally supportive interactions. The failure to

ask this question 'not only prematureiy assumes that identical mechanisms

explain development in handicapped and nonhandicapped ba'aies (Walker &

Crawley, 1982), but that intervention should be directed toward making

the interactions of dyads with handicapped babies as much like those of

dyad with nonhandicapped babies as possible. Neither assumption is

necessarily valid. A major factor in the failure to ask "Why" is that until

recently most developmental research with infants has not been theoreti-

cally based (Kopp, 1982). This is even more of a factor with handicapped

infants; research has tended to simply compare them to normal babies.

Thus, few hypotheses have been either generated or tested which focUs

specifically on the functions of various interactive behaviors in social

exchanges between handicapped babies and their caregivers; whether

differences are adaptive in relation to these functions; whether they are

adaptive for fostering further development; whether, once adaptive differ-

ences are identified, they can be learned by the adult member of the

dyad; and whether altering these behaviors affects the quality of the

interaction.

PU RPOSE

The purpose of this project was to examine the early interaction

patterns between handicapped infante, and their mothers. The primary

issues of concern were: (a) the effects of handicaps on the integration of
%

communicative behaviors of infant and mother into a dyadic interaction in

different situations; (b) the adaptive value of the mother's communicative

behavior in relation to differences between handicapped and nonhandi-

capped babies.; and (c) the efficacy of intervening into social interaction
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for the purpose of effecting more mutally pleasurable involvement. Three

related sub-studies were designed for this purpose: (a) a longitudinal

comparison of groups of dyads containing handicapped and nonhandicapped

babies; (b) more intensive case studies of a small number of dyads with

diversely handicapped babies; and (c) single subject intervention studies

with a small number of dyads. Measurement was based primarily on video-

taped observations in the home, but included several different ratings, a

home diary and developmental testing. Emphasis in the first year was on

the first two sub-studies, and included subject selection, development of

instrumentation, and initiation of data collection. In the second year, data

collection continued, and the primary emphasis became the development and

intiation of procedures for data analysis. Data collection for sub-studies 1

and 2 continued into the third year, ending for each family as the baby

reached the 30th (for Sub-study 1) or 36th (Sub-study 2) month birth -

date. Sub-study 3 was also initiated during Year 2.

This final report will include a summary of selected results and gen-

eral conclusions from each of the three sub-studies. A summary of project

administration and non-research project objectives and activities will con-

clude the report. Much additional data has been collected, coded and

summarized than has been feasible to analyze and interpret in the time

available. Additional results which are not covered in this narrative have

been included in Appendix A, and are organized by modality and individ-

ual (e.g., "mom face"); a list of table may be found at the beginning of

that Appendix.
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CHAP7ER 2

SUB-STUDY I: GROUP COMPARISON

Sub-study I was designed as a comparison between two groups of

mother-infant dyads, one containing 11 handicapped infants, and one

containing 13 normally developing infants. The issues addressed were (a)

the communicative channels used by babies and mothers, (b) the character-

istics of dyadic states describing the combinations of channels across

mother-baby dyads, (c) mothers' perceptions of their babies' interactive

capabilities and the circumstances under which interaction usually occurs,

(d) differences between groups and situations, and (e) changes in these

patterns over time. The temporal sequencing of dyadic states was also of

interest in terms of the roles of mother and baby in determining the course

of the interactioln.

Five observations were made of each dyad (and for many of the

dyads, six observations), beginning at 12 months of age and repeating at

6 month intervals until the baby was, 30 months of age. It was also possi-

ble to begin observation of several of the babies at their six month birth-

dates, resulting in six total observations. However, because at this age

level the handicapped babies were all boys, these data were not included

in the analyses to be reportedhere.

POPULATION

Dyads with handicapped infants were drawn from infant intervention

programs within "'a 75-mile radius of Champaign-Urbana, and included 11

Infants with a wide range of sensory, motor and cognitive disabilities.

Thirteen dyads \with nonhandicapped infants were identified through news-

paper announcements and personal contact, and were matched by group
4
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with the handicapped babies on the variables of agi, gender and race.

Families were also matched by group, with characteristics of the families of

the handicapped infants determining the selection of families with nonhandi-

capped infants. All mothers were English speaking, with one Black dyad

in each group; the remaining dyads were Caucasian. All but one infant in

each group were from two-parent families; the average birth order for the

infants in each group was 1.6. The infants are described in Table 1,

while Table 2 outlines family characteristics for both groups.

Two home vit.:.s were made to each family within + one week of each

of the six-month birthdays. The first visit was used to obtain informal

assessments of the baby's level of functioning in order to plan the inter-

vention tasks for videotaping. The Bayley was also administered at this

visit. The 24-hour diary and a questionnaire/rating forms were also left

with the mother, to be completed by the following week. At the second

visit, the dyad was videotaped in six 4-minute interaction situations, with

the four play situations occurring in a predetermined order. Play and

feeding situations were taped wherever they occurred most naturally.

After the taping, the mother was asked to rate the baby's behavior In the

videotaped situation in comparison to his usual behavior.

INSTRUMENTATION /
A variety of instruments were used. These are described below, and

are included in full in Appendix B.

1. Videotaped observations - Dyads were videol.aped in their

homes in six consecutive situations, with the order of the

four play situations remaining constant across dyads. Each

xi
situation lasted approximately four minutes; three minutes
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NRC162 Normal 12 r ... . gm ro. 134 111 111 138 150 150 114

NRC1 63 Normal 12 r - -- AM MO .11 1 17 98 115 1u7 106 108 89

1t>150 refers to raw scores above the norms of 150
6:1111C sublects vete given a Bidet at age 30 months since many

had passed all or a maioritv of the Banc" items by 24 months;
the Bimet has no motor sub test
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ro.

rm....gm

gm

I MP

w
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Table 2
Taailw Characteristics of Sublects in Sub Study 1

d

Age
So bl. Birth Newer N uabt t at

Otler of Children of Parents of
IN.... NAN. ea.m ol a m. aw ol aia a a a a Ma olma aw ol. NaM a ol oba a a

of MOO
Birt h
Sabi. Pace

Education
of Nos + really Income

OC10 1 2 2 2 22 White 2 10-15,0011

11C1U2 3 3 2 31 White 2 5=10,001

11C103 1 1 2 26 White 3 1u- 15,8811

OC1UN 1 2 2 29 Whitc a 20-250.410

11C10 5 5 5 2 37 White 2 10-15,0U8

110106 1 1 2 16 white 1 <50100

11C1U7 10 11 2 34 white 2 10-15,000

9C 108 1 2 2 22 White 2 :0-15,31;J

OC110 1 2 2 25 White 2 10-15,000

11C111 1 3 1 18 Black 2 <5,000

9C112 2 2 2 27 White 2 25.30.000

101C151 2 2 2 31 White 11, 25-30,010)

11110152 3 4 2 31 White 4 2U-25,00u

111C153 1 1 1 21 Black 2 5-111,11au

110C154 1 2 2 22 White 11 10-15,000

99 C155 1 3 2 23 White 2 10-15,30./

111101 56 2 2 2 28 White 4 15-20,008

ONC157 1 2 2 19 White 2 20-25,00o

1111C158 6 6 2 38 White 2 1S-.24.113J

IIIIC159 2 2 2 26 White 4 20-256301

OfIC16u 3 3 2 24 White 2 20-25,1Ou

1111C161 1 1 2 3u White 2 20-25,1)00

1100162 1' 1 2 9/ 22 White 2 . 15-20,tho



vsidecotioa of nor litlass that hilb school diolosa, 2abigh school
Unload to sans college. 3e4eaUt College or rnobnionl dogma.
and necollecie or advanced degree.

24

Table 2 (continued)
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(180 seconds) were coded for the analyses. In all situa-

'ions, the mother chose., where she wished to sit, within the

constraints of keeping the face of each member of the dyad

within cam, -3 view.

a. Play with no toy/no instruction - This -was a spontane-

ous face-to-face interaction in which the mother was

asked to play with her infant as she usually did.

b. Play with toy/no instruction - The mother was asked

to play with her infant as she usually did, using a

familiar toy.

c. Play with no toy/instruction - The mother was given a

particular objective to work on with the infant, with

the objective selected individually for each dyad at

each taping session based on developmental assessment

and observation at that birthdate.

d. Play with toy/instruction - As in the no toy/instruc-

tion situation, the objective was designed individually

for each visit, with the mother using a toy furnished

by the project.

e. Feeding - The observation session was scheduled at

the regular mealtime, or when the baby might be
(...-_,,.

expected to want a snack. Mother and baby were

seated ., their usual feeding position, and the mother

was asked to use the most recently developed skill

level (e.g., using a cup).

f. Dressing - The mother was asked to change the

baby's diaper or to undress and dress the baby.
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2. Developmental testing - The Ba Scales of Infant Devel-

opment were administered at each six month birthdate. For

those babies who developed beyond the levels covered by

the Bayley, the Stanford-Binet was" substituted. These

measures were used for deucripticn of the samples, la as a

dependent variable.

3. Diary - At each visit, parents were asked to complete a

24-hour diary of major events in the infant's life during

this period, including with whom these events occurred.

4. Play Behavior Questionnaire/Rating (PBQR) - This instru-

ment was used at each birthdate to obtain the mother's

perception of the characteristics of interactive situations,

and of the baby's interactive behaviors-.

5. Baby Play Rating Scale (BPRS) - Mothers completed this

instrument immediirtely following the sik videotaped situa-

tions, rating the baby's responsiveness both during the

tapings and during the past week in order to obtain an

estimate of the validity of the data obtained from videotap-

ing.

6. . Mother Play Rating Scale (MFRS) - This instrument, corn-

Meted by covers, was used to obtain a measure of the

mother's responsiveness to the babies during the videotaped

situations.

CODING AND DATA SUMMARY

Videotapes

Each situation from the videotapes made at each age level was coded

separately for the modalities of baby gaze, vocalization and face, and for

26
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mother gaze, vocalization, face and kinesthet Each set of codes thus

required at least one separate pass through each situation taped of each

dyad at each age level. Coding was done on the MORE System, an elec-

tronic coding device which records the time of entry and duration of each

code. Following each coding session, the coder entered the data at a

computer terminal, and edited It for errors. Group data files were then

created for each group (mother/baby, handicapped/nonhandicapped) for

each modality (e.g., handicapped baby vocs), and summarized into fre-

quency, total duration and mean duration for each code at each age level

and In each situation. These were the data which were used for group

comparisons.

Coders were trained to a minimum reliability of 80%. Both inter- and

antra -coder reliability were then checked regular:y (initally every 5-10

tapes, and then every 10-15 tapes); retraining occurred when any coder

fell below 80%. All data used for analyses were thus coded at 5 80% reli-

ability. These data are summarized in Table 3.

Ratings by Coders

Ratings using the MPRS were completed for the 6, 12 and 18 month

age levels. One single rating was made after viewing all four play situa-

tions, with the average reliability ranging from 80-89%. Results for this

scale have not yet been analyzed.

Ratin_g_sMuest4naires Completed by Mothers
,

For results from the PBQR and the BPRS, each completed by the

mother at each age level, means and standard deviations were calculated

for each item separately. For the purposes of this report, particular items

were then selected for further analysis. Items from the BPRS were also
.

27



ilk TABLE 3

Mean

Intracoder and Intercoder Reliability:*

As Percent Agreement
Intracoder Reliability Intercoder Reliability

5.0. Range Mean 5.0. Range

BABY GAZE 85.80 4.09 80-91 82.36 3.35 80-91

NOM GAZE 87.21 4.69 82-95 82.88 3.21 80.89

SAP FACE 86.36 4.04 82-93 84.28 3.81 80-88

NON FACE 83.90 2.55 81-88 83.99 3.40 81-91

BABY vOCS 91.58 2.61 87-95 88.71 4.34 80-95

NOM VOCS 83.85 4.34 80-91 81.20 1.86 80-85

NOM KINESTHETIC 97.70 2.21 95.100 91.96 4.59 83.98

Average of all reliabilities over the
3 year course of the study
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grouped into temperament and cognition categories which were analyzed in

the same way.

Diary

Raw data were coded from the diaries into a number of superordinate

categories. Mean and standard deviations were then computed for each

group at each age.

For this report, data analysis and interpretation have been limited to

selected portions of the data. Data collection for all dyads at all ages was

not completed until April, 1983, two months prior to the end of the project.

Because of the multiple steps involved in coding, data reduction and

analysis, it was therefore not feasible to include analyses and interpreta-

tion for each modality at each age level in this report. Furthermore, the

large number of possible analyses made selection of particular portions of

the data desirable on conceptual grounds as well. Selecting particular

portions for analysis also made it possible to develop and test analysis

procedures for addressing each of the different issues of concern in this

project; these same procedures will be used for additional analyses of

these data after this project is ended.

RESULTS: VIDEOTAPES

Frequencies, mean durations and total durations were calculated for

each code in each of three expressive modalities for the baby (gaze,

vocalization and facial expression), and in each of tour expressive modali-

ties for the mother (gaze, vocalization, facial expression and movement of

the baby's body). These data are included in Appendix A for all six age

levels from 6-30 months. (Note that within the Appendix, data is organ-

ized by person and modality, as listed).
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Data sets and analyses to be discussed her include:

1. Analysis of variance of gaze patterns of mothers, babies

and dyads in Situations 2 and 4 at 12. and 24 months of

age, with contingent probabilities for dyadic gaze continua-

tions; lag analysis is also Included for 12 months;

2. Analysis of variance of leader-follower transitions in dyadic

gaze states at 12 months of age in Situations 2 and 4;

3. Analysis of vocalization patterns of mothers and babies in

Situations 2 and 4 at 12 and 24 months of age, including

separate analyses of variance for babies, mothers and

dyads, and conditional probabilities for relationships be-

tween partners; also included is an analysis of variance on

baby vocalization in Situation 1 at 5 ages; .

4. Analysis of the relationships between baby gaze and mother

vocalization, including analysis of variance of states created

by combining these two modalities, and conditional probabili-

ties for relationships between' partners.

Most of these analyses are thus related to an examination of gaze and

vocalization, with an emphasis on gaze. The twelve and 24 month age

levels have also received emphasis, primarily because they were the first

complete data sets available for analysis.

Section 1:

Characteristics of Gaze in Toy Situations

The two major concerns in this set of analyses were (a) whether

looking patterns might represent a more general problem area in communi-

cation for a wider variety of handicapped babies than previously studied,

and (b) the possible influences of adding instructional objectives into toy

30



play interactions between mothers and babies. Differing gaze patterns

could directly affect the regulation and integration of roles of mother and

baby, and thus the quality of their toy interactions as situations which

facilitate development and learning. Further, while most handicapped

babies probably spend a greater portion of their interaction time in in-

structional situations, little is known about the ways in which instruction

differs in quality from more playful situations. It might be expected that,

in situations in which the mother has a predetermined agenda, the impact

of the baby's looks on her behavior would differ from that in more playful

situations. Given the importance of the intervention situation in the lives

of handicapped babies, understanding how various capabilities of the baby

may influence its characteristics was chosen as a particularly crucial area

in which to concentrate analyses.

The following discussions of the directions of gaze of babies, mothers

and dyads will include data from Situations 2 (toy play) and 4 (toy in-

struction) at both the 12 and 24 month age levels. It should be noted

that the data sets for the dyads with handicapped babies contain results

for a blind baby; in his case, facial orientation was used in place of gaze.

(Further analyses with these data excluded have been completed at the 12

month level; a separate paper containing the results has been submitted

for publication.)

For each set of analyses at each age level, a 3way analysis of vari-

ance was used on each measure (frequency, mean duration and duration),

and included the variables of code, situation and group. A subsequent

2way AIWA was then used on each measure for each code separately.

For example, the frequency, mean duration and duration of "baby look at

toy" were each subjected to a separate 2 (situation) x 2 (group) analysis.
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In the case of the dyadic states, conditional probabilities were also calcu-

lated and analyzed using z-scores to determine whether directions of gaze

of mothers and babies occurred together in any predictable patterns.

Directions of Baby Gaze

Twelve Months. Tables 4-7 show that in these two toy situations,

babies spent most of their time engrossed in the toys. Of the three

directions of looking, babies looked at their mothers least frequently.

Looks at the toys lasted longer, and occupied more of the interaction time,

than looks in either of the other two ditections. However, the handi-

capped babies changed directions more frequently. Further, they had

relatively longer episodes of looking at their mothers' faces, and spent

relatively more of the interaction looking away, while the nonhandicapped

babies took longer looks, and hence looked for more of the interaction, at

the toys being used. Looks away accounted for more time in the handi-

capped group; differences in frequency and mean duration also approached

significance (p :.06 and .10 respectively).

In comparisons between the two toy situations, it was found that in-

Situation 4 (instruction) the babies changed directions less frequently,

concurrently taking significantly shorter looks at their mothers' faces and

away and significantly longer looks at the toys, than they did in play.

Overall, the instruction situation was characterized by significantly more

visual orientation to the toys than was play. While situation x group

interactions were not significant, the situation effect was generally greater

for the group of nonhandicapped babies.

Thus, at 12 months, both groups of babies were more visually ori-

ented to the toy than to their mothers or other elements of the environ-

ment, and this was even more characteristic of the instruction situation.



TABLE 4

Two-way ANOVA Summary Tablet
Baby Gate at 12 Months

I

I

i .

'goggle:1c, Potation Kean Duration

1 _Magi

LOOK AT FACE

CtOup

Error

Sit nab. cm

SitoOtoom

Error

LOOK AT TOY

tO CD

Error

Siteatios

SiteGtoom

Error

LOOK AWAY

Groan

Error

Situation

SitoOroom

A- 8.6 L LE2Ss.-,MKPILL --21.- -21.--- .L. -Ilf--. -12---

1 31.10 2.42 0.13 1 748.73 3.73 0.07 1 27.98

22 282.15 __ ... .... 22 4410.75 ---- ---- 22 68.49

1 63.85 4.56 0.04 1 294.18 1.35 .0.26 1 5.67

1 17.85 1.27 0.21 1 179.18 0.82 0.37 1 1.44

22 308,07 ... . .. 22 4786.30 -- ..... 22 - 26.36

1 38.49
1.23 0.28 1 19056.67 7.39 i.01 1 20128.49

22 686.43 22 56758.81 22 50766.64

1 269.43 13.17 0.00 1 6483.43 7.32 0.01 1 23372.72

1 44.71 2.19 0.15 1 880.93 0.99 0.33 1 7346.07

22 450,20 --- --- 22 19479.55
_-.... -4.

22 60821.31

1 89.55 3.80 0.06 1 10672.56 6.75 0.02 1 129.07

22 518.12 22 34762.75
.1 :b.

22 919.71

1 126.55 8.86 0.01 1 3462.36 3,59 0.07 1 T29.73

1 42.80 3.00 0.10
1 104.02 0.11 0.74 1 13.73

r _Una-

8.99 0.01

..

4.73

1.20

...

0.04

0.28

8.72 0.01

8.45 0.01

2.66 0.12.....

2.87 0.10

4.55 0.04

0.48 0.49



Table 5

Three-way ANOYA Summary Tablet
Baby Gaze at 12 Months

Prooneicr Duration near Dnrat Ion
zr as z_ nu& RL-532___AEWS-r PROB.

GrOOP 1 150.43 4.17 0,05 1 18.13 1.27 0.27 1 5227.06 7.00 0.01

Error 22 792.79
......_ ......_ 22 313.36 -- ---- 22 16427.05 ---- ----

situation 1 460.33 14.32 0.00 1 1.29 0,11 0.74 1 649.!.66 7.41 0.01

site6roue 1 101.54 3.16 0.09 1 12.38' 1.07 0.31 1 2594.30 2.96 0.10

Mar 22 70 1 ..--- --._ 22 255.28 _--- ---- 22 19284.65 ---- ----

Direction 2 49 37 15,83 0.00 2 476042.63 109,53 0.00 2 59713.77 37.11 0.00

GreeDirection 2 8 71 0.28 0,76 2 30459.83 7.01 '0.00 2 15058.47 9.36 0.00

r CrOr 44 6 .90 --__ -....... 44 95618.94 ---- ---- 44 35197.79 ...- ----

Sit*Directi on 2 36.10 2.1? 0.13 2 10233.13 4.98 0,01 2 17057.57 8.89 0.00

GrosSitsOirection 2 3.82 0.23 0.80 2 1151.75 0.56 0.58 2 4767.73 2.49 0.09

Error 44 365.18 -_-- ---- 44 45227.03 ---- ---- 44 42189.78 ---- ----

Tukey's (p 7 .05)

Frequency: Toy, Away > Face

Duration: Toy > Away, Face

n Duration:, Toy > Away, Face

.014M11.. .1=1



TABLE 6

Two-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Baby Gaze at 24 Months

-AM/JCL-_____

Look at Fare

?tot neon Ci

L. ERQ1.4 a.
Duration

Al _I_ ___ER2/4_
mean Duration
-11 PROM.

Getout) 1 104.76 3.37 0.08 1 1266.99 4.9B 0.04 1 5.75 2.29 0.14

Error 22 683.90 - - -- ---- 22 5600.83 -- ---- 22 55.14 MOMO .041.4.

situation 1 53.50 1.B7 0.1B 1 452.82 1.46 0.24 1 5.07 3.19 0.09

SiteGeou0 1 3.92 0.14 0.71 1 3.32 0.01 0.92 1 0.14 0.09 0.76

Error 22 629.75 ---- ---- 22 6838.66 ---- 22 34.97

Look at Toy

Gioia, 1 137.64 3.93 0.06 1 36061.67 9.74 0.00 1 16647.62 18.03 0.00

Error 22 770.36 ....-
- - -- 22 81466.81 - --- ..... 22 20310.17 0111,...

Situatiou 1 286.36 10.67 0.00 1 4328.88 B.07 0.01 1 3985.44 4.07 0.06

SiteGtoun 1 0.36 '.01 0.91 1 273.04 0.51 0.48 1 286.92 0.29 0.59

Error 22 590.55 ___. 22 11794.94 _ . - - _-__ 22 21563.75 ---- ----
.1.a.

Look Away A

Gtou0 1 344.62 13.80 0.00 1 ;9170.14 B.67 0.01 1 149.41 4.86 0.04

Errcr 22 549.30 22 48648.E4 22 676.67

Situation 1 94.17 7.38 'J.01 1 2327.51 6.82 0.02 1 43.56
_

3. ?' 0.08

SiteGrouo 1 0.84 0.07 0.80 1 7.51 0.02 0.88 1 5.87 0.44 0.51

Error 22 280.83 22 7507.97 4M1011 22 292.98 ..01,410

raomom



TABLE 7

Three-way ANOVA Summery Tablet
Baby Gaze at 24 Months

IP
r re uuct c,

112114.--21
Duration

r
!lean Duration

G tout)
1 547.60 11.44 0.00 1 83.72 1.91 0.18 1 4362,85 16.64 0.00

rgrcr 22 1053.37 22 963.27
POP

22 5768.50
411.11, IMO.

Situatioa 1 386.52 8.48 0.01 1 6.45 0.13 0.72 1 997.21 3.13 0.09

Sit .00 COUD 1 4.08 0.09 0.77 1 47.69 0.93 0.34 1 120.09 0.38 0.55

Error 22 1002.89 --- --- 22 1123.97 -- __-- 22 7015,91 --- ----

Diceettce 2 404.25 9:36 0.00 2 46257.23 77.75 0.00 2 37714.15 54.32 0.00

GrO *bit ecti cot 2 39.42 0.91 0.41 2 56415.07 9.21 0.00 2 12439.92 17.92 0.0C

Error 44 950.19 ----
...--- 44 134753.20 410 ..mr 'MP .,M ..mr 44 15273.48 --- ----

S it *Air oa it 50.04 2.21 .0.12 2 7104.57 6.25 0.00 2 3061.97 4.51 0.02

GrD*Sit4Directioss

terror

2

44

1.04

498.24

0.05

---

0.96

--
2 ,

44

236.18

25017.60

0.21

----

0.81

----

2

44

172.84

14875.80

0.26

---

0.78

----

Tukeys 0 7.05)

Frequency: Toy, Away > Face

Duration: Toy > Away, Face

Bean Duration: Toy > Away, Face

36
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However, nonhandicapped babies were relatively more toy oriented, while

handicapped babies looked relatively more at their mothers (accounted for

primarily by larger mean durations) and away (accounted for by tendencies

to look away both more frequently and for longer durations).

Twenty-four Months. As at 12 months, the babies were still more

oriented , to the toy thap to their mothers or other elements o* the environ-

ment. However, the handicapped babies still changed directions more

frequently, now tending to look in each of the three directions more than

the nonhandicapped babies (at toy: p = .06; at face: p = .08; away: p

= .00). Group differences in the mean duration of looking at the toy

remained (longer in nonhandicapped), while a new group difference in the

mean duration of looking away had appeared. (longer in handicapped). The

group diffetrence in the mean duration of looks at their mother had, how-

. ever, disappeared. In terms of total duration, the handicapped babies

now looked away and at their mothers for significantly more of the interac-

tion, while nonhandicapped babies look at the toys for significantly more of

the interaction.

Comparisons between situations showed that, in the instruction situa-

tion as compared to play, the babies looked less frequently in each of the

three directions, and spent significantly more time looking at the toys and

less time looking away. Mean durations approached significance for all

three directions, with Woks at the toys tending to be longer (p = .06),

and looks at their mother (p = .09) and away (p = .08) tending to be

shorter, in instruction than in play.

No statistical comparisons were made between patterns of looking at 12

and 24 months. However, visual analysts of the means indicates that the

0 two groups of babies in general became less similar as they got older. At

37
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24 months, the handicapped babies changed directions more frequently

than they had at 12, while the nonhandicapped babies did the opposite.

Mean durations of iooking at their mothers differed little from 12 months,

but in the handicapped group, looks away were longer, and looks at the

toys were shorter, than at 12 months. Again, the opposite pattern was

found in the nonhandicapped babies. Overall, nonhandicapped babies had

changed very little between the two ages in the relative proportion of time

speilt looking in the three directions, while the handicapped babies had

become less toy oriented, and more oriented to their mothers and away.

While group differences had become larger, gaze patterns in the two

situations had become somewhat more similar. Differences between'the two

situations were in the same directions as at 12 months, but there was less

disparity between the two, and the two situations no longer tended to have

differential quantitative effect in the two groups.

Gaze Directions of Mothers

In all human social interaction, the direction of gaze of each member

serves monitoring and signalling functions which help to define and regul-

ate the complementary roles of the two members of the dyad at each suc-

cessive moment in the interaction. When one member of the dyad is a

baby, the burden of regulation is on the adult member, and the baby's

gaze is critical in defining how the caregiver azcumplisnes this. It was

therefore expected that analyses of the gaze patterns of the mothers would

reflect situational differences related to their roles, i.e., that less visual

monitoring of the babies would be necessary in instruction than in play

simply because there was less need to interpret the focus of baby's inter-

est. It was also anticipated that differences between the two groups of

r.)
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mothers would indicate that both groups adapted their own interactions to

the capabilities of, and differences between, their babies.

Twelve Months. The results (Tables 8-11) show that, unlike their

babies, the mothers divided their looks fairly evenly between their babies'

faces and the toy. Looks away were infrequent and short. As found with

the babies, the instruction situation, when compared to play, was charac-

terized by less frequent changing of direction, more looking at the toys

and less looking at their babies' faces and away, with looks at the toys

being significantly longer in mean duration than the other two. However,

while in the mothers of the nonhandicapped babies this pattern was found

for all three measures, it was true only of total duration in the mothers of

the handicapped babies. In the instructional situation, mothers of the

handicapped babies instead looked back and forth between their babies'

faces and the toys more frequently than in play, with mean durations of

looks at their babies and away lasting proportionately loriger than in the

nonhandicapped group. The mean duration.of looks in each direction were

therefore more similar in the two situations than was found in the nonhan-

dicapped group. In contrast, in instruction the mothers of the nonhandi-

capped babies looked back and forth less, with looks at the toys being

relatively longer and those at their babies and away relatively shorter.

Mothers of the nonhandicapped babies overall spent Vsofficantly more time

looking at the toys, while mothers of the handicapped babies spent signifi-

cantly more time looking at their babies" faces.

Twenty-four Months. As at 12 months., the mothers rarely looked

away, instead alternating their looks fairly equally between their babies

and the toys. Looks at their babies :And at the toys did not differ signifi-

cantly in length or in overall duration. Again, however, mothers of the
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Two-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Ibther kze at. 12 Months
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7.48

0.91

---

0.97

----

0.01

0.35

- -

1 0.02

22 1130.45

1 378.11

1 9,77

22 1818.71

0.00

----

4,57

0.12

....

3.98

----

0,04

0,73

....

1

22

1

1

22

7,00

13.58

7,79

0.02

28.50

11.34 0.00

-___ ----

6.01 0.02

0.01 0.91

..._ -...
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TABLE 9

Three-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Mother Gaze at 12 Months

SI-
, ?realist nIr

SS Z- 112114
Duration Nei n Duration

Grano 1 31.39 0.34

-RI

0.57 1

-16

532.70 4.36 0.05 1 34.31 1.44 0.24

Error 22 2046.94 .. a.. 22 2687.63 22 525.81 ---- ---

Situation 1 25.88 0.88 0.36 1 360.29 4.11 0.06 1 1.78 0.22 0.64 .'

S it *Groan 1 94.91 3.21 0.09 1 26.88 0.31 0.59 1 28.94 3.59 0.07

Snot 22 649.51 -ONO W..... 22 1930.12 4111 ..11. .4111, 4111 22 177.30 IW - --

Direction 2 3731.19 53.80 0.00 2 180071.55 33.60 0.00 2 1046.22 13.58 0.00

GroDirac tt on 2 52.33 0.75 0.48 2 49741.46 9.28 0.00 2 265.88 3.45

Bum 44 1525.80 NI. .4111. 44 117086.91 .a..a.., a. a... 44 1695.18

Sit *Direolt on 2 69.29 2.81 0.07 2 14924.82 8.55 0.00 2 127.90 4.18 0.02

cGroS if sD is ecti on 2 12.01 0.49 0.62 2 1595.54 0.91 0.41 2 74,00 2.42 0.10

!trot 44 543.28 ---- --- 44 38387.42 4111 War 1 44 673.59 .
TuNeys Z .05)

Frequency: Face, To . Away

Duration: Toy, Face > Away

Olean Duration; Toy, Face > Away
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Two-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Mother Gaze at 24 Martha

FM111411 CY Aeration leas Murat too
SAM_ iL 12_ P t1411.1..21 EMU_ DP SS PIO&

LOOK AT FACE

Group 1 95.59 1.36 0.26 1 29908.45 9.82 0.00 1 252.97 9.95 0.00

Error 22 1550.66 WWI" Now. 4 w...m.m. 22 66976.55 .m. IN IN.. 22 559.43

Situation 1 6.30 0.25 0.62 1 1300.72 1,49 0.23 1 3.02 0.40 0.54

SiteGrouo 1 127.64 4.98 .04 1 255.39 0.2' 0.59 1 0,64 0.08 0.77

Error 22 563.36 - - -- - - -- 22 191.81.28 16. .. 16 22 167.11 -__- -__-

rasa..

LOOK AT TOY

..i.1111=1

4

Groun 1 30,79 0.74 0.40 1 26709.15 7.59 0.01 1 6747.74 5.37 0,03

Error 22 1147.21 Mr. M. 41b 22 77385.52 --.... ---_ 22 27663.07 ---- -....-

Siruaticm 1 0.28 0.01 0.91 1 2310.07 2.15 0.16 1 0.02 0.00 1.00

Sitnrouo 1 55.2 2.46 0.13 1 1421.82 1.32 0.26 1 77.53 0.05 0.82

Error 22 494.38 ---- ---- 22 23682.85 .4Ib . Mo. w. 22 31069.63 ......- ----

LOOK AWAY

-Group 1 0.76 0.30 0.59 1 2.17 0.12 0.74 1 1.95 0.68 0.42

Etter 22 55.24 - - -- ---., 22 409.75 ---- I. op. w. 22 62.72

Situation 1 0.36 0.21 0.65 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.11 0.06 0.81

S itoG CO OP 1 0.11 0.07 0.80 1 0,08 0.01 0.93 1 0.38 0.21 0.65

Error 22 37.55 41Mhw - - -- 22 233.92 . 22 39.88 OP

42
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TABLE 11

Three-way ANOVA Si nary Table
Mother Gaze at 24 Months

..191K

Group

DE

1

?MUM CY
11. 1-

4

94.91 1.28

MIA

0.27

Duration
DI-- -11

1 40.21 0.63 0.43 1

Nein Duration

1401.58 3.53 0.07

Error 22 1637.17 ..= 4=. 4=. .. 22 1397.76 .1. .1. . 60 60 22 8742.27 .4.. OP . ... .m.

S it as ti on 1 4.20 0.14 0.72 1 47.27 1.08 0.31 1 1.03 0.00 0.96

Sit*Groun 1 112.79 3.66 0.07 1 153.18 3.51 0.07 1 34.81 0.08 0.78

Error 22 678.54 ---- _,--- 22 960.83 ,.....111 IN 22 9687.29 ---- ----

-.,.

Direction 2 2839.29 55.97 0.00 2 306241.96 46.99 0.00 2 12582.05 14.16 0.00

GrooDirection 2 40.22 0.79 0.46 2 56579.55 8.69 0.00 2 5601.08 6.31 0.00

Error 44 1115.95 Mer =. 6060 »- 44 143374.06 -- -- 4m, 44 19642.95 Orm,a M,..1.1.

SitoDirection 2 2.52 0.13 0.88 2 3562.62 1.86 0.17 2 1.91 0.00 1.00

CEOS it *V irec ti do 2 70.24 3.71 0.03 2 1524.12 0.80 0.46 2 43.74 0.04 0.96

!trot 44 416.76 44 42137.22 44 21589.32

Tukeys (p 7.05)

Frequency; Toy. Face > Away

Duration. Toy > Face > Away

Mean Duratim fay > Face, Away

L'e

.=,=m
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handicapped babies looked relatively more at their babies' faces and away,

while mothers of the nonhandicapped babies looked for relatively longer

episodes and for more of the interaction at the toy.

No differences were found between situations at 24 months; the dif-

ferences found at 12 months in the frequency of looking away (less with

instruction), had disappeared. However, the situation x group interaction

in the frequency of looking at the babies' faces was now significant: in

instruction, as compared to play, mothers of handicapped babies looked at

their babies more frequently, while mothers of nonhandicapped babies

looked less frequently. A similar but nonsignficant pattern was apparent

for looking at the toy: each of these reflected tendencies already seen at

12 months.

Group differences were the same at the two ages: the total duration

and mean duration of looking at the toys (more in the nonhandicapped

group) and at their babies' faces (more in the handicapped group), had

remained. Overall, then, as reported for the babies, situational differ-

ences were not as apparent at 24 as at 12 months, while group differences

w're more apparent. In general, at 12 months the groups of mothers had

been more similar to each other in instruction than in play, At 24 months,

they were more similar in play.

As with the babies, visual inspection of the means indicated changes

across the two age levels. At 24 months, mothers looked less frequently

in each of the t;ree directions. Further, looking at the toys accounted

for less of the interaction time, while looks away accounted for more than

at 12 months. The two groups of mothers differed across the ag4 levels in

total time looking at their babies' faces: at 24 months, mothers of the

handicapped babies spent more time looking at the babies, while mothers of
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the nonhandicapped babies spent less, than at 12. Differential changes

across age were also seen in the mean duration measures: in the non-

handicapped mothers, looks at the toys lasted longer at 24 months, while

in the handicapped group, they were shorter. Mothers of handicapped

babies also took shorter locks at their babies at 24 months than at 12

months, while mothers of nonhandicapped babies took longer looks at 24

months, particularly in the play situation. Visual inspection also showed

that, as at 12 months, the two situations affected the two groups of moth-

ers differently in terms of the frequency of looking back and forth be-

tween their babies and the toys: in the nonhandicapped group, mothers

looked back and forth less often in the instruction situation than they had

at 12 months, while in the handicapped group, they looked back and forth

more often.

Thus, the looking patterns of both groups of mothers reflected the

types of changes in their babies from 12 to 24 months. Mothers of the

nonhandicapped babies, like their babies at 24 months, looked at the toys

for longer episodes, and for more of the interaction time, than they looked

in either of the other two directions. Mothers of the 24 month old handi-

capped babies, also like their babies, now spent proportionately more time

looking at their babies' faces and away, and less time looking at tr'e toys.

As at 12 months, however, this match was most evident in the total dura-

tion measure. Unlike their babies. both groups of mothers looked at their

partners' faces for significantly more time than they looked away.

Patterns of Dyadic Gaze States in Toy Situations

The separate analyses for babies and mothers presented above yielded

results which, while interpreted in relation to each other, nevertheless do

45
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not address the issue of how the gaze, patterns of mother and baby were

actually integrated together. Each of the various gaze codes for the

babies were therefore combined wth each of those for their mothers (in-

cluding the "look at body" code), creating dyadic gaze states. In the

sections which follow, these states will be discussed in various ways. The

states will be referred to in each section as follows (note that the baby's

direction of gaze always appears first, followed by the mother's):

TT=toy/toy; joint looking at toy AF=away/face AA=away/away

TF=toy/face AT=away/toy BA=body/away

FF=face/face; mutual gaze AB=away/body TA:toy/away

FT=face/toy TB=Toy/body FA=face/away

Occurrence of Dyadic Gaze States. Only the first eight of these

states were ir.cluded in this first set of analyses; others were eliminated

because of their very low frequencies and total durations. Analysis proce-

dares were identical to those described above for gaze patterns of babies

and mothers separately.

Twelve months--Results (Tables 12-16) indicate that two states, TF

and TT, accounted for most of the interaction time, with TT accounting

for significantly more than TF; Interactions between state and group,

however, showed that while dyads with nonhandicapped babies engaged in

more TT tha TF, dyads with handicapped babies showed the opposite

pattern, engaging in more TF than TT. Mean durations showed the same

type of interaction. The third most prevalent state was AF. States in

which the mother looked at the babies' bodies, an ' states in which the

mother alone looked at the toy, seldom occurred. Mutual gaze was also

uncommon in the toy situation, with an overall average total duration



TABLE 12

frecicAcy of Dyadic Gaze in Toy Situations at 12 Months

toad iOaSpe d lioahaadioasped
Debi es Rabies
(list 11 Mot 31

isstr /Batt to tastr /ant

8abv Look Race/ 4.45 3.08 3.45 3.75 3.31 5,34 0.38 0.65
Boa took lacy

Baby Look Pace/ 1.27 1.68 1.64 3.59 1.15 1.91 0.15 0.38
Nos Look Toy

Bakv Look ToV/ 12.36 7.26 WOO 7.95 15.38 7.73 13.08 6.60
Hos Look race

Eabv Look loV/
tot /Oak Tcv

8.91 6.20 11.18 7,37 14.54 8.29 14.62 4.68

LW, Look Tov/ 1.45 2.16 0.21 0.47 3.54 3,84 2.08 3.35
Nos took MAT

Eabv Look lwav, 9.09 7.13 5.73 6.34 4.00 2.48 0.62 0.96
Nos Look race

Baby Look lwav/ 3.113 2.04 3.73 4.63 3.62 3.18 1.31 1.93
Boa Look Tcv

Baby Look away/ 2.36 5.92 0.55 1.04 2.08 2.33 0.08 0.28
Mos Lock Holy
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TABLE 13

Duration of Dyadic Gaze in Toy Situations at 12 Months

BasAicapss d Bosbasdi ea Sped
Babies Babies

l) :Sit13)

lasts taste No lnstc bait

Baby Look Pace/
floe look Face

11.18 10.15 7.73 10.87 6.23 10.19 0.46 0.:8

Baby LoOk race/ 1.55 2.07 4.09 9.88 1.85 ' 2.85 0.15 0.38

Boa leek TOT

Baby Look Toy, 54.82 34.78 62.55 49.89 44.77 25.08 36.69 27.84

Nos Look Face

Baby Look Toy/ 47.18 51.31 60.00 51.65 76.77 42.27 124.03 41.64

Boa Look Toy

Baby Look Toe/
hoe Look Body

3.82 6.03 1.09 2.43 11.38 14.17 6.54 10.51

Baby Look kiwi 37.09 38.50 22.36 35.66 8.62 7.56 0.77 1.24

Noe Look Face

Ba by Look Atm/
nos Look Tiro

5.82 3.92 12.27 19.14 5.85 5.29 2.54 3.69

Baby Look away/ 5.45 14.86 1.27 2.53 7.23 9.22 0.85 3.05

Noe Look Body



Baby Look race/
Boa look race

Babe Look race/
Moe look To

Baby Look UT/
nom look race

kb, Look low/
Nos look Tow

Fab, Look low/
Nos look Daly

eat, Look 10417/
Doe look race

robe Look imaY/
Nos look Tcv

rob, Lcok way/
Moe look Scot.

TABLE 14

Mean Duration of Dyadic Gaze in Toy Situations at 12 Months

liaediCaPPad Ionitandicameed
Ea bies rabies;Oit) (11.1

No Lantz rests Bo lasts lasts
JERAD---_§.J.DA

1.95 1.50 1.71 0.94 1.17 0.98 0.38 0.65

0.64 0.64 0.77 1.15 0.66 0.99 0.15 0.38

4.4 2.02 3.89 2.87 2.96 1,00 2.63 0.97

4.88 6.42 5.20 6.16 5.63 3.05 9.67 5.44

0.90 1.33 1.09 2.43 1.99 1.67 1.19 1.83

3.44 2.77 2.35 1.99 1.86 1.03 0.49 0.69

1.72 0.98 1.72 2.09 1.37 0.84 0.98 1.26

0.68 0.98 0.65 1.17 2.83 3.45 0.85 3.05

.



TABLE 15

Two-ft, ANOVA Summary Table:

Dyadic Daze at 12 Months

RM
Baby Look Face/

Nomi.00k Face (FF)

?towage cv
P1214

Duration
HOB. DE

Seto Duration

Groot/ 1 52.97 3.90 0.06 1 444.64 5.33 0.03 1 13.20 10.29 0.00

Error 22 298.84 ?: 1835.84 22 28.24 M...

S it tattoo 1 45.85 3.55 0.07 1 253.46 3.42 0.08 1 3.14 3.52 0.07

Ste Inman 1 11.02 0.85 0.37 1 15.96 0.22 0.65 1 0.87 0.98 0.33

Bator 22 284.46 22 1628.52 22 19.67
...

Baby Look Face/

=1.,MIMI.

Nom Look Toy

Groan 1 7.64 1.98 0.17 1 39.39 1.73 0.20 1 1.03 1.67 0.21

Error 22 84.84 22 501.27 22 13.60

Sitvat&oft 1 1.20 0.23 0.64 1 2.17 0.08 0.78 1 0.42 0.54 0.47

Steinman 1 5.54 1.04 0.32 1 53.50 1.91 1.81 1 1.20 1.55 0.23

Error 22 117.27 ---- ---. 22 617.75 .... ----
22 17.11

----.e.,..
Baby Look Toy

Mon Look Face (TF)

Grow) 1 13.11 0.14 0.71 1 3840.03 2.25 0.15 1 19.87 5.40 0.03

Error 22 2091.89 22 37464.89 22 81.01 ft...

EltV4t100 1 1.34 0.10 0.76 1 0.36 0.00 0.98 1 LEO 0.53 0.47

SitivOrovo 1 46.34 3.32 0.08 1 744.11 1.00 0.33 1 0.01 0.00 0.95

Mot 22 306.66
---- ....

22 16368.55 ---- ----
22 65.70



y Look Toy/

Look Toy {TT)

Groot

Error

Situation

SitSroun
I- Error

baby Look Toy/

113e Look Body ((B)

Grow

Error

Sit ratios

Sit% roe°

Ur cr

y Look Away/

Look Face (AF)

0 MUD

Error

Situattoa

Sit *G /OUP

Error

1 244.70

22 1575.30

1 16.45

1 14.36

22 441.55

10 IVa. .m.,10 OP

.__E 21911: -P1- -_SS .1 P1016. Dr- _11--.-L--E1216.-
Pratlue2 c V Duration Seat Dar atlas

1 45.04 3.91 0.06 1 504.56 3.80 0.06 1 4.12 0.83 0.37

22 253.63 22 2918.92 22 108.93

1 20.82 4.26 0.05 1 170.88 3.04 0.10 1 1.12

1 0.23 0.05 0.83 1 13.38 0.24 0.63 1 2.90

22 107.43 ..-_- ---- 22 1237.94 -.._- ... 22 41.44......... ....... *+m,

3.42 0.08 1 26136.25 7.81 0.01 1 81.13 1.89 1.83

22 73075.66 Ino
22 942.00

0.82 0.38 1 10770.05 10.69 0.00 1 56.57 3.93 0.06

0.72 0.41 1 3543.80 3.52 0.07 1 41.21 2.86 0.10
gr.

22 22167.20 _--- 11
22 316.72 . ...P.

1 310.12 9.47 0.01 1 7468.75 11.13 0.00 1 35.32 13.47 0.00

22 720.36 Moe
22 14766.90 22 57.67

40.4

1 13E67 10.82 0.00 1 1518.06 2.48 0.13 1 18.20 5.20 0.03

1 ' 0.00 0.00 0.99 1 141.06 0.23 0.64 1 0.23 0.07 .0.80

22 275.81 ....... ---- 22 13475.94 .11. ....m. 41. ----
22 77.02

...b.

Table 15 (continued)

4

1111MM

0.60 0.45

1.54 0.23

.
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-412ILIWZ

Baby Look May/

Oka Look Toy (AT)

if-
Fatowency
al. Z NW AA. -22

Table 13 (continued)

Duration
-II __E___Legia__-11L--2,1_

Nein Daratioa
r 111011_

Orono 1 11.75 1.37 0.25 1 280.67 2.84 0.11 1 3.57 1.43 0.24

Error 22 188.92 ----
22 2172.99

OM MP. .m, 41.....
22 54.82

...... ...

Sit 'tattoo 1 9.25 0.87 0.36 1 29.50 0.30 0.59 1 0.46 0.39 0.54

SitcGrono

!trot

1

22

24.25

232.75

2.29

----

0.14

----

1

22

283.92

2141.75

2.92

AV. WOW

0.10 1

22

0.44

0.27.- 0.....!5.-

26.12
=a111M....IM MD ,?.,,..MN

Baby Look Away/

Nom Look 814y MO

C[4.10 1 1.70 0.15 0.70 1 5.43 0.07 0.80 1 16.36 1.67 0.21

En 22 246.30 22 1835.55 22 215.68

situe Lion 1 43.43 5.28 0.03 1 332.62 4.67 0.04 1 12.09 4.25 0.05

SitGtouv 1 0.10 0.01 0.91 1 14.46 0.20 0.66 1 11.38 4.00 0.06

Mot 22 180.82
--...- .. 22 1567.36

...--- ----
22 62.55

-- -..-
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Three-way ANOYA Summary Table:
Dyadic Gaze at 12 Months

-MK ?CMS& CT
P REM or

Maio'
SS r P1014.- 111'

Rua Veratios
r Mips-_

Ores* 1 5.13 0.12 0.73 1 - 4.57 0.19 0.67 1 0.43 0.07 0.79

in= 22 935.09 ....11.11 . 22 538.91 ---- ---- 22 128.63 ---- ----

Sitiaties 1 115.50 11.24 0.00 1 54.71 2.57 0.12 1 7.48 4.34 0.05

Sitlftrosi, 1 60.65 5.90 0.02 1 9.05 0.42 0.52 1 0.37 0.22 0.65

Dirac 22 226.09 ---- ---- 22 468.99 .... ...b. 22 37.95 -... ...-

State 7 8581.60 41.72 0.00 7 265342.68 43.55 0.00 7 1251.84 20.06 0,00

CMOS to to 7 681.90 3.32 0.00 7 38715.17 6.35 0.00 7- 174.17 2.79 0.01

istot 154 4524.98 ---
- - -- 154 134034.12 ---- . 154 1373.32 --.. ----

SitStat 7 155.32 1.99 0.06 7 13005.78 4.87 0.00 7 89.62 3.35 0.00

GettolliteStat 7 41.20 0.53 0.81 7 4801.14 1.80 0.09 7 67.88 2.16 0.04

IWO! 154 1720.66 M... Imw ... 154 58736.01 ---- .... 154 588.37 ..-- ...-

mmalommmmm..+

Tokeys (P 7.05)

Frequency; TF, TT > AF > AT, FF, T8, AB > FT

Duration: TT > TF > AF, AT, FF, T8, A8, FT

Nlean Duration: TT > TF > AF, AT, FF, T8, A8, FT

1 53
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(across groups and situations) of about 5.5 seconds (out of 180 total). In

the nonhandicapped dyads, these toy situations were thus best character-

ized by mutual attentiofl to the toy, with the second most common state

being that in which the baby continued to attend to the toy wille the

mother watched his face. In the handicapped dyads, the apposite pattern

was most characteristic. In both groups, these two states together gener-

ally accounted for over 801, of the interaction time.

Within these total durations, the dyads primarily alternated between

TT and TF, with episodes of TT lasting longer; this was paiiicularly

apparent in dyads with nonhandicapped babies, while in dyads with handi-

capped babies, there was less difference in the mean durations of these

two states.

Comparisons between the two groups of dyads yielded several differ-

ences in the relative occurrence of different dyadic states, with differ-

ences in AF and FF accounting for most of these. Episodes of each of

these lasted iJnger in dyads with handicapped babies, with AF occurring

more frequently in these dyads as Well. A situation x group interaction

was found for the frequency of episodes of IF: in the handicapped group,

it occurred more often in instruction than in play, while the opposite

pattern characterized the nonhandicapped dyads. Overall, dyads with

handicapped babies spent significantly more time in FF and AF than did

dyads with nonhandicapped babies, while the latter showed a tendency to

spend relatively more time in TT (p=.08).

In comparing the two situations, it was found that state changes in

general occurred less frequently, and states were shorter, in instruction

than in play; these patterns were not, however, equally characteristic of

all states. Three states, AF, AB and TB, each occurred significantly less
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frequently in it itruction, with episodes of AF and AB also being signifi-

cantly shorter in instruction. Further, episodes of mutual gaze (FF)

tended to be shorter in instruction. Episodes of TT, in contrast, tended

to be longer (p=.06), being totally accounted for, however, by the non-

handicapped dyads. In terms of total duration, TT accounted for signifi-

cantly more time during instruction, while FF tended to account for less

(p=.08).

Thus, at 12 months, the most common dyadic state, mutual visual

attention to the toy, was even more characteristic of the instructional than

of the May situation. This was, however, not accomplished to the same

extent in the two groups, nor was it accomplished in the same manner.

When the handicapped baby was looking at the toy (which was less than

when the baby was nonhandicapped), the mother more frequently monitored
.:

his face, creating shorter episodes of TT and more frequent episodes of

TF.

Twenty-four months--As at 12 months, TT and TF accounted for most

of. the interaction time; TT and TF again occurred about equally fre-

quently, with episodes of TT lasting longer than episodes of TF. Again,

the next most common state was AF. While these patterns were true

overall, however, they again varied by group and situation.

At 24 months (as shown in Tables 17-21), only two situation differ-

ences were found in the frequencies of occurrence of particular states:

TB still occurred less often in the instruction situation, and AT now
_,._ occurred less often in instruction as well. Other situational differences

evidenced at 12 months in AF and AB (both less frequent in instruction)

had disappeared. The situation difference in the mean duration of AF

(shorter in instruction) remained. Two new situation x group interactions

55
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Table 17

Frequency of Dyadic Gaze States in Toy Situations at 24 Months

asadica Pse d Nonbaadi w owd
Bo II e Pabiss

0 =131{11.1

No Tabte

1)

Tastr

taus Look Tice/ S.45 7.39 3.81 4.60

Boo lock face

baby Look .1Factii
Boo took Toy

1.81 1.89 0.91 1.04

Baby Look Toy/ 11.09 7.90 12.36 8.64
Boo took race

Baby Look Tom 10.SS 8.08 11.09 8.54

Boo took Tow

Bat! Look Tow/ 0.36 1.21 0.00 0.00

Noe Look Bad y

Baby Look *waif/ 7.55 6.41 6.82 0.01

Noe ilok face

Batty Look Alfas/
nos took TO!

6.55 5.37 3.64 3.70

Baby Look Meow/ 0.18 0.40 1.00 2.41

Boo took Body

No taste Is str

2.08 4.96 0.23 0.44

2.38 6.54 0.23 0.64

11.08 10.10 7.00 5.96

12.00 6.00 9.69 4.96

1.46 2.57 0.00 0.00

2.85 3.74 0.62 0.77

2.85 3.67 1.00 1.00

1.15 2.23 0.00 0.00
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Table 1.8

Duration of Dyadic Gaze States in Toy Situations at 24 ionths

Nand LC aPPO d llosttaadicaPPed
Da bias Babies
Pitt lb ;M =131

Baty Look Face/
Boa Loot Pace

Baby Look race/
Boa rook Tor

Bate Look Toy/
Boa Look Face

Baby Lcok Tor/
Boa Look T cv

Baby Lcok Toy/
Boy Look Bod

Baby Lcok Allay/
Boa Loos Face

Baty bcok Bray/
Boo Look To,

Baby Lcok Allay/
Boo Look pod y

No Iastr

15.62 24.05

1,27 1,90

35.18 25,38

65.09 56.1S

1.81 3.92

34.09
38.62

20.55 mos

0.27 0.65

Iastr No La str Iastr

9.55

1,73

41,27

73,73

0.00

29.09

9.73

3.18

13.79

2.05

32.41

58.26

0.00

41.07

11.71

9.27

3.62

3.69

31.23

115.31

4.23

6.38

5.15

4.62

9.06

8.80

31,14

52.25

7.56

9.36

8,38

9.49

0.38

0.23

25.77

147.92

0.00

0.85

1.08

0.00

0.77

0.44

27,57

29.76

0.00

1.14

1.12

0.00
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Table 19

Kean Duration of Dyadic Gaze States in Toy Situations at 24 siontbs

Nandicapted lionbandica sped
Babies Babies
fast n ti131

No Suitt. !nett
figia--Aaa_111.611___Laa

Baby Look Face/
Non look face

Babt Look face/
Nos look Toy

Baby Look ?or/
Non took face

Baby Look Tot/
Nos took Tot

Baby Loon Tot/
No took Body

9okt Look "41/Noe toot Face

Ba by Look teat/
Boa took Toy

Baby Look kw ,
Noe look Body

1.80

0,46

2.87

5.64

0.30

3.17

2,52

0.27

1.55

0.69

1.44

6.25

0.98

2.56

2.20

0.65

1.27

1.08

3.00

5.34

0.00

2.12

1.92

0.58

1.63

1.32

1.30

3.60

0.00

2.34

1.97

1.21

No Stott
nolo LA&

hint

0.62 0.84 0.38 0.77

0.95 1.33 0.23 0.44

2.35 1.32 2.72 2.07

15.95 16.02 24.19 23.04

i.03 1.49 0.00 0.00

1.05 1.11 0.65 0.90

1.02 1.05 0.65 0.55

1.11 1.78 0.00 0.00
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TABLE 20

Two-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Oyadlc Gaze at 24 NORM

Fraoueacy
-342ACE-------_-_-DE-----2A--_----1_____

Baby Look Face

Nom Look Face

21416.---ta_--
Duration

-21 -I-
Ness Duration

EWA- t--RI-- ---11- -?22/a.-

Groan 1 144.52 6.03 0.02 1 1359.71 8.01 0.01 1 12.79 9.02 0.01

Error 22 527.48 .__. ---_ 22 3733.27 .m./.111,, .. 22 31.17 ---- ____

Sitratton 1 36.13 1.51 0.23 1 269.07 1.19 0.29 1 1.72 1.08 0.31

Sat*Groue 1 0.13 0.01 0.94 1 27.57 0.12 0.73 1 0.26 0.17 0.69

irror 22 528.12 --- ___- 22 4969.24 ..., .m,. ..m. 22 34.99 -_-_ -..-

Baby Look Face

NOm Look Toy

G ZO up 1 0.82 0.06 0.81 1 2.54 0.11 0.75 1 0.37 0.34 0.57

Egret 22 295.99 ___ __.- 22 524.46 __.- --- 22 23.81 --- --

Situation 1 17.54 1.45 0.24 1 16.94 1.22 0.28 1 0.03 0.03 0.87

Sit eG roue 1 10.54 0.87 0.36 1 45.69 2.07 0.16 1 5.34 5.44 0.03

Mot 22 265.94 --- ..- 22 484.98 --- 22 21.60 ...- ...-

Baby Look Face

Mk* Look Toy

aroun 1 86.15 0.82 0.37 1 1127.55 0.89 0.36 1 1.89 0.65 0.43

Error 22 2301.83 .._ ... ..... 22 27082.36 --- -___ 22 64.32 ---- ..--

SttudtLon 1 23.43 0.72 0.41 1 1.18 0.00 0.96 1 0.71 0.35 0.56

SitoGroun 1 85.26 2.60 0.12 1 397.60 0.88 0.36 1 0.18 0.09 0.77

Error 22 720.55 ---- --- 22 9902.07 --- ...- 22 45.25 -- ---

---5-9-

1

1



Baby Look Toy

Nam Look Toy

Group

fierce

Situation

Site :roan

Error,....
Baby Look Toy

Mom Look Body

Group

Error

Situaticn

SitiNroUD

Error

Baby Look Away

Nem Look Face

Grout)

Errcr

Situation

S it*G woo

Error

...........

1 354.09

22 954.89

1 26.07

1 6.73

22 272.24

?tectonic',

6.81 0.028.16 0.01 1 9326.34

22 31519.97

Table 20 (continued)

Duration Desk Duration

DG 24

SF REVI: 9P 3S __L__ Er112411-___Df12- t P11411.

1 0.01 0.00 0.99 1 46;13.01 11.88 0.00 1 2414.27 9.14 0.01

22 1689.66 ---- ---- 22 85410.97 ---- ---- 22 5851.57 m..... ..m.

1 9.25 0.49 0.49 1 5069.67 4.76 0.04 1 222.71 1.19 0.29

1 24.25 1.27 0.27 1 1713.00 1.61 0.22 1 254.69 1.36 0.26

22 418.75 m. ......m. f 22 23449.81 ---- --- 22 4121.37

1 38.42

22 118.10

mi

1 ' 59 1.68 0.21 1 27.69 1.45 0.24 1 1.59 1.93 0.17

22 46.0 . 22 419.97 ---- - --- 22 16.09 ..--- ....-.

1 9.92 4.66 0.04 1 87.28 4.87 0.04 1 5.20 6.33 0.02

1 3.59 1.68 0.21 1 27.69 1.45 0.24 1 1.59 1.93 0.18

22 46.89 ---- ---- 22 419.97 ---- ---- 22 18.09 11,..

7.16 0.01

2.11 0.16 1 330.86 5.47 C.03 1 6.20 5.09 0.03

C.54 0.47 1 0.86 0.01 0.91 1 1.27 1.04 0.32

22 1330.62 411.6. 22 26.82



Fraquancy Duration

Table 20 (continued)

Seas Duration

06 24

DI 12 I SS r PROBE

Baby Look Away

-RNLI. -A- -IL.

Morn Look Toy

*LOW
1 119.59 6.80 0.02 1 1722.01 8.04 0.01 1 22.79 6.98 0.01

Error 22 386.66
---- ----

22 4713.24
. .1., .m.

22 71,85
ID Mb Mb

Situation 1 67.37 6.98 0.01 1 660.97 8.55 0.01 1 2.82 1.93 0.18

Sit G row) 1 3.37 0.35 0.56 1 135.39 1.15 0.20 1 0.16 0.11 0.74

Error 22 212.30 ---- ----
22 1700.28

-- ..m. .m. 410 22 32.26
---- ----

---

Baby Look Away

Morn took Body

Groot) 1 0.00 0.00 0.98 1 4.01 0.09 0.16 1 0.20 0.17 0.69

Etter 22 57.66 --- ----
22 962.90 ..Wm. ID

22 26.77 0.88 C.61

Situation 1 0.34 0.12 0.13 1 8.61 0.19 0.66 1 1.94 1.41 0.25

SitsGroup 1 11.59 4.13 0.05 1 168.61 3.78 0.06 1 6.02 4.38 0.05

Error 22 61.66 --- --.. 22 981.99 ---- ----
22 30.25 ....... ----

6i



Three-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Dyadic Gaze at 24 Months

Peetaseaer Duration Nana Duration

O

Orall0

litter

Situation

SitGroan

Irror

Stet*

OtpoState

Steer

SltoOtcta

OtnoOltoltate

BMX

1

22

1

1

22

7

7

154

7

7

154

290.50

976.99

167.79

70.96

650.69

5C33.88

418.28

5284.07

35.83

74.50

1874.76

6.54

-. -.

5.67

2.40

......,

23.46

1.74

----

0.42

0.87

Orr orb

0.02

- - --

0.03

0.14

.........

0.00

0.10

Mr Ore.

0.89

0.53

r r MI r

1 28.41

22 456.96

1 24.03

1 19.21

22 441.73

7 402778.86

7 59554.45

154 154630.20

7 6450.87

7 2497.26

154 42787.24

1.37

Orr ro r

1.20

0 96

-.Mir

57.31

8.49

.........

3.32

1.28

MP rro or

0.25

WO MrOor

0.29

0.34

r Orr=

0.00

0.00

.........

0.00

0.26

.0 rr. r

1

22

1

1

22

7

7

154

7

7

154

147.24

637.50

2.78

19.23

428.40

6414.00

2345.08

5568.19

236.15

250.30

3902.22

5.08

Marra.

0.14

0.99

rOOrr

25.34

9.27

rrrr

1.33

1.41

rrrr

0.03

rrrr

0.71

0.33

rrrr

0.00

0.00

r

0.24

0.20

411.4ro.

IMOErkwrkrorrrrnrrwrrrrrlirr000rrorr

wheys (p .05)

requemcy::

olt100;

an duration:,

TT, TF > AF, AT, FF, FT, AB > TB

TT > TF > AF, AT, FF, AB, FT, TB

TT > AF, AF, AT, rr, FT, AB, T8
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were found: in the handicapped group, episodes of FT were longer in

instruction than in play, while in the nonhandicapped group they were

shorter. Episodes of AB showed a tendency toward a similar interaction

(p=.06), as at 12 months. In terms of the total duration of the dyadic

states, there were new situation differences in AF, in TB and in AT (all .

less ,n instruction), while situation differences in TT (more in instruction)

remained. Further, the situation x group interaction for AB had become

significant; in the handicapped group, it accounted for more time in the

instruction situation than in play, while the opposite pattern was seen in'

the handicapped group.

Comparisons between the two groups of dyads at 24 months also

yielded significant differences. Episodes of FF (while shorter in both

groups at 24 than at 12 months) were still significantly longer in the

handicapped dyads. Similarly, while episodes of AF were also somewhat

shorter than at 12 months, they were still relatively longer in the handi-

capped dyads. The group difference in length of episodes of TF was no

longer apparent. However, new group differences were found at 24 months

in the length of episodes of TT (longer :n nonhandicapped dyads, but

little different from 12 months in handicapped dyads) and in episodes of

AT (longer in handicapped dyads). The group difference in the total

duration of time spent in TT (more in the noni-tlndicapped dyads) was

even more significant at 24 than at 12 months, as was tne difference in FF

(more in the handicapped dyads). The group difference in AF was similar

across the two ages (more in the handicapped dyads). A new group

difference had also appeared in AT (more in the handicapped group).

In general, while visual inspection of the means showed that at 24

months each of the groups spent more time mutually engaged with the toys
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than they had at 12 months, the difference between the groups of dyads

O in TT had become greater. It had also become greater in two of the

states in which the baby was looking away (AF and AT)' and in FF. In

the dyads with nonhandicapped babies, mutual engagement with the toy

was even more characteristic at 24 than at 12 months; all other states had

decreased or remained the . me in frequency, mean duration and total

duration; further, this difference was .ven more apparent in instruction

than in play. In the dyads with handicapped babies, mutual engagement
,,cA.

0 with the toy nad also increased,, but not to the same extent, and episodes
...

remained similar in length. States in which the babies looked away had

increased in frequency (although not in length), while FF had increased in

frequency and total duration.

Conditional Relations in Dyadic Gaze. Note that while the resu'ts

. presented above describe characteristics and differeces in the two situa-

tions and the two groups, they do not yield information about relationships

between the looking directions of the two partners. For example, the

greater proportion of TT in the instructional situations might have been

due either to the greater proportion of the babies' looks at the toy, to the

mothers', or to both; a third possibility is that the looks of the two part-

ners were conditionally related... that is, when one looked at the toy, the

other was also more likely to be looking at the toy.

In order to explore this third possibiliy, and thus how these charac-

teristic differences were created, conditional probabilities were computed

for each cell in terms of, "if x is looking at ---, what is the probability

that y will be looking at --." These were computed separately for each

dyadic state for each combination of group, situation and age. Significant

O probabilities would indicate predictable relationshi;%4 between particular
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directions of looking of the two partners. Further, these condit:anal
t

probabilities were looked at from two different perspectives, (a) the prob-
.

abilities of a particular direction of the mother's gaze given a particular

direction of looking by the baby, and (b) vice versa. In cases where

both of these probabilities were significant, either positive or negative, it

would mean that when the two occurred together, each one was occurring

either more (positive) or less (negative) than expected when in combina-

tion with the other. In cases where one perspective yielded a significant

result and the other did not, the meaning would indicate a one-way rela-

tionship: knowing x would help to predict y, but not vice versa. Where

no significant relationship was found, neither partner's direction of gaze

would be predictable from the other's; instead, that particular dyadic

combination was occurring in proportion to the overall amount of looking in

those particular directions by one or both of the partners individually.

Highly predictable relationships were found between directions of

looking of the two partners: overall, the two members of the dyads looked

in the same direction significantly more than would be expected from the

overall proportions of their looks in different directions. In addition,

relationships between many other combinations of directions were highly

predictable. There were, however, no combinations (states) which consis-

tently occurred together (or did not occur together) more (or less) than

expected across situations, groups and age levels combined. Instead,

variations were apparent between situations, groups and ages. All signifi-

cant results are at p Z .05.

Twelve months--In the play situation at 12 months, and in bot.h

groups of dyads, the combinations F/F, TIE and A/B predictably occurred
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4,
together more than would be expected, while FIT, T/B and A/T consis-

tently and predictably occurred together less than expected. In the

handicapped dyads, the combination A/F also occurred together more than

expected, while o is the nonhandicapped dyads it did not. In both sets of

dyads, the combination T/A yielded a negative 1-way relationship: the

mother looked away less than usual when the babies looked at the toys.

However, when the mothers were looking away, the babies' direction of

looking was no more predictable than its overall occurrence. In the handi-

capped dyads, the combination T/F occurred together less than expected

from either the babies' looking at the toy or the mother's looking at their

babies faces. In the nonhandicapped dyads the relationship was one way;

when the mothers in the nonhandicapped group looked at their babies'

faces, their babies were less likely than usual to be looking at the toys;

however, when the babies looked at the toys, the mothers looks were

distributed as usual. Conversely, in the nonhandicapped dyads, the

combination A/A occurred together more than expected: each partner's

"away" was predictable from the other's. In the handicapped dyads, when

the mothers looked away, their babies were also looking away, but not vice

versa.

Thus, in Situation 2, when either group of babies was looking at

their mothers' faces, their mothers were more likely than usual to be

looking at them as well, and less likely than usual to be looking at the

toy. Conversely, when their mothers were looking at their babies the

babies were more likely than usual to also be looking at them and less

likely than usual to be oriented to the toys; in addition, if the dyads were

in the handicappea group, the babies were also more likely than usual to

be looking away. Similarly, when babies were looking at the toys, their
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mothers were more likely to also be looking at the toys, and less likely

0 than usual to be looking at their babies' bodies; mothers of the handi-

capped babies were also less likely than usual to be watching their babies'

faces. On the other hand, when their moms were looking at the toys,

babies in both groups were less likely to be looking at their mothers or

away, and most likely to also be looking at the toys. Finally, when babies

in either group were looking away, their moms were less likely to be

looking at the toys and more Ilkley to be watching their bodies (i.e., the

backs of their heads); when the babies were handicapped, their moms were

also more Ilkley to be watching their faces, while moms of nonhandicapped

/babies were, like their babies, more likely to be looking away. Con-

versely, when moms were looking away, their babies were very unlikely to

be looking at the toys, and also likely to be looking away.

in Situation 4 (instruction), the F/F combination occurred together

more than axpected in the nonhandicapped group but not in the handi

capped group (i.e., in the handicapped group, "look at face" of neither

partner could be reliably predicted from "look at face" in the other). in

both groups, A/B predictably occurred together, while in the handicapped

group, the combinations A/A, A/ F, F/A, and T/T also occurred together

more than expected. Also in the handicapped, but not in the nonhandi-

capped group, the combinations T/F, T/A and A/T occurred together less

than expected.

Several of the combinations also showed one-way relationships. In

both groups, probabilities for the F/T combination showed that when the

babies were looking at their mothers, their mothers were very unlikely to

be looking at the toys. Mothers' looks at the toys, however, did not help

in predicting whether the babies' would be looking at their faces. In both
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groups, the T/8 combination showed a similar pattern: when the mothers

0 were looking at their babies' bodies, their babies were very unlikely to be

looking at the toys, tut mothers' looks at their babies' bodies were not

predictable (one way or the other) from their babies' looks at the toys.

The T/T combination, which occurred together more than expected in the

handicapped group, yielded a one-way pattern 'in the nonhandicapped
a.

group: when the mot..ers were looking at the toys, their babies were

likely to be looking at them, too; when the babies were looking at the

toys, their mothers' directions were no more predictable than usual.

Thus, in Situation 4 at 12 months, when babies were looking at their

mothers, their mothers were less likely than usual to be looking at the

toy. Mothers of nonhandicapped babies were also more likley to be watch-

ing their babies. In mothers of the handicapped babies, however, this

only approached significance, while, unexpectedly, they were also more

likely to be lonking away. The results were also unexpected when exa-

mined from the other direction: when nonhandicapped babies looked at

their moms, their moms were most likely to be looking at them; when

handicapped babies looked at their moms, their moms were less than likely

to be looking at the toy, and were looking away more than usual.

Group differences were also found in relation to the babies' looks at

the toys; when the babies were handicapped, their mothers also looked at

the toys more than usual, and locked at their babies' faces and away less

than usual, as in Situation 2. When the babies were in the nonhandi-

capped group, none of their looks were more predictable than the uncondi-

% tional probabilities would indicate. Conversely, when their mons were

lookiro at the toys, the babies were more than likely to be doing so, too,

and the handicapped babies were also less likely to be looking away.
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Looking away in the babies, in both groups, was related to their

mothers' watching their bodies more than usual; in the handicapped group,

when babies were looking away, their mothers were also more likely than

would be expected to be looking away or at their faces, and less likely to

be looking at the toys. When mothere f nonhandicapped babies looked

away, their babies were less likely to be looking at the toy, and more

likely to be looking away, too, or at their mothers' faces (as noted above).

When mothers of handicapped babies looked away, their babies' looks

matched what was expected from their unconditional probabilities. In both

groups, when mothers were looking at their babies' bodies, the babies

were very likely to be looking away and very unlikely to be looking at the

toys.

Twenty-four months--At 24 months, contingent probabilities showed

even r.ore differential patterns of relationships for the two groups, espe-

ciallycially across situations. In the play situation, in the dyads with nonhandi-

capped babies, results were identical to those at 12 months, with one new

addition: the combination F/8 occurred together significantly less than

expected from the overall occurrences of either. These dyads thus had

changed very little in terms of the conditional relationships in their direc-

tions of gaze in the play situations. In the dyads with handicapped

babies, play contained more changes between the two age levels. The

combination A/8 no longer reliably occurred together, while the negative

relationship in the T/A combination was now predictable from each direc-

tion. T/B, conversely, was now predictable from only one direction:..
mothers were very unlikely to be looking at their babies' bodies when their

babies were looking ar the toys. A new one-way relationshin had also

appeared in F/A: mot:lers wh-e highly unlikely to be looking away When

69
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their babies were watching their faces, but whether or not the mother was

looking away did not predict whether the babies would be looking at their

faces.

In the instruction situation, differences between ages (and even more

than in play) were apparent in both groups. In the dyads with handi-

capped babies, there were no longer any combinations which were predict-

able from only one direction. Two more combinations (in comparison to 12

months) now occurred together significantly more than expected: these

were F/F and A/13. One new combination (A/T), reliably occurred to-

gether less than expected. Two combinations, however, no longer differed

from elven!l occurrence: these were F/A and T/A, Two other combina-

tions had changed from being 'predictable from only one direction to being

predictable from both: the combinations F/T and T/B now occurred to-

gether less than expected.

In contrast to the handicapped dyads, in which no combinations

showed a o-e-way relationship in the instructional situation, in the non-

handicapped dyads all but two of the significant combinations were now

one-way. Only F/F and A/F reliably occurred together significantly more

than expected. O the combinations for which one-way influences were

found, three were combinations in which the babies were looking at the

toys. When mothers were looking at their babies faces or away, their

babies were very unlikely to be looking at the toys, and when the mothers

were looking at the toys, their babies were more than likely to be doing so

as well. However, when the babies were looking at the toys, none cr.

these three directions or the mothers' looks were any more predictable than

expected. Two other combinations with one-way relationships (F/T and

A/T) were those in which the mother looked at the toy. When babies were
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looking at tl-eir mothers or away, their mothers were very unlikely to be

looking at the toys. However, when the babies were looking at their

mothers faces or away, their mothers' looks at the toys were no more

predictable than their overall occurrence.

Transitions between Dyadic Gaze States at 12 Months

This section represents a slight departure from those just preceedung

in that (a) the analysis covers only the 12 month age level, and (b) the

data for the dyad containing a blind baby have been removed. These

results are included in this section on gaze because they not only repre-

sent extensions in the analyses which will later be replicated with other

data, but also add yet ,other piece to the puzzle of understanding the

structure and functions of gaze in these groups and situations.

To gain a more dynamic picture of the actual flow of the interaction

from one dyadic event to the next. dyadic gaze states were analyzed using

event sequential analysis (to 2 lags), yielding information on whether

transitions between particular states occurred more or less frequently than

would be expected from the frequency of the overall occurrence of the

particular states. All 1? states were included in this analysis; while some

seldom occurred, they ha"e obvious theoretical importance for examining
..",

the sequence of states.

Z-scores were used to determine whether the actual occurrence of

each 1-step and 2-step transition differed from wnat would be expected.

A significant z-score would indicate that a certain transition between states

has a higner (or lower) probability of occurring (or of not occurring) in a

particular sequence than events which are not "connected" in any way.

From the results already presented, it is clear that in situations

involving toys, babieii rarely looked at anything else, while their mothers
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looked back and forth between the toys and their babies' faces, resulting

in the two dyadic states which were most characteristic of toy play situa-

tions. What the sequence of dyadic states can add to this is information

concerning the order in which different states are likely to occur in differ-

ent situations ..nd groups.

In each of the two toy situations (play and instruction), and in each

group, the transition TT TF occur-ed significantly more often than

expected (p=Z.05); when baby and mother were both looking at the toy,

the next probable event was for the mother to create a new state (TF) by

looking at the baby as the baby continued to look at the toy. (Note that

TF is in general a high probability event; in this case, the analysis indi-

cates that its occurrence is even more probable [significantly] following a

TT). In the play situation, this was the only transition which was simi-

larly predictable in each of the two groups, and was the only transition

that occurred more than expected in the dyads wth handicapped babies.

In the dyads wth nonhandicapped babies, additional transitions indicated

far more predictability than found in this one-step sequence alone: in

these dyads, the return step from TF4TT occurred significantly more than

expected as well. Further, given a TT, the dyads were likely to return

to TT at lag 2 (Le., skipping an event). Similarly, given a TF, the

dyads were likely at lag 2 to return to TF. These probabilities suggest

an aiterating cycle in which the baby is engaged with the toy while the

mother looks back and forth between the toy and the baby's face (with TT

lasting larger than TF, as discussed above). Negati.,e scores at lag 2 for

the transitions TT TF and TF TT also indicate that dyads were very

unlikely to go from one to the other unless they went directly (i.e., at lag

1). That is, these 2-event transitions happened less than expected from
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the overall occurrence of the states, (These significant negative transi-

tions at lag 2 are probably partially due to the fact that intervening states

would involve one or more simultaneous chanties 'n mother and baby (e.g.,

from TT-'AA), rather than a change in only one member (e.g., from TT.

TA).

In instruction, there was more similarity betweet. the two groups:

cycling between TT and TF was found in the dyads with handicapped

babies as well. Tnat is, when the mother was "teaching," the dyads with

handicapped babies resembled those with nonhandicapped babies, with very

predictable state cycles. In the dyads with nonhandicapped babies, the

cycles tended to be even more Predictable (to have a higher probability of

occurrence) in instruction than in play.

None of the state sequences involving states other than TT or TF

happened significantly more or less than was expected from their overall

occurrences.

De Citing Leader-Follower Sequences in
Dyadic Gaze States at 12 Months

The following sets of analyses are each related to exploring the roles

of mothers and babies in terms of their leadership in toy interactions, and

how these vary across groups and situations, The data sets used in these

analyses also differ from those in most of the previous sections in that the

data for the blind baby have been removed, just as it was for the lag

analysis of baby gaze at 12 months.

One of the major research issues proposed for examination in the

original proposal for this project was that of the roles of mother and baby

during dyadic interaction. While the previous sections have given many

clues to those robs, this section will address the issue more directly. In
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the present analysis, two rolei were chosen for examination, that of leader

and that of follower. Each of the possible transitions between any two

dyadic states was categorized into one of the following eight groups: (a)

baby lead social (e.g., AA'FA); (b) mother lead social (e.g., AA'AF);

(c) baby lead toy (e.g., FF.TF), (d) mother lead toy (e.g., FF.FT); (e)

baby follow social (AF4FF), (f) mother follow social (e.g., FA'FF); (g)

baby follow toy (e.g., AT4TT), and (h) mother follow toy (e.g., TA'TT).

Transitions which did not logically fall into one of these categories were

excluded from the present analyses. Frequencies of occurrence of transi-

tions in each of these categories were converted into proportions so that

the overall differences in numbers of events would not influence the analy-

sis; these proportions were then subjected to a factorial mixed design

analysis of variance with repeated measures on two factors. A separate

ANOVA was used on each of the following: (a) leaot:rship in the handi-

capped dyads; (b) leadership in the nonhandicapped dyads; (c) following

in the handicapped dyads, and (d) following in the nonhandicapped dyads.

Factors in each analysis included partner (mom/baby), situation (play/in-

struction) and type of transition (social/toy). the latter two factors were

those treated as repeated measures. Results appear in Tables 22-24.

The Leadership Role. Leadership was defined as a combination of all

transitions in which one partner initiated a new focus of attention; these

were further subdivided into transitions in which the new focus was social

(for mom: TT 4 TF, TB 4 TF, AT 4 IT, AB 4 TF, AA 4 AF, TA 4 TF;

for baby: TT 4 FT, AT 4 FT, TB I al, AB 4 FB, TA 4 FA, AA 4 FA),

and transitions in which the new focus was the toy (for mom: FF 4 FT,

FB 4 FT, AF 4 AT, AB AT, AA 4 AT, FA 4 FT; for baby: FF - TF,

AF 4 TF, Fi3 4 TB, AB 4 TB, AA 4 TA, FA + TA).
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TABLE 22

Means and Standard Deviations for Leader and Follower Transitions
in Toy Play and Instruction

PLAY SITUATION

Nonbandicapped (n = 13) Handicapped (n 10)

Lead Follow [,lad Follow

Social 'kY Social Tov Social Social a),Y1

X S.D. 1 S.D. I S.D. I S.D. 1 S.D. 1 S.D. if S.D. 1 S.D.

Baby 1.20 1.58 6.97 6.04 1.09 1.34 3.21 2.97 Baby 1.69 1.69 11.71 6.31 2.23 2.78 5.11 5.62

Non 22.98 11.98 2.83 2.72 .73 1.69 19.28 11.64 Most 17.05 6.13 5.28 4.43 1.71 1.52 13.19 8.82

INSTRUCTION SITUATION

Nonhandicamed Handicapped

Lead Follow Lead PolloW

Social To Social At Social In Social

X S.D. X S.D. A S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D.

Baby .38 .94 1.14 1.96 .00 .00 4.35 7.51 Baby .49 1.04 9.97 8.02 1.37 1.64 2.93 5.97

Mom 34.95 9.78 .31 1.11 .15 -.54 35.85 10.50 No 27.38 12.87 3.41 3.63 .48 1.51 23.47 13.04
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TABLE 23

Leadership by Babies and Mothers in Toy Play and Instruction

Dyads with Nonhandicapped Babies

Source DV 55 7 hob.

Dyads with Handicapped Babies

Source DV 55 7 Prob.

Who - 1 4289.20 91.68 0.00 Who 1 1065.22 16.61 0.00

Error 24 1122.77 Error 18 1154.49

Type 1 3785.76 81.55 0.00 Type 1 327.89 6.01 0.02

Type*Who 1 6111.00 131.64 0.00 Type*Who 1 3807.42 69.73 0.00

Error 24 1114.09 Error 18 982.79*

Situation 1 12.65 0.52 0.48 Situation 1 37.40 1.99 0.18

Who*Situation 1 421.18 17.30 0.00 Who*Situation 1 160.97 8.57 0.01

Error 24 584.33 Error 18 118.07

Type*Sitmation 1 616.98 21.87 0.00 Type*Situation 1 200.98 5.83 0.03

Who*Type*Situation 1 146.16 5.18 0.03 Who*Type*Situation 1 168.26 4.88 0.04

Error 24 677.06 Error 18 620.31



TABLE 24

Following by Babies and Mothers in Toy Play and Inttructlon

Dyads with Nonhandicapped Sables

Source DP SS F

Dyads with Handicapped Babies

Prob. Source DF SS F Prob.

Who 1 3645.77 81.59 0.00 Who 1 922.27 15.76 0.00

Error 24 1046.71 Error 18 1051.41

Type 1 5990.64 140.78 0.00 Type 1 1897.15 21.18 0.00

Type*Who 1 3711.43 87.22 0.00 TYpe*Who 1 11:1.50 16.10 0.00

Error 24 1021.27 - Error 18 1256.18

Situation 1 418.08' 12.73 0.00 Situation 1 45.81 2.46 0.13

Who*Sltuatlon 1 413.12 12.58 0.00 Wbo*SituatIon 1 181.02 1.74 0.01

Error 24 788.22 Error 18 334.70

Type*Situation 1 610.81 14.48 0.00 Type*Situation 1 111.58 7.27 0.01

Who*Type*Situation 1 361.59 8.57 0.01 Who*Type*Sltuation 1 204.16 11.29 0.00

Error 24 1021.13 - Error 18 125.60
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Of the total number of leadershp transitions, significantly more were
0

of a social nature rather than being a change toward the toy. In each

group, this preponderance of social leads was accounted for by the moth-

ers, since in each group of dyads, babies initiated more toy leads than did

the mothers. While there was no difference between situations in the

overall proportion of leadership transitions, the differences between the

proportion of social and toy leads was greater in instruction than in play,

as was the difference between mothers and babies. Each of these was

, accounted for by proportionately more of the leads in the instruction

situation being social leads by the mother, while other combinations (in

particular baby toy leads) were proportionately smaller. Thus, given a

leadership transkion, it was usually of a social nature, and was usually

initiated by the mother; this was even more characteristic of the nstruc-

tion situation. However, when the transition involved a change in atten-

tion toward the toy, it was usually the baby who led.

Although no statistical comparisons were made between groups, a

visual analysis of the means indicated that the proportion of transitions

defined by "leads" was about the same in each group and in each situa-

tion. Each situation did, however, seem to influence each group of dyads

somewhat differentially. In both play and instruction, but partcularly in

play, the difference in the proportion of leadership transitions accounted

for by mothers and babies in the handicapped was not as great as in the

nonhandicapped group. Further, the difference in the type of leadership

characteristic of each partner was not as great; out of their total leads,

mothers of handicapped babies engaged in proportionately more toy leads

and proportionately fewer social leads. Again, this was more characteristic

of play than of instruction.

79
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Following the Other's Lead. Transitions defined as "follows" included

all of those in which one partner followed the direction of gaze of the

other. As in leadership, these were subdivided into social (for mom: FT

- FF, FB + FF, FA + FF; for baby: AF + FE, TA + AA) and toy follows

(for mom: TF + TT, TB + TT, TA + TT; for baby: FT - TT, AT 4

TT).

Of the total proportion of follower transitions, those involving toys

occurred significantly more than those of a social nature. While this was

true for both mothers and babies, it was the mothers, not the babies, who

accounted for most of the difference. As in the analysis of leadership,

results were even more characteristic of the instruction situation than of

Flay, with proportionately more of the following being toward the toy and

being accounted for by the mothers. Unlike the leadership transitions,

which were similar in proportion in the two situations, slightly more fol-

lower transitions occurred in instruction than in play.

A visual analysis of the means again sh_med some interesting differ-

ences in roles in the two groups. In each situation, there was more

difference between the proportions of follows accounted for by mothers and

babies in the dyads wth nonhandicapped babies. The difference between

toy and social follows was also greater in the nonhandicapped dyads, and

particularly so in The instruction situation.

Summary. Overall, it was the mothers who assumed both the leader

and the follower roles, at least as defined by changes in iisual attention.

However, leadership transitions were predominantly social, while follower

transitions were related to the toy. It is quite clear that mutual involve-

ment was up to the mothers, for these results closely parallel those re-

Ili ported earlier for direcLior s of the babies' gaze in general. The babies
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simply remained involved with the toys: hence the large proportion of

mother follows in that direction and the large proportion of mother social

leads. The mothers' direction or gaze seems to have had little impact on

the babies, suggesting that at this age, if the mother is exerting any

leadership, it is not in the form of changes in gaze direction. If either

member can be said to lead through gaze direction, it is the baby.

Differences between situations, between mothers and bahles, and

between the types of leading or following, all seem to reflect differences

reported earlier for the babies. When the baby is visually oriented to the

toy for longer periods of time (nonhaildicapped babies; instruction situa-

tion), then, as the mother checks back and forth; her leader and follower

patterns would naturally fall into the patterns reflected here. Rebults also

support our earlier conclusion that in the dyads with handicapped babies,

the babies' patterns of gaze did not offer as much guidance for the

mothers in defining their own roles. While roles were not as clearcut

between mothers and handicapped babies in either situation, they were

more differentiated in the instruction than in the play situation. Th;1

again supports earlier speculations that the instruction situation may not

be as difficult for the mothers, either because their babies are more fo-

cused on the toys and/or because their own intent governs their behavior

to a greater extent.

Summary of r)atterns of Gaze

These babies spent most of their time engrossed- in the toy. When

they did change their direction of gaze, it was usually toward the y and

was likely to remain there. In general, brief looks at their mothers and

away were interspersed within ongoing visual attention to the objects with
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which they were engaged. It seems clear that regardless of group or

'situation, if any social interaction is to occur, it must be integrated with

this interest in objects. However, these analyses indicate that the babies'

patterns of gaze probably do not support this integration of roles ir, the

same way' in play and instructional situations. In the instructional situa-

tion, the babies looked relatively longer at the toy, and took fewer and

shorter looks away at their mothers. Looks away were also less frequent

in the instructional situation. The instructional situation was thus charac-

terized by more visual attention to tne toy, and less attention to other
is

elements of the environment, than was play. These differences were,

however, not equally characteristic of the two groups; despite the range

of handicapping conditions`re,consistent differences were .f o und between the

iandicapped and the nonhandicapped babies. The hanAcapped babies had

shorter episodes of looving at the toy and longer episodes of looking at

their mothers, and in general changed their direction of
i

gake more fre-

quently.

At 12 months, there was also a tendency for the nonhan icapped

babies to differ more across the two situations than did the hanolcapped

babies; thus, while the situa.ional differences in each group were qualita-

tively similar, the groups were affected to, different degrees. The handi-

capped babies were generally more similar in the two situations than were
-----

the nonhandkapped babies,

At 24 months, as compared to 12, there were even more difference

between the babies: the nonhandizapped babies took fewer and shorter

looks awt.;, while the handicapped babies looked away and at their mothers

more frequently, with longer looks away and shorter looks at the toy.

Overall, they iooked less at the toys than at 12 months.
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The mothers, like their babies, also looked most at the toys. The

groups differed, however, in the extent to which this was so: in mothers

of the handicapped babies, there was less difference between amounts of

looking at the toys and at their babies, and between amounts of looking at

the toys and away. In general, mothers looked back and forth between

their babies and the toys fairly equally, regardless of the situation. While

in both4roups looks at the toys leted longer than looks at their babies,

the mothers of the handicapped babies took relatively more frequent looks
-in each of these directions, relatively longer looks at their babies, and

relatively shorter looks at the toys: these patterns were most apparent in

the instruction situation. Differences in the mother of the nonhandicapped

babies when their babies were 24 as compaied to 12 months tended to

match the differences in their babies, with more and longer episodes of toy

orientation and fewer episodes of looking at their babies. This change was0 not completely matched by mothers of the handicapped babies: while their

babies at 24 months looked less at the toy, their mothers looked slight'?

more at the toy than they had at 12 months. This meant, however, that

looking at the toy was more similar in occurrence for mothers and their

handicapped babies than it had been at 12 months. Overall, in the non-
.. .

handicapped dyads, differences in the mothers across situations at both

ages also tended to match those in their babies while those in the handi-

capped dyads did so only in total duration. In this group, even though

in instruction the babies charged direction less frequently and remained

attentive to the toy for longer periods than in play, their mothers looked

back and forth even more frequently than in play, with somewhat shorter

durations in each direction, and with more similar mean durations of look-

ing at the toy and the babies' faces.
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Dyads were best characterized by mutual orientation to the toy, with

the second most common slate being that in which the babies were oriented

to the toy while the mother watched the babies' faces; in dyads with

handicapped babies at 12 months, however, the scale was tipped slightly in

the t vosite direction. While TT and IF occurred about equally fre-

quently, the difference between the length of episodes of TT and TF, and

the total amount of time spent in these two states, differed proportionately

for the two groups of dyads at both ages and in each situation. Mutual

orientation to the toy was more characteristic of the nonhandicapped dyads

while dyads with handicapped babies were characterized by more equal

amounts of TT and TF, and more of the states in which babies looked

away. While mutual gaze was rare, it was also more common in dyads with

handicapped babies.

Overall, across ages, situations and groups, the amount of time spent

In mutual orientation to the toy was closely related to the amount of time

that the mothers sper t looking at the toy: when the mothers looked at the

toys, the babies were already there, and mutual orientation was the result.

Further, the amount of time spent in mutual gaze was closely relatzd to

the babies' looking at their mothers' faces: when the babies looked, *he

mothers were also looking at them. These relationships were, however,

less clear in the handicapped group. The more equal amounts of TT and

TF in the handicapped group were related to the mothers' not matching

(except in total duration) differences in their babies' looking at the toys

in different situations and at different ages. The higher occurrence of TT

in the instructional situation was due both to the fact that each partner

`Joked at the toy more ;-: ;n;tructiont and to the positive conditional

relationship between the two. The lower occurrence of TF in instruction

e
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in the nonl-andicapped group seems to be primarily related to differences

in the mothers' looks at the babies' face (less in instruction); the same

factor may therefore best explain the higher occurrence of TF in instruc-

tion in the handicapped group, although the babies also looked at the toys

more in ins ruction. The decreases in all other states in Situation 4 seem

to be related to situation differences in each partner of the overall occur-

rence of looking away and at the other's face. Similarly, some of the

changes across ages seam to be related to changes in the unconditional

probabilities of directions or looking of one of the partners (e.g., an

increa)e in TT and AT related to increases in the moms looking at the toy,

and to decrease in TF related to slight decreases in the duration of the

babies' looks at the toys).

In the play situation at both age levels, it was more likely than

expected that when cne partner was looking at the toy, the other one was,

ton. Similar relationships were found for mutual gaze, and between the

L. y's looks away and some form of "monitoring" (looking away or at the

baby's body or face). Mutual gaze a.id the "away/monitor" combi:,ation

were a:so more likely than would be expected in Situation 4. However,

only in the handicapped group did mutual orientation to the toy occur more

than expected. At both ages, although the mothers did not look at the

toys unless their babies were, they did not necessarily look at them more

han expected when their babies were looking at them. In ganeral, when

the mothers of the nonhandicapped babies were "teaching," the proportion

of looks which they took in each direction did not differ from their overall

proportions.

One particular combination, FA, yielded particularly intriguing condi-

tional probabilities in the handicapped dyadi in thz instruction situation at
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12 months. While it occurred only 7 times and for a total duration of 8

seconds, the combination occurred together more than expected. Moreover,

the relationship was two way, When the handicapped babies looked at

their mothers' faces, their mothers were more likely to be looking away

than usual, and when the mothers looked away, their babies were more

likely than usual to be looking at their faces.

Overall, there were more con4itionally significant relationships in the

handicapped than in the nonhandicapped dyads, and more in play than in

instruction. Further, in the handicapped dyads, mnre of the re;ationships

tended to be two-way, while in the nonhandicapped dyads more tended to

be One-way This was especially so in Situation 4 at 24 months of age-

Overall, these patterns of relationships indicate that in Situation 2, inter-

actions were based more on interpersonal regulation than in Situation 4, in

which at least part of the regulation probably came from the mother's

intt,nt. These patterns also ir.dicate that at 24 months, particularly in the

nonhandicapped group, more independence between partners is possible.

For dyads with handicapped babies, however, this independence may be

harder to achieve, explaining why more interpersonal regulation is evident

in this group overall. The mothers' closer monitoring of the handicapped

babies' faces, and the greater dependency between the habit looks at the

toys and the mothers' directions of gaze, illustrate that mothers' of the

handicapped babies may not feel as free to let their own behavior be

independent of their babies' in either situation or at either age I.:vel.

Some of the conditional relationships fow,d in the handicapped dyads

are particularly intriguing. For example, why would 12 month old handi-

capped babies be more likely to be looking at their moms when their moms

SG
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are looking away, and vice versa? Why the differences in the types of

monitoring used when the babies look away? Context analysis will be

needed to address these questions.

Section 2:

Characteristics of Vocalization in Toy Situations

The concern in the present analyses was to examine another of the

major communicative modalities (perhaps the major one as the baby becomes

more verbal) in term: of its characteristics in play and instruction, and in

the two groups of dyads. Like gaze, patterns of vocalization may directly

affect the quality of different kinds of interactions. This discussion will

follow the same outline as that used in the discussion of patterns of gaze,

except that no sequential analyses have yet been performed on vocalization.

Baby Vocalization

Twelve Months. Three mutually exclusive codes, accounting for a

minimum of 179 seconds out of 180 in each situation and group, were used

in these analyses, and inc'uded Vocalization (talk), cuss and Silent.

Extremely positive and negatit.e vocalizations were excluded because of

their low occurrence. Tables 25 and 26 show that, in the two toy situa-

tions used in this study, babies were quiet significantly more than they

vocalized, and vocalized more than they fussed. Silence and vocalizing

each occurred more frequently than fussing, and episodes of quiet lasted

significantly longer than episodes of vocalizing 4.. fussing.

No situation differences (at pZ.05) were found for any of the three

measures of any of the three codes. Further, of the three codes, "fuss"

was the only one showing any difference between groups. Nonhandicapped

baliies had a larger mean duration of fussing than did handicapped babies.



TABLE 25

Tiot,way ANOVA Summary Table:
Baby Vocalization at 12 Months

ALVicE

BABY TALK

F te (met cv
id

Duration Mean Duration
21-----12 r PRo._MB, _al

rouct
1 46.84 0.88 0.36 1 61.55 0.15 0.70 1 1.49 1.98 0.17

Error 22 1165.48
---- ----

22 9083.36 ---- ---- 22 16.6' ---- ----

s atuaticn 1 35.71 2.97 0.10 1 611.06 2.39 0.14 1 1.02 1.!0 0.23

sitGrouP 1 5.54 0.19 0.67 1 0.06 3.00 0.99 1 0.03 0.04 4.05

Error 22 634.27 ---- ---- 22 5628.61
---- ---- 22 10.89 ---- ----

BABY SILENT

Group 1
47.67 1.01 0.33 1 96.30 0.24 0.63 1 2067.20 0.93 0.34

Eir or 22 1037.00
--- ----

22 8964.52
..m... ew.m.

22 48790.19 ---- ----

Sat ua an 1 ES.64 1.85 0.19 1 502.40 1.77 C.20 1 1.747.92 1.69 0.21

S itGrOUro 1 10.31 0.34 0.56 1 23.90 0.08 0.77 1 599.36 1.64 :.43

Error 22 662.61
=wow I..

22 6229.92 22 20654.03 ---- ----

BABY FUSS

C. rout+ 1 2 81 3.72 0.07 1 19.09 3.51 0.07 1 6.73 5.04 0.04

rr Jr 22 16.66 22 119.83
m

22 29.35 ----
- - --

Sittaucn 1.3' 2.28 0.14 1 9.25 2.52 1.1: 1 1.60 1.32 0.26

S 11141.0w,

rr

1

22

3.1,

12.66

5.47 0.03 1

22

24.25

80.75

6.61 0.0!

----

1

22

4.87

26.76

4.01

----

0.06

_.._..

88



TABLE 26

Three-way NOVA Summary Table:
Baby 'recalization at 12 Months

Prequel, aza Our at los Mean lomat to*
ISILICZ £ -.21.. Z 11121.2. AL SE_I_____Aligita.

2.01 0.17

...MO - --

1.11 0.30

0.01 0.91

---- ..=.10...

839.94 0.00

0.21 0.81

. . .."

2.07 0.14

0.09 0.92

---- ..

G Co US) 1 79.32 1.22 0.28 1 1.92

Error 22 1425.43 ..ily -- 22 21.07

S it ea ttoa 1 75.75 1.85 1.19 1 2..28

Site° Voila 1 17.95 0.44 0.51 1 0.01

Err or 22 899.27 ---- ..W. 22 25.31

Vocal izat ton 2 2152.17 59.65 0.00 2 692818.45

Grpoloraltaatioa 2 18.00 0.50 0.61 2 175.02

Error 44 793.71 -- -- mr. 44 18146.64

SitsVocaliaatios 61.85 3.32 0.35 2 1122.53

Gralritt*Vccalaaatioa 2 1.04 0.06 0.95 2 48.19

Err or 44 410.28 db... - - -- 44 11913.96

Tukeys (p 7 .05)

Frequency:, Silence, Talk > Fuss

Dura tion: Silence > Talk, Fuss

Mean Duration.. Silence > Talk, Fuss

89

_al Li..--D2--

1 648.12 0.90 0.35

22 15880.93 ... .M

1 547.24 1.82 0.19

1 167.78 0.56 0.46

?,2 6599.73 ..m...m....P mis.

2 37979.10 25.35 0.00

2 1427.29 0.95 0.39

44 32955.54 .41

2 1054.36 1.65 0.20

2 436.48 0.68 0.51

44 14095.94 .M. . ........ 4110.
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Group x situation interactions for fussing showed that handicapped babies

had slightly more frequent episodes of fussing in the play situation, while

nonhandicapped babies fussed more frequently in instruction. Total dura-

tion showed a sir ilar interaction; in play, the overall amount of fussing in

the two groups was similar while in instruction nonhandicapped babies
..,

fussed more than in play and handicapped babies fussed less. In general,

however, very little fussing occurred. Instead, short episodes of vocalize

ing (mean length of < 3 seconds) were interspersed with larger episodes of

silence.

Twenty-four Months. At 24 months (Tables 27 and 28), differences

between codes were identical to those found at 12 months, and again there

were no differences between groups. The situation x gr3up interactions

for fussing were no longer apparent. However, a number of situation

differences had appeared: vocalizing occurred less frequently, was

shorter, and took up fess of the total time during instruction than during

phy. In conjunction with this, silences also occurred less frequently,

lasted longer, and acct -anted for more time in instruction than in play.

- Visual analysis of the means at 12 and 24 months showed that age

effects were similar in the two groups: at 24 months, talk and quiet were

more frequent than at 12 months. However, episodes of quiet were

shorter, while episodes of talk remained about the same length. Overall,

there was more talk and less silence in b,th groups at 24 than at 12

months.

Mothers' Vocalization

Twelve Months. Codes included in the present analyses were Talk

and Silent. Extremely positive and negative v'calization were excluded, as

they accounted for an average of less than 1 second of the interactions.



TABLE 27

Two-way ANCVA Summary Table:
Baby Vocalization at 24 Mlnths

Baby Talk Positive

-2f_
Frequca cv

fEttBs.
Duration

?ROL_ DL
wean titration

$5 E-E

G celp 1 106.00 1.33 0.26 1 148.91 0.16 0.70 1 0.40 0.69 0.42

Error 22 1759.58 22 21091.90 22 12.68

Sit 044 at 1 224.37 7.49 0.01 1 2829.49 6.16 0.02 1 1.23 7.10 0.01

Si tioG tO up 1 70.37 2.35 0.14 1 517.66 1.13 0.30 1 0.00 0.02 0.89

'icor 22 658.61 ---- ---- 22 10099.81 ---- 22 3.80

Be*, Silent

acouo 1 147.44 2.47 0.13 1 486.89 0.43 0.52 1 337.95 1.24 0.28

Error 22 1314.48 22 24067.36 22 6004.23

Situaticn 1 158.18 7.32 0.01 1 3529.44 6.77 0.02 1 305.27 5.74 0.03

Sit *G coup 1 61.93 2.86 0.10 1 1071.52 2.05 0.17 1 34.82 0.66 0.43

Etta' 22 475.73 - - --
--..... 22 1.477.48 ---- ---- 22 1169.07

Baby Fuss

r , up 1 11.26 0.73 0.40 1 158.49 0.71 0.41 1 1.53 1.08 0.31

Error 22 339.66 22 4922.99
---- -.....- 22 31.32

110

S a ua ti on 1 0.49 0.17 0.69 1 38.64 0.45 0.51 1 0.24 0.67 0.42

Sit 4,6 coup 1 3.82 1.31 0.27 1 99.64 1.15 0.30 1 0.21 0.58 0.46

Ztr or 22 64.43 -- - ..... 22 1908.84
---- ----

22 7.84
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TABLE 28

Three-way ANOVA Summary Table:

Baby Vocalization at 24 Months

ZE
IP refines ce
65- Elias

Ducat ioa
talla-

lean Duration
LI- SS F-390.1cE

Group 1 221.77 2.32 0.14 1 3.28 1.84 0.19 1 105.30 1.23 0.28

Err or 22 2098.89 al. al. 22 39.27 ---- ---- 22 1882.40 ---- ----

S itua tion 1 273.53 8.30 0.01 1 2.06 1 92.'6 5.75 0.03

Sit *a roan 1 110.58 3.36 0.08 1 0.00 1 10,11 0,63 0.44

EEt CIC 22 724.69 .--- --- 22 ).00 ---- .. 22 535,05 ...m... .M..m.

Y ocal iz at ion 2 6216.21 104.02 0.00 2 466641.44 205..5 0 00 2 4950.00 26.14 0.00

Gtvonocalizat ion 2 12.93 0,72 0.49 2 773.00 0.34 0.71 2 234,5' 1.24 0.30

Error 44 1314.72 .... ---- 44 50042.99 . 44 4165.83 ---- ..--

Sit4Vocalizetion 2 116.91 5.43 0.01 2 6397.58 5.99 0.00 2 212.05 5.55 0.01

GtoeS itmeocalization 2 25.55 1.19 0.32 2 1663.83 1.58 0.22' 2 24.92 0.66 0.52

Error 44 474.08 .... ---- 44 23486.13 ---- --.... 44 825.65 =m.*

Tukeys (p < .05)

Frequency, Silent, Talk ' Fuss

°oration:. Silent ' Talk, Fuss

Mean Durations Silent ' Talk, Fuss

92
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Results for the mothers (Tables 29 and 30) showed that episodes of

talk were ' more frequent than episodes of silence (the difference was

slight, and the slack was taken up by a combination of low frequency

codes). Overall, episodes of talk tended to last longer than episodes of

silence (1)=.06) and talking accounted for more time than silence. How-

ever, interactions between group and code and between situation and code

for each measure indicated thaZ these overall patterns of talk and silence

varied according to which group or situation the mothers were in.

Group differences indicated that mothers of the nonhandicapped

babies alternated more frequently between talk and silence, with somewhat

longer episodes of silence, while mothers of the handicapped babies had

longer episodes of talking. Overall, mothers of handicapped babies talked

for more of the interaction, while mothers of nonhandicapped Labies were

sfInt for more of the interaction time; the mothers of the handicapped

babies thus accounted for there being more talk than silence overall.

Situation comparisons for each measure en each code show....; "..:Iat only

the mean duration of talking differed in the two situations (larger in

instruction); this was accounted for by the mothers of the handicapped

babies, as reflected In the significant interaction between group and situa-

tion for that code. Situation differences in the totel durations of talk and

silence also approached significance, with more talk (p=.09) and less

silence (p=.07) in instruction than in play; this was again accounted for

by nothers of the handicapped babies.

Tw..nty -four Months. By 24 months (Tables 31 and 32) only the

difference in the frequency of the two codes was significant, with talk

occurring more often than silence. (Again, the slack was taken up by a

combination of low frequency codes.) Talk and silence no longer differed
1



TABLE 29

Two-way ANOVA Summary Table
Mother Vocalization at 12 Months

MOM TALK

re,rielev

SS f

Duration
T._

Mean Duration
Ss 2L-314...._2..

Group 1 1809.23 20.54 0.00 1 29737,54 22.76 0.00 1 461.06 19.72 0.00

Error 22 1937.43 ---- ---- 22 28740.45 ---- ---- 22 514.48 ---- ....-

Sit uation 1 0.13 0.00 0.95 1 1042.49 3.46 0.08 1 21.23 4.89 0.04

S1t*GrouO 1 36.13 1.16 0.29 1 392.32 1.30 0.2' 1 19.27 4.44 0.05

Ettor 22 684.12 -- -- --__ 22 6625.99 ---- =,..41... 22 95.48 ---- .---

MON

Group 1 2464,56 29.80 0.00 1 29347.50 22.50 0.00 1 21.23 1.45 0.24

Error 22 1819.75 .... ..-- 22 28689.81 .1111 22 323.24 --__ ---.

Situation 1 1.10 0.04 0.84 1 1062.85 3.58 0.07 1 8.99 0,91 0.35

Sit*Grouo 1 55.10 2.18 0.15 1 404.85 1.36 0.26 1 0.73 0.07 0.79

Error 22 556.21 ---- ---- 22 6527.63 . ,=, .1 4.. a 218.25 ----



TABLE 30

Three-way ANOVA Summary Table
Mother Vocalization at 12 Months

-SAKI C!
sy

L
Der at ion

E1211.s_DI -If Resit Durati. t
-II I Mkt-

GrouP 1 4248.53 25.30 0.00 1 0.64

-Was-

0.45 0.51 il 142.21 9.91 0.00

Error 22 3694.21 ...... - -» 22 31.31 ---- - - -- .2 315.85 Yaw. OM Mr

66

Siteatiou 1 0.15 0.00 0.96 1 4.62 9.32 0.01 1 1.08 0.16 0.70

SitGrouP 1 90.24 1.65 0.21 1 0.05 0.10 0.76 1 13.75 2.01 0.17

Error 22 1204.92 ..- ---- 22 10.91 ---. ---- 22 150.83 ...... -.--

lecaLieat Jou 1 95.69 33.43 0.00 1 25721.28 9.86 0.00 1, 90.17 3.80 0.06

GroVocaLleatIon 1 25.27 8.83 0.01 1 59084.38 22.65 0.00 1 340.09 14.34 0.00

Error 22 62.97 - --- -- 22 57398.95 - -- ...... 22 521.87 ...- ....

SitVocaLization 1 1.00 0.62 0.44 1 2105.29 3.52 0,07 1 28.92 3.91 0.06

GrpSatTocal..teatIoul 1.00 0.62 0.44 1 797.1141 1.33 0.26 1 6.25 0.84 0.36

Error 22 35.41 ---- 22 13142.71 22 162.90 --1.
Tukeys (p 7 .05)

Frequency. Talk > Silence

Duration: Talk > Silence
Mean Duratioft no difference

1
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Table 31

Two-way ANOVA Summary Table:

Mother VOcalizatioi at 24 Months 4
rt8Cilteri CV Duration lain Duration

- 4A f rEQL. DL al- PIMA

Mom Talk

G COUP . 1 46.34 0.46 0.51 1 1484.39 1.02 0.32 1 0.25 15 02e

Error 22 2222.66
..-. __..

22 31869.61 .11. .0. so Mo. 411. 22 36.58 .... ---

Situation 1 2.94 0.07 0.80 1 60.80 0.49 J.49 1 0.28 0.85 0.37

SI! G rout) 1 12.94 0.30 0.59 1 180.80 1.47 0.24 1 0.77 2.30 0.14

Error 22 950.98 .._. _.-- 22 2703.12
__._ _4.... 22 1.31

___- ---

Mom Silent

Group 1 2.86 0.03 0.6 1 1389.24 0.97 0.33 1 2.01 0.91 0.35

Error 22 1816.81 22 31396.43 22 52.49

Situation 1 10.15 0.31 0.58 1 48.67 O. 0 0.54 1 0.12 0.11 0.74

St tOGIOOP 10.15 0.31, 0.58 1 16'.42 1.32 0.26 1 0.77 0.69 0.41

Eiror 22 713.85 22 2781.24
..

22 14.63
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TABLE 32

Three-way
Nether

Mole 47
-AL

ANOVA Summary Table:
Vocalization at 24 Months

Ducat ion
112____IS _2_ PLO. or

Mean Ducat ion
_ss

Gwen 1 36.10 0.20 0.66 1 0.79 1.33 0.26 1 0.49 0.47 0.50

atter 22 3901.23 ---- ... 22 13.05 ... - - -. 22 23.07 .... - -. -

Situation 1 14.75 0.20 0.66 1 0.89 1.23 0.28 1 0.00 0.00 0.98

slim-town 1 23.01 0.31 0.S8 1 0.13 0.18 0.68 1 0.00 0.00 1.00

Decor 22 1620.95 ... ... 22 16.00 .41. ..m...I 22 17.88 .10

iflualitatioa 1 349.31 55.59 0.00 1 7426.14 2.58 0.12 1 0.86 0.29 0.60

SznoVocaliaation 1 13.10 2.08 0.16 1 2872.84 1.00 0.33 1 1.96 0.65 0.43

actor 22 138.24 ....... ---- 22 63252.99 I WM IOW 22 65.99 10.10. ..m

Sitotocalizat los 1 1.08 0.54 0.47 1 109.13 0.44 0.51 1 0.39 0.61 0.44

Ilitraditstocaliaation 1 0.08 0.0n '',114 1 348.09 1.40 0.25 1 1.54 2.41 0.14

Error 22 43.87 ...... ..... 22 5469.37 m..==.41. 22 14.07 .. wa.1,..
Tways (p < .05)

Frequency: 1 > 2 Talk > Silence

Duration: no difference

Mean Duration: no difference

97
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significantly in mean duration or total duration, nor were there significant

interactions between code, group and situation. Furthermore, all situa-

tions and group differences found at 12 months had disappeared: at 24

months, there were no differences between groups or between situations in

the frequency, mean duration or total duration of talking and silence. In

both groups, and in each situation, mothers alternated very regularly

between equal episodes of talk and silence.

A visual inspection of the means at the two age levels showed that at

24 months mothers alternated more frequently between talk and silence,

while mean durations were similar or shorter. An age x group interaction

in total duration also seems apparent: at 24 months, mothers of handi-

capped babies spent more time in silence and less in talk than at 12

months, while mothers of nonhandicapped babies did the opposite. Further

analyses are needed to examine these and other possible age differences.

Occurrences of Dyadic Vocalization

Using the same codes for baby and mother vocalization just discussed,

6 states of dyadic vocalization were created by combining each code for

mothers' vocalization with each code for baby vocalization. The resulting

dyadic states were as follows (note again that the 'Iv's code always

appears first in the dyadic state code, followed by the mother's code):

SS = both silent

VV = both talk

SV = baby silent/mom vocalizing

VS baby talk/mom silent

FV = baby fuss/mom talk

FS = baby fuss/mom silent

Twelve Months. Results (Table 33-37) show that comparisons of the

six dyadic states yielded significant differences in frequency of occurrence,

mean duration and total duration. The two states in which the babies



TABLE 33

Frequency of Dyadic Vocalization in Toy Situations at 12 lienthe

des dica void lionbandicapped
Babies Babies

ti v13)

Mott Usti No luau !afar

Bobv Tait Positive/
sou Talk Positive

8.09 6.69 4.82 3.97 7.15 4.86 5.85 6.40

Baby Talk Positive/ 3.73 4.80 1.55 1.75 7.85 6.81 5.54 5.36

Ion Silent

saw Silent/
doe Talk Positive

21.09 5.05 20.09 6.04 27.92 9.02 30.31 8.42

Dab, Sileat/ 15.73 6.25 13.36 6.12 27.08 7.40 29.39 8,76

Noe Silent

Bab! Foes/
noe Talk Positive

0.09 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.38 0.69 0.95

Bean pews/
son Silent

0.18 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 1.32
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TOLE 34

Duration of Dyadic Vocalization in Toy Situations at 12 Months

handicapped Boahasdicappe8
Babies Babies
Ps 11) :1113)

110 Tastt

tosa...649,----Nais
tests
_S&L-

so Taut 'mar
JAL

Sabo Tait Positive/
mos Tall Positive

16.09 12.45 12.91 11.58 11.08 8.17 9.15 9.86

Baby nib Positive/ 7.18 9.71 3.27 4.5C 14.23 15.45 9.23 8,62
Mss Sliest

ilabvSilest/ 109.55 31.76 127.73 18.61 70.15 32.29 74.92 23,04

Ms Talk Polities,

stay Si/out/ 45.46 26.59 35.00 19.41 83.31 31.12 83.31 28.06
Mon Silent

Sabo Fess/
bas Tall Positlio

0.09 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.96 1.23 1.74

Bab? Fess/ 0.46 1.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.46 2.15
Bas Silent

100
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TABLE 35

Mean Duration of Dyadic Vocalization at 12 Months

seadicepped
Babies
(Pall)

No Matt Taste
S&O

Rosbasdicapped
Babies
Moth

No Isstr Instr
AAA-112111- .11118---L.P...

kW T,alk Positive/ 2.16 0.63 1.97 1.46 1.34 0.52 1.35 0.09

Soo Wit fasitivo

Baby Falk Positive/
foe Silsat

0.98 1.00 1.21 1.16 1.58 0,49 1,56 0.82

Baby Siloat/
ibe Tait Positive

5,67 2,89 7.11 3,00 2.44 0.66 2.47 0.43

Baby Sliest/ 2,67 0,89 2.40 0,77 3.94 4.32 3,72 2,51

Boa Sliest

Baby Fess/ 0,09 0.30 0.00 0,00 0,39 0,96 0.86 1.21

Mos Fait Positive

Baby less 0,23 0.75 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.85
IDS Silas!

101



TABLE 36

Two -way Summary Tablet

Dyadic Votalization at 12 NonthS

Ftsoueacv Duration lean Darat Loa
8E 51 1 28914.-__11--112 MA- DP SS_ r PROS.

Mb TALK POSITIVE/
NOR TALK POSITIVE

GLOW) 1 0.02 0.00 0.98 1 229.10 1.70 0.21 1 6.21 '.24 0.01

Zziroc 22 892.'5 ____ ____ 22 2972.15 ...._ -_-_ 22 18.87 .m...m.10 ..
Situation 1 62.50 2.82 0.11 1 77.64 0.90 0.35 1 0.10 0.14 0.71

sitoaroup 1 11.50 0.52 0.48 1 4.72 0.05 0.82 1 0.11 0.16 0.69

EtrOt 22 487.48 _ -- ..m. -- 22 1888.28 ---- ---- 22 15.51 --- -___

BABY TALK POSITIVE/
NON SILENT

Group 1 196.04 6.52 0.02 1 504.02 3.67 0.07 1 2.69

Error 22 661.63 ... - _.. 22 3023.98 =p.m...me. 22 26.19

Sitiltioft 1 60.05 2.64 0.12 1 236.46 2.76 0.11 1 0.12

SiteGroUp 1 0.05 0.00 0.96 1 3.55 0.04 0.84 1 0.19

=to' 22 500.20 - - ___ 22 1884,45 ..m. . .. 22 7.99

BABY SILENT/
NON TALK POSITIVE

GLOOM 1 865.94 10.97 0.00 1 25323.11 20.98 0.00 1 185.13

Etc es 22 1735.97 - -- .. 22 26550.55 MP 22 158.67

SituaU.cn 1 5.71 0.18 0.68 1 1569.28 5.87 0.02 1 6.45

S touti 1 34.13 1.06 0.32 1 535.94 2.01 0.17 1 5.90

E rror 22 711.54 MO.. *a V. 22 5878.97 .... ---- 22 355.20

2.26 0.15

0.33 0.57

0.52 0.48

--- ---

25.67 0.00

41

6.49 0.02

5.93 0.02

.ID 111.41D



Table 36 (continued)

Frown or Oar ation Nast twat lot
..441UCI U L UQL DI _SS_ _1_ MB- DY ss L. Pie&

BABY SILENT/
NON SILENT

G ton D 1 2231.85 27.88 0.00 1 22116.41 20.56 0.00 1 13.69 1.69 0.21

2 rr or 22 1761.07 SO a = 4 dm. 22 23661.90 ...v.. gl 22 177.81 _.. -- ---.

situatica 1 0.01 0.00 0.99 1 325.62 0.87 0.36 1 2.65 0.43 0.52

Sit surouo 1 65.01 2.46 0.13 1 325.61 0.87 0.36 1 0.46 0.07 0.79

Error 22 581.66 ---- -- ..- 22 8242.36 ........ ....... 22 135.50 _--- a ...
aw ... .1 . m. ...........=.000 =wa

OAP FUSS/
NON TALK POSITIVE

Group 1 1.70 4.50 0.05 1 6.92 4.62 0.04 3 3,96 5.65 0.03

Error 22 8.30 ...... ---- 22 32.99 4. 22 15,43 mo. ..w. O.

3 it intica 1 0.60 2.59 0.12 1 1.70 2.44 0.13 1 0.44 0.69 0.42

sit *Group 1 1.18 5.12 0.03 1 2.62 3.76 0.07 1 0.96 1.50 0.23

Error 22 5.07 --_- ---- 22 15.30 .1 mw 22 14.00 ---- --....twareo
BABY FUSS/
NON SILENT

;COUP 1 1.64 2.93 0.10 1 3.02 1.71 0.21 1 0.68 2.10 0.16

2 scot 22 12.28 __ - 22 38.98 .4m.m.OP 22 7.13

sit vats en 1 1.64 2.93 0.10 1 3.02 1.71 0.21 1 0.68 2.10 0.16

sit*otouv 1 3.64 6.52 0.02 1 10.94 6.17 0.02 1 2.59 8.00 0.01

Error 22 -- ../.= Mo. 22 38.90 or. .122 7.13 AP. .
M.10.111110111.114111mM 4,aboo.gm, oorm,..1.moaembmbwomambamm, 0110.MM.041.



TAO,

Three-way ANOVA Summary Table:
Dyadic Vocalization at 12 Months

precise cv beret Joe

Ss P
Nees Duette'

2112Ds--9.L.---13-- MN&

Group 1 1454.26 26.48 0.00 1 0.27 0.29 0.60 1 10.52 5.10 0.03

Error 22 1208.16 IMPW MM. 22 20.45 22 45.36 W. a...

siteatioa 1 17.9 0.59 0.sS 1 0.70 0.98 0.33 i 1.70 1.39 0.25

3 it *6 tom) 1 67.15 2.26 0.15 1 0.00 0.00 0.96 1 0.06 0.05 0.82

krroc 22 645.01 .....- ---- 22 15.72 ....... ...... 22 26.94 _ _-_ .......

State 5 28892.43 164.52 0.00 5 365577,87 142.96 0.00 5 582.74 35.74 0.00

6 to 0S to to 5 1842.93 10.49 0.00 5 48182.32 13.84 0.00 5 201.84 12.38 0.00

Error 110 3863.55 ---- ---- 110 56260.11 ---- - - -- 110 358.73 411....... NW..

SittStatO 5 109.19 1.46 0.21 5 2213.68 2.72 0.02 5 9.46 1.19 0.32

GrpoSitostate 5 48.35 0.65 0.67 5 883.38 1,08 0.37 5 10.14 1.27 0.28

Error 110 1644.21 WM. 40P .1.40 WPM 110 17932.63 WM...0 W 00.000 110 175.07 M. WW.M. W.. W..

Tukeys

Frequency: ST, SS > TT, TS > FS, FT

Duration: ST > SS > TT, TS, FS, rT

Neon Duration: ST ) 6S > TT, TS, FS, FT

TT > FT, FS

TS > FS
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were quiet (55 and SV) occurred significantly more frequently than any of

the other four codes, followed by the two in which the babies talked (VV

and VS); FS and f-V occurred significantly less often than any of the

others. In terms of total duration, SV overall accounted for the most

time, foolowed by SS: each of these two states accounted for more time

than any of the other cones. SV also had the longest mean duration,

again followed by SS. However, as might be expected from the results for

baby and mother vocalization separately, significant state x group interac-

tions were found for each measure. In addition, while VV and VS did not

differ in mean duration from each other, each lasted longer than one or

both of the "baby fuss's states.

Analyses of the separate states showed that SS, SV, VS and FV all

occurred more frequently in dyads with nonhandicapped babies, while FS

tended to occur more frequently as well (p=.10), thus VV (both talk) was

the only state for which no group difference in frequency was apparent,

anal which did not at least tend to occur more frequently in the dy:o.is with

nonhandicapped babies. VV was also one of the two states to show a

group difference in mean duration: episodes of VV were shorter in the

nonhandicapped dyads, while episodes of FV were longer. In terms of
, total duration, dyads with nonhandicapped babies spent proportionately

more of their interaction time in SS and FV, and tended to spend more

time in VS (p=.07). In the instruction situation, they also spent more

time in FS, and tended to spend more time in FV as well (p=.07). Dyads

with handicapped babies, in contrast, spent more time in SV in both

situations. Overall time spent in VV did not differ significantly in the two

groups.
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On the total duration measure, situations differed only in SV, which

IIaccounted for more time in instruction than in play. SV also tielded the

only significant difference between situations, with longer episodes in

instruction than in play; both of these differences were largely accounted

for by the handicapped group. As already indicated, a group x situation

interaction for ES showed that in the nonhandicapped group it accounted

kr more time in instruction than in play, while the opposite was found in

the handicapped group. There was also *a tendency toward significance

(p2.07) for the situation x group interaction for FV, this state also ac-

counted for more time in instruction in the nonhandicapped group, and for

less time in instruction in the nonhandicapped group.

A significant interaction was also found for the mean duration of FS,

which showed an identical pattern to that of the total duration of FS.

Twenty-four Months. Tables 38-42 show that, at 24 months, SV still

0 accounted for more of the interaction time t'an any of the other states,

followed by SS, which 'accounted for more time than any of the remaining

states. These results were no longer accounted for by the handicapped

I dyads alone. Unlike 12 months, episodes of SV were now more frequent

than episodes of SS. Conversely, in terms of mean duration of episodes,

SV and SS were no longer significantly different: each however, was

still longer than the other states. Further, the two states involving baby

talk (VV and VS) now each accounted for more time than either of the two

involving baby fuss (FS, FV). Overall, many of the group differences

found at 12 months were no longer apparent, while situation differences

had increased.

Comparisons between situations showed that state changes generally

occurred less frequently in instruction than in play. This varied, how-

ever, for different states. In contrast to 12 months, VV now occurred



TAKE 38

Frawaecy of Dyadic 'wall:Aloe at 24 Maths

Madiaapeot
Oabias
tS2111

oshasSiaapped
'tablas
:S=13)

So Lets Issas 110 Witt nett

Saba talk Position/ 15.46 12.29 11.64 10.02 16.46 8.61 9.39 3.28
Sao talk halals.

Baby talk Natalia/ 10.27 9.10 9.46 8.93 17.77 9.43 10.77 7.16
as gloat

May Snake/ 34.09 5.19 35.73 8.14 31.00 9.27 34.23 6.33

Soo talk Positive

Sabo Sitaai
goo Shoot

28.64 5.61 29.00 6.84 25.00 7.25 29.69 5.6E

Sabo Sass/ 0.00 0.00 0.36 1.21 1.31 4.42 0.39 1.39
Sae talk Positilm

Bibs rims/ 0.00 0.00 0.36 1.21 ;.69 5.81 0.69 1.93
1101 Sliest
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dab? talk Positioa/
goo to ill*

tab* Talk Positive/
Soo SiLost

labs Siloot/
Sop Sala Positiva

labs Most/
Soo la lost

daav 94aga/
Sop Ian rositioo

Dabs Pass/
dos dilimat

TABU 39

°unties of Dyadic focallzatits at 24 Maths

dal itosaasel Soahaadica0Ped
Sabi** 8abies
(8.111

No Iastc
ass.. -341&..

I'stt

10131

No Iastc
itia 1..IL

Iastt
JAL_Atm

27.82 22.93 19.46 16.45 22.69 11.45 13.08 5.17

14.36 11.55 13.91 13.90 29.15 20.75 17.23 13.52

77.18 27.94 83.46 24.38 65.69 31.04 82.77 27.82

59.55 31.15 61.09 28.16 55.23 30.37 64.77 16.40

0.00 0.00 0.55 1.81 1.92 6.64 0.62 2.22

0.00 0.00 0.55 1.81 4.62 16.34 1.23 3.32



TULE 40

Sian Duration of Dyadic Vocalization at 24 Months

llaaelicasseel Nosbasbicappe8
babies Bald**

Os 111 13)
so Bitty Liar No lasts Iastr

1a by Palk Positive/
vas Talk Positive

1.73 0.41 1.77 0.45 1.40 0.19 1.39 0.26

Sift Talk Positivs/
los Silent

1.41 0.36 1.41 0.29 1.55 0.44 1.36 0.49

Babe Silent/ 2.24 0.68 2.35 0.61 2.07 0.68 2.49 0.99
No Talk Posit iv*

/a by Silest/ 2.03 0.90 2.15 1.05 2.36 1.78 2.18 0.62 4
Na silent

Bab. Pass/ 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.45 0.19 0.48 0.12 0.44
No Talk Positive

Babe Flu/ 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.45 0.29 0.81 0.44 0.84
Nos Silent
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BAP TALK POSITIVE/
MOM TALK POSITIVE

III

TABLE 41

7wo.may Summary Table:
0yadI. Vocalization at 24 Months

Ptomain co Duration
6L.. I fins.

OCOUP 1 4.62 0.05 0.83 1 394.23 1.36

!trot 22 2094.30 -- -- 22 6367.24 ...a.

Sztuatica 1 353.64 5.41 0.03 1 963.00 6.07

Sit*Groun 1 31.64 0.48 0.40 1 4.66 0.03

Error 22 1439.28 ... ..... 22 3490.81 ..m...
- .

IAN TALK POSITIVE/
MOM SILENT

Gt0130 1 231.29 2.21 0.15 1 977.29 2.56

sttot 22 2306.71 m.m. "W... 22 8382.63

Situati co 1 182.10 4.01 0.06 1 456.42 4.47

SitiOGICWO 1 113.85 2.51 0.13 1 391.84 3.84

Strait 22 998.82 - --- - - -- 22 2244.83 ----

41,

8A8V SILENT!
MOIL 7ALK POSITIVE

GCOUP 1 62.69 1.12 0.30 1 441.59 0.34

Etter 22 1236.97 ____ - - -- 22 28977.89 -_--

Situation 1 70.57 1.29 0.27 1 1624.26 6.10

Sit*Groun 1 7.57 0.14 0.71 1 347.76 1.31

Korot 22 1206.43 -- -- .....- 22 - - --

Neu aeration
ss

0.26 1 1.51 9.46 0.01

...M 22 3.50 ....

0.02 1 0.00 0.06 0.83

0.87 1 0.0C 0.05 0.78

22 1.49 .
44.4.64. =m614m

0.12 1 0.03 0.11 0.74

46 22 5.45 ..- ....

0.06 1 0.10 1.19 0.29

0.06 1 0.11 1.36 0.26

___. 22 1.86 ....lb
M.41.61166446y464wrmm6mserwm6.0.404POW41464.164641.10441.646/..14

0.57 1 0.00 0.00

_-__ 22 21.47 .1.

0.02 1 0.81 4.17

0.27 1 0.28 1.42

---- 22 .
0.86

0.05
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Table 41 (continued)

Prequemcv Due atio a Moab Ducat ion
-SOW

8A8V SILENT/
NON SILENT

PL. MINA 2I-- r if sl___

GtOlO 1 25.82 0.61 0.44 1 1.21 0.00 0.98 1 0.38 0.20 0.66

Error 22 934.66 ...OP. . M .10 22 27158.27 1 N.M.& M. 22 42.64 ...WM MM..

Sitution 1 76,16 1.94 0.18 1 366.00 1.44 0.24 1 0.01 0.01 0.93

Sitooroap 1 55.82 1.42 0.25 1 190.33 0.75 0.40 1 0.26 0.30 0.59

Etter 22 862,66 ---- ---- 22 5605.98 22 19.28 ..-- ...-

888Y FUSS/
NOR TALK POSITIVE

Group 1 5.26 0.55 0.47 1 11.83 0.53 0.47 1 0.10 0.37 0.55

Etter 22 209.66 22 486.98 22 5.68

Situation 0.93 0.33 0.57 1 1.73 0.28 0.60 1 0.01 0.20 0.66

3 it G ran 1 '4.93 1.73 0.20 1 10.23 1.68 0.21 1 0.13 1,85 0.19

Error 22 62 173 MrIlm 22 W.MM MIMIMOINo ?2 1.50

BABY FUSS/
NIN SILENT

0 rani) 1 12.17 0.73 0.40 1 a3.71 0.79 0.38 1 1.06 1.63 0.21

Error 22 364.81 ADM 22 2321.21 M. 22 14.25 - - --

Situation 1 1.21 0.27 0.61 1 24,01 0.50 0.4 1 0.24 1.31 0.26

sitoOtows 1 5,54 1.23 0.28 1 46.01 0.97 0.34 1 0.00 0.00 0.97

Titer 22 99.27 ........ MO
22 1048.90 ...A. ... Mo

22 3.99
--... ----
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TABLE 42

Three-why ANOVA Summary Table:
Dyadic Vocalization at 24 Months

-MUM. kf.-
Pomo enAL- L. EMMA

Duration
&11.---AS r rim_ Er

seas DurationU r rPoE.

GTOOD 1 5.69 0.07 0.79 1 0.59 0.55 0.47 1 0.12 0.24 0.63

Error 22 1669.59 22 23.74 22 10.82

Sit Mali IS 1 54.98 2.02 0.17 1 1.07 4.42 0.0S 1 0.22 0.82 0.37

Sitsmcoas 1 18.89 0.69 0.41 1 0.04 0.44 0.68 1 0.09 0.34 0.57

Duces 22 597.99 ---- ........ 22 5.33 --- ---- 22 5.85 .... .p.m.

State 6 45146.48 181.33 0.00 5 239566.72 71.54 0.00 6 209.63 56.10 0.00

Ocuistate 6 336.17 1.35 0.25 6 1909.27 0.57 0.73 5 2.95 0.79 0.56

Scum 110 5477.52 -- -- ---- 110 73670.48 .M . 110 82.18

Stunts to 5 635.09 3.43 0.01 5 3435.32 4.11 0.00 5 0.95 0.79 0.56

GOO AS it 45 tat* 5 200.46 1.08 0.37 5 990.81 1.19 0.32 5 0.69 0.58 0.72

Error 110 4071.20 110 18380.49 I 110 26.51. ..
Tukeys (p 7 .05)

Frequency: ST s SS s TT, rs ) FS, FT

Duration: ST s SS s TT, TS s FS, FT

Aim Duration: ST, SS s TT, TS s FS, FT

!!l
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less frequently in instruction than in play; VS showed a familar tendency

(pm.06). Episodes of SV, on the other hand, now lasted longer in instruc-

tion than in play. In total duration, as at 12 months, SV still accounted

for more time in instruction than in play, while new situation differences

had appeared in VV and VS: each of these now accounted for signifi-

cantly less time in instruction. A near significant (p=.06) situation x

group interaction for VS, however, showed that the difference between

situations was not as great in the dyads with handicapped babies.

Of the group differences seen at 12 months, only one remained at 24

months. The mean duration of VV was still significantiy longer in the

handicapped than in the nonhandicapped dyads.

A visual analysis of results for the two ages showed that both groups

of dyads engaged in more VV acid VS at 24 than at 12 months, primarily

due to an increased frequency of these two states at 24 months (i.e.,

mean durations remained about the same). SV had also increased in fre-

quency. Age differences in the other states were less clear. Age x

group interactions, however, seemed apparent in the total duration of SV,

which accounted for more time in the nonhandicapped group at 24 than at

12 months, and accounted for less in the handicapped group. In contrast,

at 24 months VV accounted for more time in the handicapped group than it

had at 12, and in the nonhandicapped group accounted for less. While

states in which the baby was fussing yielded no significant interactions

between group and situation at 24 months, visual analysis shows that the

interaction pattern was in the opposite direction to that seen at 12 months.

At 12 months, more FV and FS occurred in instruction than in play in the

nonhandicapped group, and less in instruction in the handicapped group.

At 24 months, each state occurred more in instruction than in play in the

handicapped group, and less in the nonhandicapped group.
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Conditional Probabilites of Co occurrence of Vocalization Codes

0 As was done with dyadic gaze, dyadic vocalization codes were further

analyzed to determine whether particular combinations of codes of mothers

and babies occurred more than would be expected from the overall propor-

tions of occurrence of the individual codes. In general, proportionately

far fewer predictable relationships were found for vocalization than for

gaze; the probaoilities of the different states were thus primarily related

to the overall preparations of the different codes in each group.

Twelve Months. The only predictable relationships found at 12

months were in relation to "baby fuss" in the play situation. In the dyads

with nonhandicapped babies, the combination F/V occurred together more

than expected (i.e., the occurrence of each part of the combination was

more predictable from the other than would be expected), while F/s (its

reverse) occurred together less than expected (i.e., each part of the

combination predicted that the other would be occurring ;ess than ex-

pected); thus, when handicapped babies were fussing, their mothers were

likely to be talking and unlikely to be silent. In the handicapped group,

the relationship was one way: when their babies were fussing, mothers

were very likely to be quiet. Knowing that the mother was talking or

quiet, however, did not make fussing any more predictable. (Note that

the relationship between fussing and talk is opposite in the two groups of

dyads at this age level in this situation).

In the instructional situation, no predictable combinations occurred in

either group. In the handicapped group, there was no baby fussing in

the instructional situation. The nonhandicapped babies did fuss, but

there were no conditional relationships between fussing and whether or not

their mothers were talking.
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Twenty-four Months. At 24 months, there were more relationships

between babies' and mothers' vocalization in both groups. In the handi-

capped dyads, these were restricted to the play situation, while in the

nonhandicapped dyads they occurred in both.

In Situation 2 (play), the two groups were opposite in the type of

relationships found in different combinations of silence and vocalizing. In

the dyads with handicapped babies, S/V ad V/S each occurred together

less than expected, while S/S and V/V occurred together more than ex-

pected from the overall occurresice of talking and silence in either partner.

Thus, when the baby was quiet, the mother was more likely than usual to

be silent, too, and vice versa; however, when the mother was vocalizing,

the baby was more likely than usual to also be vocalizing, and vice versa.

In the dyads with nonhandicapped babies, the relationships were just the

opposite: S/V occurred together more than expected and S/S less.

Further, V/V occurred together less than expected and V/S more. F/V

also occurred together less than expected (and F/S more) in the dyads

with nonhandicapped babies: when the babies were fussing, the mothers

were likely to be quiet, and when the mom was silent, the babies' fuss was

more predictable than overall. (Note that for the nonhandicapped dyads,

this is a change from 12 months).

In Situation 4 (instruction), there were no predictable relationships in

the dyads with handicapped babies, just as there had been none in Situa-

tion 4 at 12 months In the nonhandicapped dyads, relationships were

very similar to those found in Situation 2. That is, the combination V/V

occurred less than expected while V/S occurred more. When the baby was

silent, mom wts silent (combination S/S) less than expected. Unlike the
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relationship in Situation 2, however, the babies' silence no ! onger pre-

dicteddicted the mothers' talking (combination SIT), although it was close to

significance (zr-fr 1.85). Whan the baby was fussing, the mothers were

less likely to talk than usual, as in Situation 2. However, the babies'

fuss was not predictable from whether or not their mothers were talking.

Baby Vocalizations across Five Ages

Like the lag analysis on baby gaze at 12 months, this analysis is a

departure from that of the preceeding sections. Again, however, it lends

further context to the overall picture of vocalization. For the present

analysis, the patterns of one code (baby "talk") were selected as being

potentially particularly important in the establishment of a synchronous

vocal/verbal interchange regardless of age level. Situation 1 (no toy/no

instruction) was selected as the one in which interaction is most "social."

Results appear in Tables 43-46.

No main effects were found for group for either of the three mea-

sures; handicapped and nonhandicapped babies "talked" equally as often

and for episodes which were similar in length, and thus for similar propor-

tions of the total interaction time. Significant main effects were, however,

found for the age comparison for each measure. Post-hoc pair-wise com-

parisons (Tukey) indicated that at 30 months of age, babies vocalized

significantly more frequently, and vocalization took up significantly more of

the interaction time, than at 6, 12 or 18 months. While vocalizations at 30

months also lasted significantly longer than vocalizations at 18 months (but

not at the other age levels), in general there was little change in the

average mean duration across the 5 age levels. Thus, overall, the total

duration measure reflected changes in frequency of vocalizations rather

than in how long the vocalizations lasted.
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Significant interactions between group and age were found for both

the mean duration and the duration measures; each of these seems to

reflect that differences between groups were larger at some age levels than

at others, rather than any particular differential trends in the two groups.

A second type of analysis, using event lags (to lag 2), was per-

formed on the same data set from which the positive baby vocalization data

was drawn; this analysis used each of the 5 codes for baby vocalization as

a criterion event for each of the other codes. Again, no differences were

found between groups. In each group, the few significant conditional

probabilities indicated that the babies' vocalizations were likely to follow

silences, and vice versa. That is, while the other codes (primarily fuss)

did occur, none followed each other or these codes in any predictable

manner.

It is clear from this analysis that, at least in this one situation, while

vocalization tended to increase in frequency and total duration as the

babies got older, there were few differences between groups in the length

or amount of vocalizations, and no differences between groups in the

probable sequencing cf codes. Further analyses are needed of the content

of the vocalizations of the two groups across ages, and of how these are

integrated with vocalizations of the mothers in the two groups. An analy-

sis of pauses between vocalizations might also be instructive.

Summary of Vocalization

The babies in this study, regardless of group, were very similar and

consistent in their vocalization patterns: they were silent more than they

talked, and fussed very little. At 24 months, vocalizing was more fre-

quent than at 12, accounting for more of .the interaction time. Only in

fussing did the babies differ: at 12 months, mean durations of episodes of
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fussing were larger in the nonhandlcapped group; in general, handicapped

babies fussed a bit more in the play situation, while nonhandicapped

babies fussed more in instruction. At 24 months, there were no group

differences in any codes. Both groups of babies at 24 months vocalized

less frequently and for shorter episodes, and thus less in general, in

instruction than in play; a tendency in this direction was already apparent

at 12 months.

Mothers in the two groups differed more than the babies, but only at

12 months. Group differences were especially apparent in the length of

episodes of talking, which were considerably longer in the mothers of the

handicapped babies. As a result, in this group episodes of talking lasted

longer than did episodes of silence, and the overall proportion of talk was

greater than that of silence. This was more apparent in the instruction

situation, in which episodes of talking were even longer than in play. In

mothers of the nonhandicapped babies, in contrast, episodes of silence

were longer than episodes of talking, so that overall they were silent more

than they talked, with little difference between situations. By 24 months,

these differences had disappeared. Mothers of handicapped babies still

talked a bit more than they were silent, but the proportions were very

close; further, mother of the nonhandicapped babies now engaged in more

equal amounts of talk and silence, with slightly more talk than silence in

the Instructional situation. Both groups alternated between talk and

silence a lot more frequently (e.g, talk was more frequent) at 24 than at

12 months.

To a large extent (but not completely) the dyadic states which char-

acterized the dyads directly reflected the separate characteristic patterns

of babies and mothers. Thus, at 12 months the most common state in the
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handicapped dyads was SV, while in the nonhandicapped dyads it was SS;

at 24 months SV occurred more than SS in both groups. In general, the

predominance of this pair of states over the two next most prevalent (VV

and VS) and the least prevalent (FV and FS) seems directly related to the

proportion of silence, talk and fussing in the baby; within pairs, the

relative proportion in each state seems directly related to the amount of

mother talk. The same relationship explains most of the differences be-

tween groups and between situations. Thus, at 24 months, VV, VS, SV

and SS were all a bit more frequent than at 12 months since both mothers

and babies engaged in more frequent vocalization. Similarly, the greater

proportion of SV in instruction in the handicapped dyads at 12 months is

due to situation differences in the mothers, while situation differences in

the amount of FS and FV in the two groups of dyads directly reflect the

amount of fussing that the babies do. The lesser proportions of VV and

VS in instruction are related to differences in the amount of baby talk in

the two situations.

While most overall probabilities of dyadic states (and differences

between states in relation to group, si-uation and age) can be explained

by differences in babies and/or mothers, some cannot. For the present

set of data, this second type of outcome falls primarily into two categories,

(a) those found in dyadic states which contained "baby fuss", and (b)

those having to do with turn-taking. It was in these results that differ-

ences between groups became apparent.

At 12 months, some fussing occurred in both groups in Situation 2

(average of 5 seconds in each), while in Situation 4, the handicapped

babies did not fuss at all and the nonhandicapped babies did so for an

average of 35 seconds. Only in Situation 2 were there state probabilities
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which differed from unconditional probabilities, i.e, in which it may be

assumed that other (or additional) factors were at work. In the nonhandi-

capped dyads, baby fussing and mother talking were likely to occur to-

gether more than expected, and this was predictable from each direction:

given a baby fuss, moms were more likely to be talking than usual; given

mom talk, babies were more likely to be fussing than would be expected.

In the handicapped dyads, fuss and talk had the opposite relationship, but

from only one direction: given a baby fuss, moms were more likely than

usual to be silent, while mom silence did not mean that babies were more

likely to be fussing. It is not dear from this analysis what influence the

mothers had on their babies' fussing. What is clear is that fussing had a

different meaning to the two groups of mothers, and (by exension) that

the fussing may have differed in the two groups of babies. Subjective

impressions from the videotapes indicate that this latter was indeed the

case; handicapped babies tended to stay in one place and interject little

fusses into their play, while nonhandicapped babies tended to try to leave

the interaction and fuss when brought back. A more talkative mom might

be expected in the latter case as compared to the former. In Situation 4

at 12 months, the handicapped babies did not fuss, and in the nonhandi-

capped dyads, states containing baby fuss reflected unconditional probabil-

ities.

At 24 months the handicapped babies did not fuss at all in the play

situation, while in Situation 4 the dyadic states containing baby fuss did

not differ from unconditional probabilities. In the dyads with nonhandi-

capped babies, however, dyadic states containing fussing now differed

from what was expected in both situations: when babies fussed, their

mothers were less likely to talk than usual. Further, in Situation 2, this
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relationship was two-way: when the mothers were quiet, their babies were

more likely to be fussing than usual. These patterns represent a change

for the nonhandicapped group from 12 months, and reflect a similarity in

situations to the handicapped dyads at 12 months: the nonhandicapped

babies were no longer leaving the situation, but were fussing in short

spurts within their toy play.

The second type of result which reflected significant conditional

probabilities, i.e., those having to do with turntaking, showed that the

dyads with handicapped babies may have had particular trouble particu-

larly in the play situation at 24 months. The increased prevalence of 55

and VV in the handicapped group at 24 months is a first indicator. A

second and perhaps stronger indicator is the difference between groups in

the conditional probabilities of the other two states involved with turntak-

ing. In the dyads with nonhandicapped babies, in both situations, mutual

talk and mutual silence occurred less than expected from unconditional

probabilities. Instead, each member of the dyad was more likely to speak

when the other was quiet and vice versa. In the dyads with handicapped

babies, the patterns were different. Mutual silence and mutual talk each

occurred more than expected, and SV and S each occurred less. In

Situation 4, these states did not differ from their expected values. These

results clearly suggest that while dyads with nonhandicapped babies en-

gaged in alternating vocalization (i.e., "communication" ), vocal overlap was

more characteristic of handicapped dyads. The fact that the relationship

was significant from both directions indicates that the overlaps were not

necessarily due to one member or the other. Lag analysis will be neces-

sary to clarify the roles of the members. Also, content analysis may

reveal that different types of vocalization are occurring in the two groups.
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Further analysis is also needed of the relationships between gaze and

vocalization, i.e., of how differences in other types of cues may influence

vocalization. In general, however, it seems that the play situation may

have been particularly difficult for dyads with handicapped babies.

Section 3:

Relationships between Babies' Gaze and Maternal Vocalization

The previous sections of this report have dealt with two different

communicative modalities, gaze and vocalization, in Isolation from one an-

other, whereas in reality these (and other modalities such as touch or

facial expression) typically occur in clusters. Breaking these dusters into

smaller segments was felt to be beneficial and even necessary for under-

standing how different modalities relate to communication in dyads with

handicapped babies. Putting them back together again, however, is also

essential. The present set of analyses represents an initial step in com-

bining the two separate modalities already examined, gaze and vocalization.

Baby gaze and mother vocalization were the two sets of data chosen for

combination in the present section. (Note that further analyses will be

needed to combine baby vocalization and mother gaze, and to combine gaze

and vocalization within the same individual. Also note that the following

discussion does not address the issue of how dyads enter these different

dyadic states; sequential analysis will be necessary for a more thorough

interpretation of the results to be presented here.)

For this set of analyses, dyadic states were created by combining the

three directions of baby gaze (Face, Toy, Away) with two conditions of

mother vocalization (Vocalize, Silence), creating six states (BF /MV, BF/

MS, BT/MV, BT/MS, BA/MV, BA/MS). Each measure (frequency, mean
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duration and duration) on these states was then subjected to three and

two-way ANOVAs at 12 and 24 months of age. In addition, conditional

probabilities were computed for mother vocalization given each direction of

baby gaze, and vice versa, to determine whether the amount of mother

vocalization was related to particular directions of baby gaze. (Note that

a state change occurs when either or both partners change codes: be-

cause simultaneous changes were rare, it was usually the former. The

question of who if responsible for change has been addressed using dyadic

gaze states; similar analyses w"" :e needed using the present states as

well.)

Characteristics of Dyadic States

Twelve Months. As seen in Tables 47 -51, two states, BT/MV and

BT/MS, occurred more frequently and accounted for more of the total

interaction time than any of the other four states. BT/MV also lasted

longer than any other state, while episodes of BT/MS were longer than all

others except BA/MV, which was the third most frequent, longest and

prevalent state. The least common state was BF/MS, occurring less fre-

quently, for shorter episodes and accounting for less time than any of the

other states. These results for comparisons between states directly re-

flect, first, that babies looked at the toys for most of the Interaction and

at their mothers the least, and second, that mothers (handicapped and

nonhandicapped combined) talked slightly more than they were silent.

Thus, during episodes of the babies' attention to the toy (the most prob-

able direction of baby looking), mothers were not only most likely to

alternate their own gaze back and forth between the toys and the babies'

faces (as discussed in a previous section), but also regularly interjected
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Moe Silent

Baby Look
at 1o/ 74.091 3*-660 96.273 36.870 63.000 30.176 02.305 26.903
Mos Talk

Baby Look
at Vow/ 36.091 27.595 20.455 22.120 '79.231 24.053 90.692 25.210
Boa Silent

Bab! LOOK
AMU/ 39.54 5 43.163 34.182 39.370 12.194 9.126 2.308 2.8W
Moe talk

Baby Look
6vow/ 12.273 14.430 7.545 12.801 12.615 10.697 2.538 4.484
Doe Silent

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Bean Onsation Boatmen of Disectioa of Baby Gaze
and Type *( ether vocalizations at

Twelve Mooting

Haadicapael Woat.,-adicaOned
Babies Babies
:1w11) tN*131

Baby Look

SO iaatt Dila
lila__Al Pl..... ANL

I
It, 94

We MAC
Ina_ L.&

I Matt
...lhas....A4114

at face/ 1. 0$5 4 1.239 1.890 1.287 .815 .737 .346 .555
Son talk

Baby Look
at ?ace/ 1. 245 1.095 .672 .805 1.052 .707 .179 .443
Non Silent

Baby Look
at 707/ 11510 1.608 5.785 4.073 2.329 .577 2.638 .673
Non Talk

Baby Look
at Toy/ 2. 514 1.473 2.158 1.031 3.252 1.528 3.515 2.548
Ion Silent

Bali Look
away/ 3.522 2.572 2.525 1.722 1.**3 .630 1.008 1.065
Bon talk

Baby Look
Away/ 1.795 1.120 .807 .995 2.060 1.323 .640 .957
Moe Silent

132 REST COPY AVAILABLE

.



TABLE 50

Two -ay ANOVA Sunnary Tablet
Dyadic States of Baby Gaze/Mother Vocalization at Twelve Nonths

IP rogues cv Decatioa seam Devotion
Ss t Dr _ Is

8AOV 1.00K FACE

NON TALK

GCOIP 1 56,55 4.25 0,05 1 771,36 6,87 0.02 1 19,97 21,32 0.00

Error 22 292.43 22 2471.45 22 20,61

Siteatica 1 28,33 2.08 0.16 1 23.90 0,17 0.68 1 0.54 0,55 0.46

SitOrosa 1 11.83 0,87 0.36 1 74.90 0,53 0.47 1 0.78 0.80 0,38

Error
ilM1/111.11.

22 298.98 411,0 22 3115.92 .m...ml ...... 22 21.52 ..
OAP LOOK FACE

NON QUIET

GC010 1 0,56 0,08 0,78 1 0,17 0.01 0,93 1 1,41 1.64 0.21

CCOC 22 155.36 22 537,75 22 18,87

Sittatios 1 47.67 7.18 0,01 1 150,39 7,16 0,01 1 6.22 17,23 0.00

iltescoew 1 11.92 1.80 0.19 1 22,39 1,07 0,31 1 0.27 0,74 0.40

actor 22 146.00 111,war 22 462,28 1 22 7,94 MONe.m. Moria.MO

114OV LOOK TOY

NON TALK

a CO OP 1 1815,40 15,43 0,00 1 1858,86 0,72 0.41 1 83.90 13.25 D.00

ECCOC 22 2588.52 --- ---- 22 57187.81 --.... ---- 22 139,26 ---- ----

Situ tios 1 46.67 1.48 0,24 1 5147.31 10.36 0.00 1 7,66 2.72 0.11

SitGcoso 1 126,01 4.00 0.06 1 23,31 0.05 0.83 1 2.66 0,95 0.34

Error 22 693,24 '~ - - -- 22 10934.36 ...W.. 22 61.92 .M.......



c?

fat LOOK TOY

PON (111111

GC000 1 3139.30 40.22

.:cc o< 22 1704.62

1 21.04 0.12

siteNc000 1 111.29 5.03

Eccoc 22 486.63

SAW LOOK ANT

NON TALK

WHIP 1 :92.94 8.02

ICC= 22 803.98

sitoitico 1 130.38 3.89

6100cooP 1 63.46 1.90

BCCOC 22 736.54

-.-----

OABY LOOK AWAY

MI QUIET

Ocoso 1 12.00 0.49

11ccoc 22 242.98

Sit la ti Oa 1 132.87 6.36

sitsoCO by 1 24,37 1.17

Etc oc 22 459.61
--._

..... ..0

0.00

0.34

0.04

22

22

1

1

1

DE

0.01 1

22

0.06 1

0.18 1

22-...-M4NIFIN*

Table 50 (coatlatio0)

',twat i.e !Wit 00riti00
SS P P000. DP SS.

32427.02 36.23 0.00 1 13.09 2.76 0.11

19707.83 22 104.44

69.36 0.19 0.66 1 0.03 0.02 0.90

1203.36 3.38 0.08 1 1.14 0.74 0.40

7838.89 22 33.79

9099.27 8.33 0.01 1 38.52 10.30 0.00

24019.71 - - -- 22 82.28

1049.36 2.15 0.16 1 6.11 4.20 0.05

049 0.00 0.97 1 0.94 0.65 0.43

11249.12 - - -- 22 32.03

0.49 1 64.81 0.46 0.50 1 0.03 0.02 0.89

22 3092.66 22 35.01

0.02 1 622.S3 6.41 0.02 1 17.26 19.53 0.00

0.29 1 82.26 0.84 0.?7 1 0.56 0.63 0.44

____
22 2242.55

---- so 6.,...
22 19.45 ... --



TAKE 51

Three-woy ANOVA Sonmary Tabln:
Dyadic States of Baby Gazaftther Vocalization at 12 Months

tellisea c/ Daratio a
by SS t MI- lime burst is)*

bb _ OWL

byes/ 1 846.96 19.22 0.00 1 5.49 0.99 0.33 1 49.50 23.07 0.00

Sctot 22 969.63 22 144.76 10 22 47.22

Sitaatiea 1 111.50 6.11 0.02 1 0.03 0.00 0.95 1 9.42 6.03 0.02

Siloam le 1 0.GS 0.04 0.85 1 6.8$ 1.1$ 0.29 1 0.50 0.32 0.55

Scree 22 401.46 MEV 22 130.46 22 34.36 M041.0.

State S 21410.10 92.03 0.00 S 246408.17 50.76 0.00 5 304.37 18.96 0.00

SayState S 4469.79 19.21 0.00 6- 44245.07 9.11 0.00 $ 107.41 6.69 0.00

Iszet 110 $118.35 MEV MEV 110 106872.45 110 353.26 .11

Sitastata S 312.92 2.85 0.02 S 7140.28 4.40 0.00 S 29.07 4.49 0.00

SteSita5 tat* S 348.22 3.17 0.01 5 1403.06 0.06 0.51 S $.84 0.90 0.48

Item 110 2419.54 110 35712.66 110 142.29

Tokeys (p 7.0$)

Frompency: 3,

Duration: 3,

Mee Duration:

4 > 6, 6, 1 > 2

4 > 5, 6, 1, 2

TV, TS > AV, AS, FV > FS

TV, TS > AV, AS, FV, FS

iv > AV, AS, FV, FS

TS > AS. FV, 74

AV > FS

135
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verbal comments. Interactions between state and group, however, like the

interactions in the results Tor mother vocalization, show that the two

groups of dyads were characterized by different proportions of the two

most prevalent states. Differences found between the two groups showed

that dyads with btonhandicapp,d babies changed states more frequently,

and had states of a shorter average mean duration, than did dyads with

handicapped babies.

Group comparisons showed that BT/MV and BT/MS each occurred

significantly more often in the nonhandicapped group, with episodes of

BT/MV lasting significantly longer in the dyads with handicapped babies,

as would be expected from the longer vocalizations of these mothers.

Overall, BT/MV was significantly more common in dyads with handicapped

babies, while dyads with nonhandicapped babies spent significantly more

time in BT/MS (as expected from the relative amounts of mother silence

and baby looking at the toy). Other group differences showed that in

dyads with nonhandicapped babies, BA/MV and BF/MV were also more

frequent, lasted longer and accounted for more of the total time, than in

dyads with handicapped babies.

In comparisons between the two situations, there were fewer state

changes, and states had a shortr.... average mean duration, in the instruc-

tion than in the play situation. Significant interactions between state and

group, and between state and situation, however, showed that these

general results varied in relation to particular states. Results for each

state showed that episodes of BA/MS occurred less frequently, were

shorter, and accounted for less time in the instructional situation, as did

episodes of BF/MS. A situation x group interaction in the frequency of
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BT/MS showed that in the nonhandicapped dyads it occurred more fre-

quently in instruction than in play, while in the handicapped dyads it was

more frequent in play. The situation difference in BA/MV was also signi-

ficant (less with instruction), although it was found only in the handi-

capped dyads. The only state for which this situation difference was

clearly reversed was BT/MV, which accounted for more time in instruction

than in play.

Thus, at 12 months, dyads with nonhandicapped babies engaged in

more state changes than did dyads with handicapped babies, accounted for

by the higher frequencies of BT/MV and BT/MS in that group: all other

states were more frequent in the handicapped group. Further, episodes of

BT/MV lasted longer than in the handicapped group, especially in the

instructional situation. In addition, the instructional situation, as com-

pared to play, was in general characterized by more frequent state

changes and by more time spent with the baby attending to the toy and

the mother vocalizing. The dyads with nonhandicapped babies in general

alternated fairly evenly between BT/MV and BT/MS, with episodes of

BT /MS lasting somewhat longer and *aking up somewhat more of the total

time. In contrast, dyads with handicapped babies also alternated fairly

equally but more seldom between these two states, with episodes of BT/MV

lasting a good deal longer and hence accounting for more of the total

interaction time.

Twenty -four Months. At 24 months (Tables 52-56), as at 12 months,

BT/MV and BT/ MS occurred more frequently, lasted longer and accounted

for more of the interaction than any of the other states.

Visual analysis of the means showed that the frequency of each of

these two states had increased. In the nonhandicapped group, all other



TABLE 52

Ereasescv Beaseces of Ditectios of Baby Gate
and type of Ibthet Vocalizatloas at

Tventy-f oat Smiths

Handicapped VonbandicaPped
Sables Bablos
III*111 (1a131

Baby Look

Bo Inett last t
AVM --.5A14.-....difie...-3t.Da

So Isstt Instt
1211--..laRm....... -Isaa--_144

at ace/ 5.364 7.215 4.491 5.4e6 2.4'7 4.87 3 .308 .100
/tag talk

Baby Look
at Pace/
gee Silent

4.27 3 6 .262 3..144 4. 712 2.303 6.433 *9 MO

Dabs Look
at Toy/ 25. 72 7 13.039 27.747 1 6. 584 33.692 9.656 36.231 7.373
Kos Talk

Baby Look
at Toy/ 22.72 7 11.559 23.182 1 3.797 31.538 7.149 32.231 7.014
Kos Silent

Baby Look
Avay/
nos Talk

15.909 10.559 12.300 1 1.507 4.846 5.655 .846 .801

Baby Look
Avay/ 12.36 4 3.841 9.909 12.062 5.154 5.381 .923 .962
Nos Silent
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TAILS S3

Duration Bassinets of Direction of Bab Jaye
and Tyne of Bather Vocalizations at

Tumity -four Booths

Handicapped !IonkaadicaPPed
Babies Babies
111=111

No !putt Test r

Baby Look

(11=13)

No Instr !mar

at Pace/ 11.00 16.619 6.455 8.525 3.530 0.140 .300 MO
Ho. Talk

Bat? Look
at face/ 6.091 9.534 5.001' 0.319 3.769 9.619 .308 .480
Hon Silent

Baby Lookat To,/ 57.636 36.044 68.810 s 6.186 77.462 34.367 94.462 28.430
140 Talk

Baby Look
at Toy/ a4.d18 23.601 4tiaj0 3 5.111 74.769 29.516 81.923 26.657
Zoe Silent

Baby Look
Agar/ 34.818 34.222 23.102 26.328 7.769 9.204 1.462 1.450
No Talk

nab, Look
Asa,/ z1.636 19.795 20.b91 30.9s5 9.30d 10.379 .923 .862
ficom Silent

139



TOLE 54

sleep Bandon Reasons of Direction of Baby Gaze
aad Type of Bother Vocalizations at

Treaty -four Months

diainned OoabandicaPped
Babies Bibles

Baby Look

Oo 'eat/ Lasts

(1t4t13)

No Taste Taste

at Paco/
floe Talk

1.427 1.295 .860 .991 1.000 1. 06 3 .300 .400

Baby Look
at Pace/ .851 .7 35 .739 . 93 0 0192 1.919 .300 .400
Rom Silent

Baby Look
at Toy/
lion Talk

1.955 .919 2.175 .992 2.276 .788 2.753 1.326

Baby 1.00k
at Toy/ 1.005 .873 1.1180 1.191 2.567 1.652 2.548 .957
Son Silent

parr Look
Oval/ 1.046 .774 1.453 .057 1.000 .000 1. 115 1.121
Son Talk

Baby Look
Avair/
nom Silent

1.6 39 .798 1.,119 1.011) 1.359 .900 .692 .490



TABLE SS

Two-way ANOVA Suovniry Table:
Dyadic Baby Gaze/Mother Vocalization at 24 Months

segor
r tag:lite* CY
$2 Z PIN* Dr

Duration
_SS DF

Bean Duration
SS

SAP LOOK FACE

NON TALK

_e1011,

GrOuD 1 148.91 6.08 0.02 1 551.71 6.22 0.02 1 2.86 2.82 0.11

Erzcr 22 538.90 4mao .46 22 1952.21 4m. 22 22.34 MIO

Situation 1 27.57 1.06 0.31 1 180.15 1.70 0.20 1 4.73 5.62 0.03

SWGrollp 1 0.73. 0.03 0.87 1 5.15 0.05 0.83 1 0.05 0.06 0.82

tzzor 22 570.24 --__ .... 22 2326.52 ---- ---- 22 18.52 ---- ----

BABY LOOK FACE

.
NON QUIET

Group 1 64.62 2.92 0.10 1 146.56 2.65 0.12 1 0.45 0.28 0.60

I cc or 22 486.63 ....._ ---- 22 1215.92 .... ---_ 22 35.84 . -__-

Situation 1 31.91 1,24 0.28 1 61.74 0.91 0.35 1 1.44 1.26 0.27

S it Gruun 1 1.58 0.06 0.81 1 16.74 0.25 0.62 1 0.66 0.58 0.45

Error 22 567.09 M.. M.., .. 22 1498.07 ---- .11. .m.M1 22 25.17 -__- ......

BABY LOOK TOY

NON TALK

GtOOD 1 807.99 3.30 0.08 1 6159.09 2.49 0.13 1 2.41 1.32 0.26

Etc cc 22 5390.83 . ... 22 54328.83 ---- ---- 22 40,02 ---- ....

Situaticv 1 61.36 1.63 0.22 1 2366.10 13.47 0.00 1 1.45 4.68 0.04

S iteGtoup 1 0.86 0.02 0.88 1 100.85 0.57 0.46 1 0.20 0.63 0.44

Erg oz 22 830.62 4m.m. OP. 4W
22 3865.82

---- ----
22 6.81

---- ----



Table 55 (continued)

rrunnua CT Du tat ion mean Siltation
JIARIGZ.____ -__--- -At_ - -_ -*A. --_-__/- --__21216.---__Ol__- -21 IL OEM-- 01 ...-il P Plalli_

BABY LOOK TOY

OM QUIET

OCOago

1 se of

S it %titian

Sit,Gtonto

Stator

BAP LOOK Al AY

MOM TALK

CCM)

Erect

Situation

SIt400com

Eccoc

BABY LOOK AWAY

MON QUIET

OCOCO

ettot

Situaticn

siteGt4-3o

Bat cc

1 950.31 5.19 0.03 1 12154.71 7.81 0.01 1 6.10 3.00 0.10

22 4024.61 ob. .40. 22 34244.20 ---- ---- 22 44.7^ ---- - - --

1 3.92 0.21 0.65 1 318.25 1.19 0.29 1 0.01 0.01 0.92

1 0.17 0.01 0.92 1 47.00 0.18 0.68 1 0.03 0.03 0.86

22 418.75 ---- ---- 22 5874.66 ..-- Mr WINI. 22 18.66 .....- ---.

.11/1=M!

1 1470.47 13.21 0.00 1 7085.76 9.18 0.01 1 4.11 3.58 0.07

22 2448.84 ---- .411IM 22 16982.15 ---- ....._ 22 25.27 - --- - - --

1 186.36 10.75 0.00 1 959.26 7.76 0.01 1 0.24 0.50 0.49

1 0.02 0.00 0.97 1 84.59 0.68 0.42 1 0.75 1.51 0.23

22 381.45 ---_ ---- 22 2720.66 ...._ ---- 22 10.15 ...... ----

1 781.45 6.97 0.01 1 2955.42 5.04 0.04 1 1.09 1.38

4111

0.25

22 2465.55 22 12888.24 22 17.40

1 133.15 9.56 0.00 1 293.76 3.43 0.08 1 4.93 8.05 0.01

1 9.40 0.67 0.42 1 139.35 1.63 0.22 1 0.01 0.01 0.92

2' 306.52 ---- ml Mo 22 1882.90 --.- Weilma. 22 13.46 ---. -.--



TABLE $6

Three-may ANOVA Summary Table:
Oyadic States of Baby Gaze/Rothe Vocalization at 24 menus

PreteearY Mottos
DE SS 1

!WNW 1 124.13 1.58 0.22 1 35.49

Suer 22 1727.45 22 483.06

Sitaatita 1 125.41 4.00 0.06 1 12.59

Sitoeseio 1 2.66 0.08 0.77 1 25.91

Error 22 690.25 ---- --- 22 558.09

State 5 39678.13 64.05 0.00 5 241152.60

SiviState 5 4099.62 6.62 0.00 5 29017.77

Bum 110 13627.91 --mow gr..... 110 121128.49

SitState 5 329.19 3.04 0.01 5 4177.86

ereSiteState 5 10.11 0.09 0.99 5 367.77

ILTOt 110 2384.42 aPm 10. O.... 110 17610.54

Tukeys (p 7.0S)

Frequency: TV, TS > AV, AS, FV, FS

Duration: TV, TS > AV, AS, FV, FS

Mean Ouratlon: TV, TS > AV, AS, FV, FS

1.62

0.50

1.02

..4....

43.80

5.27

....'

5.22

0.46

----

PIO& DP
Seta Deratio

SS

0.22 1 0.33 0.19 0.67

22 38.79

0.49 1 3.78 5.54 0.03

0.3? 1 0.00 0.00 0.99

.aibmal 22 15.02 ---- ...--

0.00 5 112.84 16.91 0.00

0.00 5 16.69 2.50 0.03

---- 110 146.78 w.m.....

0.00 5 8.98 2.52 0.03

0.81 5 1.69 0.47 0.80

---- 110 78.45 ---- ----
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states had concurrently decreased slightly in frequency of occurrence; in

the handicapped group, however, the other four states were also more

frequent. These differences would be expected from differences in the

proportion of looks that the two groups of babies took in different direc-

tions at the two ages combined with the it frequency of mother

talking in each group. The two groups also showed differential change

between ages in the mean durations of states. In the nonhandicapped

group, there were few differences between the two ages; of the six dyadic

states, only one (BT/MS) had clearly decreased in mean duration (due to

more nearly equal episodes of vocalizations and silence by the moms)

whereas none had increased. In the handicapped group, all states but one

(BA/MS) had decreased in mean duration (probably due to the increase in

looking away in the babies); this difference was especially sPn in BT/MV

and in BA/MV (related to shorter episodes of mom talk). In terms of total

duration, in the nonhandicapped group, BT/MV at 24 months accounted for

more of the interaction than at 12 months (being of shorter duration but

more frequent because of more frequent vocalizations by the moms), while

an other states accounted for somewhat less (having decreased in fre-

quency but remained the same or decreased in mean duration). In con-

trast, in the handicapped group, the proportion of time accounted for by

BT/MS had increased, as had BA/MS and MF/MS (all shorter but more

frequent, with more mother silence in general), while the three states

involving "mom talk" now conversely accounted for less time (more fre-

quent but much shorter states, and less overall talk than at 12 months).

The majority of group differences found at 12 months were still ap-

parent at 24 months. As before, BA/MV, BA/MS, BF/MV and BF/MS still

occurred significantly less often in the dyads with nonhandicapped babies,
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while BT/MV still tended to occur less often in the handicapped group

4110
(p=.08); each of these results seems most related to group differences in

the directions of baby looking. In terms of mean duration, episodes of

BA/MV lasted longer in the handicapped group, as they had at 12 months;

this also seems related to the babies' looking away, as mom vocalizations

were shorter at 24 months. Group differences in the length of episodes of

BT/MV and BF/MV (both of which had been longer in the handicapped

group) had disappeared, probably also related to changes in mother vocal-

ization, since these two directions of baby looking varied across groups.

Differences between groups in total durations spent in the particular states

were the same at 12 and 24 months: as would be expected from group

differences in the directions of baby looks, handicapped dyads spent more

time in BF/MV, BF/MS and BA/MS, and still tended to spend more time in

BA/MV (p=.07); nonhandicapped dyads still spent more time in BT/MS.

Thus, in general, frequencies of particular states were less similar across

groups than at 12 months, and mean durations were more similar; the

combination yielded similar types of group differences in total duration at

the two age levels.

Situation differences in the occurrence of particular states were

similar to those found at 12 months. BA/MV and BA/MS still occurred

significantly less frequently in instruction than in play, and for shorter

mean durations as wail. In terms of total duration, BF/MS still accounted

for significantly less time in instruction than in play. The situation differ-

ence in BA/MS (less in instruction) was now only a tendency (p=.08),

while that for BT/MV (more in instruction) had disappeared. No new

situation differences were found at 24 months.
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Conditional Relationships between Baby Gaze and Mother Vocalization

As noted earlier, differences in occurrence may be related to the

overall occurrence of a particular code in the baby, in the mother, or in

both; many of the group and situation differences, and many of the age

changes just discusses, seemed to be due to just such differences in

occurrence. However, it is also possible that differences may be due to

particular relationships between certain combinations of codes of the two

partnees. Conditional probabilities were therefore computed for each

combination of baby gaze and mother vocalization in the same way as for

dyadic gaze and dyadic vocalization.

Twelve Months. It was found that in the group of dyads with non-

handicapped babies, in neither Situation 2 nor Situation 4 did any of these

state combinations occur any more or less than would be expected from the

overall proportions of mother talk and baby gaze spent in the different

codes. That is, the mot; ers of nonhandicapped babies tended to spend

more time in silence than in vocalization (or equal amounts in each), and

in each situation, this same pattern held regardless of where the baby was
t.
looking. Conversely, in each 3ituation, the proportion of looks that the

babies took in each direction were unrelated to whether the mother was

alking or not. In dyads with handicapped babies, however, several

talationships were found which differed from what was expected. In the

play situation (Situation 2), when the babies were looking at the toys, the

mothers talked less than would be expected from Their overall rate of

talking (combination BT/MV), while when the babies were looking sway,

the mothers' talked more than would be expected (combination BA/MV).

Conversely, when mothers were talking, their babies were less likely to be

looking at the toys and more likely to be looking away then when the

146
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mothers were silent. The handicapped babies' looks at their mothers' faces

had no relationship to whether the mothers talked more or less than they

usually did.

In the instruction situation (Situation 4), the pattern was somewhat

different. When the handicapped babies looked at their mothers' faces,

the mothers talked significantly more than expected (combination BF/MV),

and were silent less than expected. This relationship, however, was

significant from only one direction: when their mothers were talking their

babies were no more likely to be looking at their mothers than would be

predicted from its overall occurrence. A one-way relationship was also

found for BT/MS: when moms were silent, their babies were more likely

than usual to be looking at the toys; knowing that the baby was looking at

the toys, however, did not increase the predictability of mother silence.

Twenty-four Months. At 24 months, there were again no significant

conditional relationships between baby looks and mother vocalization in the

nonhandicapped dyads in either situation: regardless of where the babies

were looking, the proportion of mother talk was the same, and regardless

of whether the mother was talking or not the proportion of the babies'

looks in different directions was the same.

In the dyads with handicapped babies, the picture was again some-

what different. In Situation 2 (play), when moms were silent, the babies

were again more likely than usual to be looking at the boys (BT/MS). A

tendency toward significance was also seen in the other direction; when

the handicapped babies were looking at the toys, thd mothers were some-

whe more likely to be silent and less likely to be talking (z=±1.87). In

Situation 4, only one relationship was found which differed from what

woulc. be expected, and this was one-way: when mothers of handicapped
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babies were talking, their babies were less likely than usual to be looking

away.

Summary of Dyadic Stztes of Baby Gaze/Mom Vocalization

Despite the babies' overwhelming engrossment with toys, from these

analyses it is dear that mothers did their best to become a part of the

babies' toy play and, as indicated by analyses of gaze, used the babies

direction of gaze and undoubtedly the babies' actions with the toys to

regulate their own entry into the situation. These situations were best

characterized by the two dyadic states in which the baby was watching the

toy and the mother was either talking or silent; the relative prevalence of

these two states (as well as the other four), however, was different in the

two groups, in the two situations, and across the two ages. In most

cases, these differences between states could be explained by differences

in the unconditional probabilities of the two codes which formed the par-

ticular states. (This does not, of course, explain why these particular

codes differed: those differences have been specualted on somewhat in

previous sections.) in other cases, additional information on the relation-

ships between codes was available from the conditional probabilities.

The patterns of conditional probabilities in the present analyses

indicated that (a) the partners in the nonhandicapped dyads were more

independent of each other in both situations at both ages (this was also

suggested by the results of analyses of dyadic gaze and dyadic vocaliza-

tion), and (b) interactions between handicapped babies and their mothers

were more difficult in the sense of achieving a reciprocal balance between

interpersonal role4-

In the dyads with handicapped babies at 12 months, despite the fact

that BT /MV was the most prevalent state, when babies looked at the toys,

148
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their mothers actually talked less than would be expected, and talked more

than expected when the babies looked away. The former case represents

an adaptive relationship in the sense that when the mother did vocalize,

the babies looked a' the toys less than expected (which would be undesir-

able). In the latter case, the relationship was not so adaptive, for when

the "others vocalized, the babies were also more Ilkley to lock away.

Verbally drawing the babies' attention back to the situation would seem to

be a very natural reaction to the babies' looks away, but in this case did

not work very well. Even more troublesome, however, is that the mothers

were not free to talk about the toys when the babies were looking at them,

and thus could not take advantage of the babies' looks to enter the toy

play; being quiet may help to keep the baby looking at the toy, but that

leaves the mother with no role to play. further, however, the handi-

capped baby's actions with toys may not be very satisfying; not only may

the mother feel a strong urge to help, but the baby may actually need

help in exploring the toy. Thus, there may be a conflict between the

cues which the baby is giving and what the baby needs, creating a fine

line between helping and causing the baby look away; the mothers' longer

mean durations of talking may indicate that they are trying to get as much

in as possible before the baby looks away. Further analysis is needed of

the kinds of vocalization which the mother is using: if particular types

could be related to the babies' looking away, then intervention might help

the :pother to reconcile this conflict. One final combination in Situation 2

at 12 months is interesting because no significant conditional relationship

was found; contrary to what has been reported previously (Jones, 1977;

1980), no relationship was found between the babies' looks at the mothers'

faces and the mothers' vocalization. The difference in situations and/or
a.
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the age of the babies may explain this contradiction, but it obviously

needs further exploration.

in Situation 4 at 12 months, when the babies looked at their mothers,

their mothers did vocalize more than expected, perhaps in an attempt to

draw their attention back to the toy. However, as with the babies' looks

away in Situation 2, this may not have been an adaptive response, as the

mothers' silence, not vocalization, was related to the babies' looking at the

toys more and her face less. Given that this was an instruction situation,
.

the mother may consequently have had a hard time balancing "teaching"

and keeping the babies oriented to the toys.

At 24 months, fewer significant relationships were found. In Situa-

tion 2, while the handicapped babies still looked at the toys more when

their mothers were quiet, their mothers now showed a tendency to talk

more when their babies looked at the toys. However, mother vocalization

was no longer related to more looking away; thus, the mothers were prob-

ably somewhat more free to take advantage of their babies' looks at the

toy. In Situation 4 at 24 months, the baby's direction of looking had no

relationship to the amount of mother talk. However, mother vocalization

made it less likely that the babies would look away, further substantiating

that at 24 months, mother vocalization may have had less of a negative

Influence on the babies' attention to the toys than at 12 months. (Note

that this discussion does not address the issue of differences in quality of

play occurring when mothers were talking or silent; it may be that mother

talk was associated with more complex play by the baby, even though the

babies may . look at the toy less when the mother talks. This needs

further exploration.)

15o
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In the dyads with nonhandicapped babies, no significant relationships

between mother vocalization and baby gaze were found in either situation

at either age: the babies looked most at the toy regardless of the mothers'

vocalization, and regardless of where the babies were looking, the mothers

talked in proportion to their overall amount of talk. This interpersonal

independence indicates that both play and instruction occurred more easily

than in the handicapped dyads, essentially running themselves. The fewer

number of significant relationships in the handicapped dyads as the babies

got older may mean that the interactions were becoming easier as the

babies became more competent in their involvement with the toys. The

present results indicate that this may be at least a partial explanation.

The differences in the handicapped babies' directions of looking across the

two ages, however, indicate that they had become less toy oriented. An

alternative explanation for the fewer elation ships at 24 months may be

that the mothers were no longer trying as hard to maximize the babies'

interactions with the toy, but were rather letting them, as in the non-

handicapped dyads, run themselves.

RESULTS: QUESTIONNAIRE, RATINGS AND DIARY

Coding of communicative modalities from videotape was the primary

method of data collection used in this project. However, a number of

other instruments were also included as a way of placing interpretation of

the videotapes within the context of the everyday environment of the

handicapped child and Ws family. The results obtained from these other

instruments have not yet been examined to the same extent as those from

the videotapes. However, preliminary analyses have been done on selected

items or categories from the PBQR, the BPRS and the 24-hour Diary.

1
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On the two rating scales, a visual analysis of means and standard

deviations for each item for each group at each level was used to select

items which looked as if they might distinguish between groups and/or

ages: these were then subjected to statistical analysis. On the diary,

broader categories were selected for analysis, as these seemed to be the

most valid for compiling group data. Note also that data from the six-

month age level has been included, even though the handicapped group at

this age was small, male and severely handicapped.

Copies of each of the instruments in its entirety are included in the

Appendices.

Play Behavior Questionnaire/Rating (PBQA1

The purpose of this instrument was to measure the mothers percep-

tions of play situations in which the baby engaged within the everday

IIIenvironment, focusing on (a) the importance of play and how much satis-

faction was gained from it, (b) the types of play most commonly engaged

in, and (c) the babies' most and least preferred types of play. The

instrument was completed by th% mothers at each six-month visit.

Means and standard deviations for each item for each group at each

of the five age levels were visually inspected to select items which might

differentiate between groups or ages. Each of these items was then sub-

jected to a 2(group) x 5(age) repeated measures analysis of variance.

Results for items showing significant differences on one or both variables

are listed in Table 57. However, items which approached significance will

be discussed briefly as well.
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Handicapped
Babies
(ng)

TABLES?

Importance and Structure of Play (PIO)

Monhandicapped

(n12)
Factors

Significant

TYPE OF PLAY
ugh & Tumble 4.11 1.67 3.33 1.15 - -

arc's* Games 4.00 1.41 3.50 1.38

Tactile Games 4.67 1.32 3.92 1.16 2 .

tonal Games 4.89 1.36 3.92 1.38

Imitation Gwen 4.78 1.39 4.00 1.65 - .

Play with toys-moving

Marts

3.89 2.03 5.00 1.35 1

2
.05

.00

.lay with toys.multiple
parts

3.33

*

2.06 4.67 0.98 1

,

2

.00

00
41.7 with apparatus toys 3.22 1.86 4.50 1.17 1

2

3

.00

.00

.00

-Pretend games 1.78 0.97 5.00 1,48 1

2
3

.00

.00

,00

ATTITUDE ABOUT PLAY
-Achore 1.78 0.67 2.50 0.80

.Rewardino/fulfilling 5.67 1.32 5.83 0.83

STRUCTURE OF PLAY
-Plan activities 42.78 1.20 3.50 1.17 3 .

-Learning_gumws 5.56 1.01 5.33 0.98 -

'.Child chooses game 2.89 1.17 4.50 0.80
2

1 ,00

.00

-Teacher chooses game 5.11 0.93 3.30 1.06

13
.00
.

IMPORTMICE OF PLAY
FOR DEVELOPMENT

-Learn thinking _skills 6.44 1.01 6.18 0.98

-Learn play with toys 6.00 1.32 5.42 1.16 2 .01

-Try new activities ,5.67 1.41 5.50 1.00 - -

1 group

2 age

3 age group
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Play Importance and Satisfaction

There were no age or group differences for any of the six items

related to play satisfaction. In general, mothers sated play sessions with

their babies as being fun and rewarding. Differences between groups and

across ages were found, however, on several of the items designed to

measure the mothers' perception of the impotence and structure necessary

in play times.

In terms of its importance for various aspects of development, mothers

consistently rated play between 5.5 and 7 (on a 7-point scale), i.e., as

being of more than average importance for development. The importance

of mother-child play for helping the baby to learn toy play skills was seen

as decreasing with age; this trend was, however, dearer in the handi-

capped group. Mothers of the handicapped babies tended to rate play as

being more important in helping their babies to develop thinking skills

than did mothers of the nonhandicapped babies (p=.08). Responses re-

lated to the importance of structuring mother-child play indicated that each

group saw the need for an average amount of structuring, and felt that

they set aside about an average amount of time for play each day. Each

group also felt that they played an average number of games that were

purely for fun.

Four items dealt with more specific aspects of structuring, and each

of these yielded one or more significant differences. Mothers Gf handi-

capped babies indicated that they more often used games suggested by a

teacher or some other professional. An age x group interaction indicated

that in the handcapped group this became less so as the babies get older,

while in the nonhandicapped group it seldom occurred at any age. Signifi-

cant group and age differences were also found in how often the games
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were chosen by the child rather than by the mother: this cccurred signi-

fisarasy more in the nonhandicapped group and significantly more as the

babies got older. A visual inspection of the means showed that this

peaked in nonhandicapped children at 18 months, while in handicapped

children it peaked at 24 months. A tendency toward a significant age x

group interaction was also found in how important mothers thought it was

to play games that helped the child learn specific things (pr..09). While

both groups rated this item as being of more than average importance,

mothers of the handicapped babies consistently rated it as equal or slightly

more important at all age levels, and especially at six months. Finally, a

significant age x group interaction was found in how important mothers felt

it was to plan specific activities for play times. While this was consis-

tently rated as more important in the handicapped group, it was seen as

less important as the babies got older. In the nonhandicapped group,

ratings were variable across ages.

Q

Types of Play

This section of the PBQR contained 12 types of games listed roughly

from simplest to most complex. At each age level, mothers rated each

game in terms of how much she currently used it with the child. Re-

sponses for types of play were treated in the same way as those just

described. Seven of the twelve games yielded no significant group or age

differences (remembering that the initial "cut" was made visually, and that

there might be items which were missed). Of these seven, all received

"average" ratings for use (between 3 and 5).

Results for dames shJwing significant differences between ages and/or

groups also appear in Table Si. Tactile games (one of the two lowest level
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games) were rated as being used decreasingly as the babies got older,

while the four highest level games (toys with moving parts, toys with

multiple parts, apparatus toys, and pretend) were rated as being used

increasingly as the babies got older. Each of these four was also rated as

occurring more with the nonhandicapped babies. Age x group interactions

were found for the latter three games, with the nonhandicapped babies

peaking at 18 or 24 months and then declining slightly, and with more

variable and lower ratings for the handicapped babies. Ratings for pre-

tend play, the highest level game, remained consistently low in the handi-

capped group.

Of the seven games for which differences were not statistically signi-

fic......, one showed a tendency toward a group difference (p=.09), with

more exercise games (one of the lowest level games) being used with

handicapped babies. Further, a tendency toward an age x group interac-

tion (p=.09) was found for conventional games (e.g., peek-a-boo). These

were increasingly used with the handicapped babies until 18 months, and

then declined. The opposite pattern was found for the handicapped babies.

Most and Least Preferred Games

At each age level, the mothers were also asked to choose from the

same list of 12 the two types of games that their babies liked most, and

the two types that they liked least. These were summarized in terms of

percent frequency, and the results for the most and least liked games are

listed in Table 58. In cases were identical percent frequencies were found

for more than one game, these have been listed on the same line. Where

there was no clear second choice, only one game has been listed.

it is obvious from this table that mothers' perceptions of their babies'

preferred and non-preferred games matched fairly closely what might be



TABLE 58

Percent Frequency of the Two Most and Two Least-Liked Games
At Five Age Levels (PBQR)*

Handicapped

Age

Nonhandicapped

. - -,

6
(hc: n = 5;

nhc: n -= 8)

-.-

a) exercise

b) tactile

a) pretend

wvw m
a) tactile

b) simple toys

%E.Vm.M.III ____

a) multiple part
toys

b)imitation

12

(hc: n = 11;

nhc; n T. 13)

a) listening
b) conventional

__

a) exercise
b) tactile;

watching

a) conventional
b) moving parts

toys

a) exercise
b) watching;

pretend

18

(hc: n = 11;

nhc: n * 12)

a) tactile

b) listenin

a) exercise;

multiple
toys, appa-
ratus toys

a) rough &

tremble

b) moving parts

a) exercise

b) pretend

24
!hc: n . 10;
nhc: n 2. 13)

a) rough &
tremble

a) pretend

b) watching

a) apparatus
toys

b) multiple
parts toys

a) watching;
simple toys
pretend

30
(hc: n = 9;
nhc: n =. 12)

a) rough &

tremble

a) pretend;
simple

toys

A

a) listening;
pretend

a) simple toys

b) imitation

*Items with equal percent frequencies are included on the same line.
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expected from the average levels of cognitive development in the two

groups of babies. For example, for the nonhandicapped babies, pretend

play was among the least liked type of game until 30 months, and then

became a most liked game; in the handicapped group at 30 months, pretend

was still mong the least-liked games. Similarly, in the nonhandicapped

group the mothers perceived their babies as preferring increasingly com-

plex toys. Further, they were perceived as progressing from games with

more passive involvement, to games in which they took more active roles,

and finally to games in which they were in charge or in an equal role with

their partners...conversation ("listening") and pretend. In contrast, the

most preferred games of the handicapped babies, as perceived by their

mothers, consistently excluded toys. Like the nonhandicapped babies,

however, these babies were also perceived as progressing from a prefer-

ence for essentially passive game.; to games in which they were more

active. This increased participation tended, however, to be physical

rather than language or cognition based. In the nonhandicapped group,

higher level cognitive activity was perceived as preferred at a later age

level than were active physical games; it may be that the generally slower

cognitive development of the handicapped group accounts for many of these

difference.

Baby Play Rating Scale (BPRS)

Like the BPQR, this instrument was completed at each six month

visit. One purpose of this rating scale was to obtain the mother's percep-

tion of the quality of the baby's response to different modalities and

strategies used in the interaction, and her perception of his general tem-

perament during interactions. A second purpose was to obtain a measure
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of how valid the taping session was as a representation of the baby's usual

response to play. A visual inspection of means and standard deviations

was again used to select individual items to be subjected to further analy-

sis. This inspection yielded 30 of the original 63 items.

In general, mothers rated all items but three as occurring somewhat

more frequently in everyday situations than they did during the taping;

this result was probably due to the wording of the scale. However, visual

inspection also showed that the group and age profiles were similar in the

two sets of ratings, indicating that ratings of the videotaped situations

were probably a valid representation of the relative everyday responsive-

ness of the babies to different types of interaction. The means of re-

sponses for "during the past week," rather than for "during taping," were

used in the analyses of individual items. Items yielding significant or near

significant results (p < .10) are listed in Table 59.

At a second level of analysis, all 63 items were grouped into 11

categories (each containing between 3 and 6 of the individual items) re-

flecting different aspects of cognition, temperament, and responsiveness to

different types of stimulation used in play; those categories were those

originally used to generate the entire list of items. Each category was

subjected to further analysis, again using the means for behavior in the

previous week." Significant results for these larger categories also appear

in Table 37.

Age differences for individual items showed that mothers rated their

babies as tending to become generally less cooperative with increasing age

(p=.065) although the mean rose again slightly at 30 months. This was

clearly reflected in the videotapes: as the babies became more mobile and

more self-directed, they wanted to control the interaction. The babies



Individual Items

Cooperation

Interested in
Mom's sounds

Anticipates
touch

Surprise Mom:
does new things

Distracted by
other sounds

Hard to arouse
to play

Item Groups

Initiation

Responsiveness

Anticipation

Distractibility

Readability

TABLE 59

Mother Ratings of
Age and Group Differences in Response to Play (BPRS)

Type of
F E DescriptionDifference

age 2.32 .065 -tendency to be less cooperative
with increasing age, though mean,
rises again at 30 months

age 3.b8 .009 -less responsive with increasing
age; six month age level differs
significantly from every other
(Tukeys)

group 4.73 .040 -nonhandicapped > handicapped

group 3.97 .060 -nonhandicapped > handicapped

group 4.04 .057 -nonhandicapped > handicapped

group x age 3.79 .008 -handicapped tend to be harder
to arouse until 30 months, then
easier

age 4.29 .004 -more with age, level off about
18 months; six months differs
significantly from every other
(Tukeys)

age 2.28 .069 -no trend apparent; variable from
age to age

group 6.09 .020 -nonhandicapped handicapped

group 4.39 .048 -nonhandicapped > handicapped

group 6.67 .020 -nonhandicapped > handicapped
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were also rated as becoming increasingly less interested in sounds that the

mothers made, with the 6-month age level differing significantly from every

other. The difference in the composition of the handicapped group at six

months may largely account for this result. However, as babies became

more interested in other aspects of the environment and in more complex

verbalization, it also seems plausible that they would be less interested in

mother vocalization alone.

Group differences were found for three individual items; in each

case, the nonhandicapped babies were rated higher than were the handi-

capped babies. These were: anticipates touch, surprises mcm by doing

something new ()=.06), and is list, acted by sounds outside of the inter-

action. Again, the ratings of the two groups of mothers seem to reflect

the very real differences in the cognitive development of their babies.

One item, "hard to arouse to play," showed a significant age by

group interaction; handicapped babies were seen as being harder to arouse

until 30 months, and then becoming easier to arouse, than nonhandicapped

babies. It may be that by 30 months the nonhandicapped babies were

"into doing their own thing," and less interested in playing with their

mothers. This is supported by the type.... of most preferred play reported

earlier.

Results for the ANOVAs performed on groups of items also yielded

age and group differences. "Initiation" was perceived as increasing with

age, leveling off at about 18 months; again the 6-month data may account

for most of this result, as it differed significantly from every other age

level. The results for Responsiveness also approached significance on age

(rz.069), with ratings being variable from age to age rather than showing

any consistent trend. Three categories of grouped items, Anticipation,

161
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Distractibility and Readability, were rated by the mothers as being more

characteristic of the nonhandicapped than of the handicapped babies.

These re:tilts thus closely resembled those found with the individual items.

24-Hour Diary At 5 Age Levels

At each six-month visit, mothers were asked to keep a diary of a

typical 24-hour period in their babies' lives at that time. Predetermined

categories were supplied to the mothers for entry into the diary. For the

purposes of analysis, each hour was considered to be an interval, and the

percent of intervals in which a particular code appeared was used as a

score for that cateoory. Tables 60 and 61 thus represent the average

percent of intervals in which those codes occurred in each group at each

age level. Tabie 60 represents global categories of activity in which the

babies were typically engaged while Table 64 represents with whom play

activities were likely to occur. These means have not yet been subjected

to any statistical analysis. However, visual analysis of Table 60 shows

little difference between groups in amount of play or sleep, while there

does seem to be a group difference in the amount of time spent in planned

activity (more in handicapped group). Further, age trends are apparent

in the amount of sleep in both groups (less as the babies get older), and

in the amount of time spent in planned activity by the nonhandicapped

babies (more as the babies get older).

In terms of who the babies play with, the category with the highest

mean is "alone," with no apparent group or age differences. Play with

siblings al o shows no apparent differences. Play with father, however, is

shown as being more common in the nonhandicapped group at 6 months,

and then more common in the handicapped group at 12, 18, 24 and 30
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Results* of 24mour Diary across S Ages:
Type of Activity

see is
Aosta. y

Toes'

Mese S.D. U

Pleased
Activity

NOON S.D. 8

Sleep

Rees S.O.

6 4 6.26 3.69 4 0.50 1.00 4 16.60 0.68

12 8 8.60 3.66 8 1.88 1.96 8 13.26 1.98

18 9 6.44 3.54 9 1.33 2.06 9 12.67 1.94

24 8 7.60 6.13 8 1.76 2.31 8 12.38 1.92

30 8 7.60 2.45 8 1.00 1.41 8 12.38 0.92

- .-

6 7 7.00 2.83 7 0.43 0.79 7 16.86 1.46

12 11 6.82 2.66 11 0.36 0.92 11 14.82 1.99

18 10 6.80 2.94 10 0.70 1.34 ID 13.30 1.70

24 11 6.09 2.63 11 0.82 1.08 11 13.36 1.96

30 11 7.46 3.62 11 1.81 1.54 11 12.82 1.78

*Means represent average % intervals; out of 24 hours, means thus represent the average
number of hourly Intervals in which that category occurred.
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Results' of 24 -!lour Diary across 5 Ales:
V4o the Baby Played With

Play With Play With Play ilith
fethec Dotiwar Sib liaus

Awe is
loathe teen S.D. 4 loss S.D.

6 4 0.00 0.00 4 0.75 0.96 4 1.00

12 8 0.88 '.25 8 1.00 1.20 8 2.00

18 7 1.57 1.51 7 2.29 2.14 7 1.14

24 6 1.50 2.81 5 1.60 2.30 S 2.49

30 6 2.50 2.36 6 1.83 1.33 6 1.50

6

owlgb.mgro

5 0.80 0.64 5 2.80 2.17 S 0.80

12 10 1.10 1.60 10 2.40 2.72 10 1.40

18 9 0.89 1.83 9 2.33 2.40 9 0.78

24 9 1.11 1.17 9 2.67 2.12 9 2.22

30 9 0.89 1.05 9 1.44 1.59 9 3.56

S.P. 11

Play
Alone

seen S. D.

2.00 4 4.2S 3.50

3.34 8 5.88 2.36

1.86 7 3.86 2.73

2.88 5 3.80 4.09

1.87 6 t.17 2.64

1.10 5 6.00 1.9

2.27 10 4.20 1.81

1.72 9 3.11 2.57

3.35 9 2.22 2.17

4.75 9 4.22 3.73

'Means represent average % intervals: out of 24 hours. means thus represent the average amber of
hourly intervals in which that category occurred.
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months. Play with mother shows a fairly consistent group difference, with

more occurring in the nonhandicapped group. Mothers of nonhandicapped

babies are also shown as playing with their babies more than fathers do,

while the amounts are fairly equal in mothers and fathers of the handi-

capped group.

Summary

Mothers of the two groups of babies were astonishingly similar in

their responses to items concerned with the importance of play and their

own responses to playtimes with their babies. In general, both groups of

mothers reported enjoying playtimes and feeling that they were very im-

portant. Although each group felt that they "played" about an average

amount and placed about an average amount of structure on the play,

specific items clearly differentiated between groups, possibly indicating a

good deal of influence from intervention programs. The importance of

structure, however, was seen to decrease with age, perhaps reflecting

such factors as new siblings to care for, becoming settled into a knowledge

of what the baby is and or is likely to become, or simple boredom with

doing similar activities for too long a time. Perhaps, too, intervention

activities had come to seem like the natural way of doing things with that

baby, and were no loner thought of as intervention.

Ratings of the mothers' use of games and ratings of child preferences

for different types of games, both reflect what would .be expected from the

overall differences in development in the two groups. It is interesting

that while the higher level games increased in use or preference with age,

not all of the lower level ones decreased; this indicates not only more

variety in games as the babies got older, but possibly some change in the
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quality of play such as rough and tumble or conventional games. It is

curious, however, that even when the mothers listed rough and tumble as

a most preferred game, they did not indicate that they used it; perhaps

that was seen as the fathers' domain, as has been found in other research

(Lamb, 1977). It is also interesting that, while the two groups of babies

were perceived to differ in their preferences for cognitive or physical

activity, both groups were increasingly rated as preferring games in which

they themselves were more active. These perceptions, if valid, challenge

those who wish to interact with nandicapped babies in play or intervention

situations. First, while a handicapped baby may be most socially respon-

sive to gross physical activity such as rough and tumble play, and least

responsive to situations in which toy play or role-taking is involved, the

latter may be very important to his further development. Second, many

intervention situations place the handicapped baby, sometimes unavoidably,

in a passive role...watching, listening, and then being expected to re-

sposid in some way which is probably somewhat difficult for him. Thus,

the very types of games in which he is most often involved may contain

charaCteristics which make them his ieast-preferred.

Significant differences between groups on the BPRS, like many of

those related to play preference and use, also reflect what would be ex-

pected. Anticipation and distractibility (wanting to leave and do something

else, being more interested in the camera than the mother's play) are

clearly cognitively related. Results for Readabil;ty support what others

have reported (Emde, Katz & Thorpe, 1978; Fraiberg, 1974): hall, capped

babies may be more difficult to interact with because their social cues are

not as easy to interpret.
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Results of the diaries reflect a great deal of similarity in the "sched-

ules" of handicapped and nonhandicapped babies. The most intriguing

differences are those 'vhich indicate that nonhandicapped babies are en-

gaged in more play with their mothers than are handicapped babies, and

that mothers play with their nonhandicapped babies more than fathers do

while mothers anci fathers of handicapped babies play with their babies

about equally. Both of these differences may reflect the amount of time

that mothers of handicapped babies spend with their babies in planned

activities as opposed to play: time in interaction with the babies may not

be less, but may rather be more of a combination of play and instruction

than is true with fathers or with mothers of nonhandicapped babies. If

this interpretatio is correct, then the two tables together show that

mothers with handicapped babies probably sp,lt more time engaging in

interaction with their babies than did fathers or other mothers; the inter-

action was just of a differe.i_ type.

in general, there was very good agreement among similar sections of

the different instruments. It was surprising how few differences were

found between groups, and the specificity of the areas in which those

differences wh:-,h were found did occur. It was the impression of the

investigators that there were few differences in the everyday lives of the

two groups (as groups: of individual families, there were many differ-

ences), perhaps due to the procedures used for obtaining families to

participate (Walker & Crawley, 1983). It was also our impression, how-

ever, that unlike what was reported by the mothers, play purely for the

sake of play was not a common occurrence between mothers and their

handicapped babies, nor did it have the general joyful quality found

between mothers and nonhandicapped babies. The mothers rather seemed

1 6 7
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to simply accept the individual differences of their babies, and to adapt

their own roles and interactions as a natural way of behaving: they did

not necessarily perceive of themselves as making these adaptations. inese

impressions more closely match what one would expect from the results

obtain,,.: from the videotapes. More intensive observation of everyday

events would, however, be necessary to test these impressions.

DISCUSSION

Despite the wide variation between individuals on such factors as

personality, age and mental ability, "communicating" with others, the

combination of modalities and roles, the flow from one point to the next,

somehow occur. When one partner is a baby, this seems to be possible

primarily because (a) adult and baby are "preadapted" for social interac-

tion (Schaffer, 1977), i.e., they speak the same "language", and (b)

partners mutually adjust to fit with both the unique interactive character-

istics of the other and with the demand characteristics of different situa-

tions. A comparison of interactive patterns in different situations and in

different types of partners should therefore help to clarify the functions

of particular patterns of communication in maintaining interactions in rela-

tion to different situational intents, and with partners with differing

characteristics. Thcse in turn may clarify the roles of partners in differ-

ent types of situations and how these change over time.

Two situations were chosen for emphasis in the present report, includ-

ing (a) toy play, and (b) instruction with toy. These were chosen for

two reasons. First, by 12 months of age (the first for which the groups

were comparable), toy play and general engrossment with objects occupies

much of the baby's attention. Second, the intervention situation is very
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important in the life of the handicapped baby (Mogford, 1977; Walker,

1981), as evidenced in the present study. By studying how the two

groups differ in these two situations, it should be possible to more accur-

ately predict the problems that dyads with handicapped babies may have in

accomplishing mutual integration of behaviors, and thus in accomplishing

the learning that normary takes place in these t.o very important situa-

tions. By definition, play and instructional situations should differ in

ways which should result in different communicative needs of both members.

Former research has shown that in play, the mottrer is very likely to

match her comments to what the baby is already attentive to (Bruner,

1975; Collis, 1977), an to respond to looks It her face if they were

requests for affirmation (Jones, 1977, 1980). The baby thus to a large

extent determines the content and timing of the mother's entry; this "lead-

ership" is possible both because the baby has certain signalling mecha-

nisms, and because the mother closely monitors, interprets and responds

to these signals. In contrast, the instructional situation is defined by the

mother's predetermined intent to bring about some particular result; she is

therefore probably much less reliant on the direction of the baby's gaze as

a signal to determine either the content or the timing of her own role.

Further, because she has a specific outcome in mind, it might be assumed

that she would be very concerned with his actions with the toy. For both

reasons, it might be expected that, first, fewer of her own looks would be

directed toward the baby's face than in a play situation, and second, that

these looks might have a different purpose, with an emphasis on monitor-

ing affect rather than interpreting content. It might also be expected that

the mothers would be less dependent on determining the baby's focus of

interest for regulaling her verbal behavior,
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Communication Patterns in Babies and Mothers

In terms of visual orientation, both groups of babies demonstrated far

more interst in the toys than in their mothers or looking away. However,

the nonhandicapped babies were relatively more engrossed with the toy,

while the handicapped babies looked for shorter durations at the toys and

for longer durations at their mothers. At 24 months, while the overriding

interest in the toys remained, the handicapped babies changed direction

more frequently, and looked away considerably more than at 12 months,

resulting in less differrice between the directions of looking. The two

groups of babies in general became less similar in their looking behavior

as they got older. Overall, the results of these analyses support what

Jones found with respect to referential looking in OS c. hies (1977; 1980).

Like the babies in Jones' study, these babie did not make full use of

referential looking to incorporate their mothers into their ongoing attention

to the toy; rather, their longer looks indicate a change in focus of atten-

tion. Looks away also tended to occur more frequently in the handicapped

group, and to last somewhat longer as well; the handicapped babies may

have been more easily distracted by events external to the toy play situa-

tion, and/or may have had a greater need to modulate the emotional

arousal associated with interactive situations (Field, 1981). Situational

comparisons, however, indicate that the former explanation is probably

more valid. In their vocal behavior, both groups of babies talked much

less than they were quiet, and fussed very little; at 24 months, they had

a higher frequency of talking, and tl-tus talked for more of the interaction

time. There were no differences between groups.

It should be noted that the handicapped babies were developmentally

delayed in comparison to the nonhandicapped babies (Tahoe 1). The
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ability to combine two focuses of attention into the same interaction and to

switch easily from one to the other have been found to be age related

(Adamson & Bakeman, 1982), and to occur later in DS than in nonhandi-

capped babies (Bricker & Carlson, 1980). The handicapped babies, once

they looked at their mothers, may have been less able to hold the toy in

mind, and/or may simply have been captured by a more social stimulus

(the face). A further factor may be that, if he is less able to indepen-

dently explore the toy, the handicapped baby may more quickly lose inter-

est in it. Gaze may thus reflect the depth of the baby's involvement with

the toy. It seems unlikely that these differences are solely due to devel-

opmental immaturity, for in the study reported by Jones (1977; 1980),

babies were matched for developmental rather than chronological age.

Further, using longitudinal data from the present project, it has been

possible to more closely match the DA's of the same babies included in this

report by comparing 12 month data for nonhandicappped babies to 18

month data for handicapped; the results resemble those reported here.

Regardless of why they occur, :..lese differences in looking patterns

have important implications for their communicative value. First, shorter

looks at the toy limit the time span during which the mother may establish

joint attention to the toy and elaborate on the baby's action; her verbalize-

dons therefore have less chance of being referentially obvious to the

baby. Further, because the length of looks at the mother indicate a

change in focus of attenticvi, they may not serve as a turn-yield with the

toy as content, but rather may signal to the mother a thane in content,

again making it harder for her to become a part of the baby's toy play.

It may therefore be harder for the mother of the handicapped baby to use

tne baby's gaze to structure either the content or the timing of her entry.
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The handicapped baby may not only limit his own exploration of the toy,

but his mother's ability to expand on that exploration. By 24 months of

age, the handicapped babies seem to have become less toy oriented, look-

ing away instead. Looks at their mothers were still longer in duration

than those of the nonhandicapped babies, indicating that problems with

referential looking also probably still existed.

It is to be expected that mothers' communicative behaviors will reflect

adjustments which accommodate their young partners. Further, when

groups of babies differ in their interactive patterns, it is to be expected

that their mothers will differ as well, and tnat they will differ in ways

which rdlect adjustments to (or problems in adjusting to) their babies.

Mothers of these babies also looked most at the toys. Unlike their babies,

however, they looked back and forth equally frequently between their

babies' faces and the toys, indicating that their engrossment was not with

the toys, but rather with their babies' actions and reactions to the toys.

By doing so, the mothers would be able not only to monitor the baby's

interactions with the toy, but would be able to reculate their own entry

into the situation; further, more frequent and longer looks at his face

would frame his much fewer and briefer looks at her, creating social

moments within the toy play. Mothers also differed from their babies in

their patterns of vocalizations, with very similar episodes and total

amounts of talking and silence. The mothers' role was thus not one of

simply monitoring, but of active participation.

While these patterns were generally apparent in each group, they

were more characteristic of mothers of nonhandicapped babies. Mothers of

the handicapped babies divided their looking much more evenly, lookirg

for longer episodes at their babies' faces and for shorter episodes at the
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toys. At 24 months, these mothers took shorter and more trtzquent looks

in each direction, and like their babies, had become less toy oriented and

more face and away oriented. In terms of verbal behavior, at 12 months

the mothers' episodes of talking were considerably longer than episodes of

silence, while in the mothers of the nonhandicapped babies the episodes

were more nearly equal, and also balanced in the opposite direction. At

24 months, there was more frequent talking in both groups of mothers,

but in the mothers of handicapped babies the episodes had decreased in

length; the mothers were much more similar to each other than at 12

months. Although the mothers of the handicapped babies still talked a bit

more, there was no significant group difference. It is clear that, while

the mothers were similar overall in their monitoring and participating roles,

mothers of the handicapped babies tended to (a) match the differences in

their babies in terms of being more face and away oriented, (b) exhibit

more concern with monitoring their babies' faces, and (c) take a more

active verbal role. The latter tendency has been rioted by other research-

ers (Cardoso-Martins & Mervis, 1981; Greenberg, 1971).

Differences between the two situations also reflect the match between

mothers and babies. In the instruction situation, bab:ss changed direc-

tions of looking less frequently, becoming more visually oriented to the

toy, looking at their mothers and away less. Similar patterns were found

at both 12 and 24 months, alth 'gh situation differences were smaller at 24

months. Babies also vocalized less frequently and for shorter episodes in

instruction. In relation to total durations of looking in the three direc-

ticrs, both groups of mothers matched situation?I differences in their

babies. However, while mothers of nonhandicapped babies matched their

babies in frequency and mean duration patterns as well, mothers of the
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handicapped babies changed directions more frequently in instruction, with

shorter episodes. This was evident to both age levels. At 12 months,

but not at 24, mothers of the handicapped babies also had considerably

longer episodes of verbalizing in instruction -hIn in play.

Why might babies be more attentive to toys in an instructional situa-

tion? Conversely, why might they look less at their mothers? First, the
&

m- them, through their active participation, may be making the toy more

interesting, expanding its possibilities beyond what the baby could have

discovered alone. Second, in a situation in which a mother spends less

time looking at her baby's face, she will be less likely to see his look and

respond to it; his looks may therefore have less communicative value in

terms of his affecting her entry. Thus, the turn-yeilding function of a

look may not be as important; the mother's turn is, by definition, more

related to her own intent and to his response to her instruction than to

his look. if the baby is handicapped and 12 months of age, the present

results also luidicate that the baby may have less need to visually monitor

her presence in the instruction situation; instead, he can monitor aurally.

The results thus indicate that looks do not serve identical functions

in maintaining the flow of interaction in the two types of situations. In

instruction, the baby may have less need to look at the mother to monitor,

to signal, or to obtain an active response, and when he does look, less

chance of gaining the same type of respone as in play. Differences in

gaze patterns in the two situations therefore closely match the adjustment

of roles which might be expected in these two types of situations. In

comparing results for mothers to those for their babies, it seems apparent

that for mothers of the nonhandicapped babies, the primary source of

information needed to maintain the interaction (i.e., the baby's face of the
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toy) differed in the two situations; when she is teaching, her primary

source of information is the baby's response to her instruction, rather

than his face. It might be assumed that the handicapped baby's actions

with the toy are not as predictable in terms of how long they will last (as

indicated by his gaze patterns); his actions with the toy also may not

yield as much information to her in relation to her instruction. It may

also be that if the mother is less able to obtain information on "engross-

ment" from watching the baby's actions, she may have more need to moni-

tor his affective response to instruction. It appears that the mothers of

the handicapped babies were exeriencing more uncertainty as to the babies'

response to their instruction, and were trying to maximize their Informa-

tion by using both sources in both situations, rather than being able to

use primarily one or the other. When she is instructing, the mother is

less reliant on the baby's face for directing her own actions; her concern

is with her own intent, and both the baby's actions and his face contain

Important information related to this intent. In addition, the baby is more

visua:ly attentive to the toy with instruction, giving the mother more

chance to create this cycle. In both situations, the mother's major role

seems to be one of monitoring the baby's focus of interest, including his

actions, his focus of attention and his affect. In each group, mothers

thus seemed to be using the sources of information which were most useful

to their own roles ;n each of the two situations in relation to the capabili-

ties of their babies.

It seems possible that both the apathy and the directiveness often

noted in parents of handicapped babies may be related at least partly to

the information that the mothers receive by watching their babies. With

Less clear feedback, it becomes unclear how one should proceed ...hence

i
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the apathy. However, if one wants an interaction to occur when it might

not naturally do so, adding one's own intent into the situation at least

gives it a "topic"...hence the greater verbal activity. Even in "play",

and especially at 12 months, the mothers of the handicapped babies may be

"teaching" ce.rause it is more successful than play in focusing the handi-

capped baby's attention on the toys, and further, the mother does not

have to depend on the baby's attention to the toy and on referential

looking to establish her own role in the interaction. if the baby's cues

are unclear, it seems very natural that the mother would add her own

content and determine the timing of her own entry, attempting to establish

complementary roles by whatever means might work. Maternal directive-

ness may thus be a natural adaptation to particular kinds of differences in

the interactive partner.

Communication Patterns in Dyads

In general, dyads were characterized by the babies' attending visu-

ally to the toy while their moms alternately talked and were quiet. This

was accomplished by a combination of mutual visual oriention to the toys

and baby attention to the toys while their mothers watched their faces,

along with vocal states in which the babies were quiet while their mothers

interjected verbal comments. Within these general patterns, however,

interaction occurred in different ways in relation to age, group and situa-

tion.

At 12 months dyads with handicapped babies were characterized by

relatively less mutual orientation to the toys, by more of the states in

which the baby looked at the toys while the mother watched his face, and

by states involving i lore mother talk. These relative differences between
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groups were similar across situations. At 24 months, dyads with handi-

capped babies were still characterized by less mutual orientation to the

toys; however, they now also engaged less in the states in which mother

vocalization accompanied looks at the toy. This also was consistent across

situations. One of the dearest indications that the situations affected the

dyads differently was in the frequency of occurrence of the two most

common visual states, T1 and -CF. Not only did the handicapped dyads

engage in more TF in general, in the instruction s:IJation they also alter-

nated more frequently betweei the two states than in play, while the

nonhandicapped dyads did not. Again, this was found at both age levels.

in general, these different dyadic patterns in the groups and situa-

tions reflected aifferences in one or both of the individuals, in some

cases, however, an even closer relationship existed in particular combina-

tions, and further reflected differences between the two groups of dyads

in the two situations. In the states describing visual orientation of the

two partners, mutual gaze, while seldom occurring, occurred together more

than would be expected in both groups and in both situations: when one

partner looked, the other was likely to be looking as well. And when the

baby looked away, the mother was likely to monitor by also looking away

or watching the baby's face or body. In general, more Independence

between partners was found in the nonhandicapped dyads, :n the instruc-

tional situation, and at 24 months of age. Further, when predictable

relationships were one-way, they more often illustrated that the baby

influenced the mother rather than vice versa. Analysis of transitions

between states at 12 months indicated clear cycles of looking behavior in

the nonhandicapped dyads; cycles were more predictable for both groups

in the instruction situation.
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In vocal/vocal states, only states related to baby fussing showed

predictable relationships at 12 mciths. At 24 months, predictable relation-

ships in both play and insti uction showed that the dyads wish nonhandi-

capped babies typically alternated vocalizations, with less mutual silence

and less mutual talk than would be expected. Dyads with handicapped

babies, in contrast, showed no predictable relationships in instruction,

while patterns found in the play situation indicated that this might be a

particularly problematic one: alternating vocalization occurred less Wall

expected, while mutual talk and silence occurred more. Furthermore,

these relationships tended to be two-way.

States combining baby gaze with mother vocalization also showed

group and situation differences. The nonhandicapped dyads were chrirac-

terized by inclet:.enemce between these two in this combination, neither

individual was influenced by the other. Dependencies in the handicapped

dyads again indicated that mutual regulation in this group may have beta

harder to accomplish; further, there were indications that mothers may not

have been able to take as full advantage of the babies' looks at the toys to

enter the interaction. In general, mother vocalization tended to be related

to looking away, while silence was related to looking at the toy. It seems

very likely that the differences in m'nitoring found in the two groups of

mothers may indicate an attempt on the part of mothers of handicapped

babies to keep tabs on their affective response to her vocalization during

his episodes toy engagement. Similarly, her longer durations of vocaliz-

ink, during his looks at the toy (especially in instruction) at 12 months

may indicate that she is trying to get as much in as possible before he

looks away. By 24 months, she seems to have learned that this is some-

what counterproductive in terms of keeping the baby interested in the toy,
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It is quite clear that the gaze and vocalization patterns of mothers

O and their babies are combined in very non-random ways. While dyads in

the two groups were mc.-e similar than not, it is also clear that mechanisms

which helped to regulate these interactions (e.g., monitoring, matching,

framing, turn-taking) did not work in the same ways in the two situations,

nor did they work equally as well in the two groups. Many of the differ-

ences in mothers and in dyadic combinations reflect obvious and very

natural adjustments to differences in the babies. Not all of these adjust-

ments, however, were adapt,ve in the sense of contributing to maintaining

the interaction. One major implication of these results is that "teaching"

situations may represent a kind of general adaptation which not only

captures the handicapped baby's attention and seems to help him regulate

his own behavior (thus becoming more predictable), but probably improves

the quality of his actions with the toys as well. Further, because the
O mother is somewhat more independent in regulating her own behavior,

instruction is probably more comfortable. Even this amount of indepen-

dence, however, was dearly not of the type achieved in the dyads with

nonhandicapped babies. While the roles of the mothers in each group were

clearly more regulated by their babies' behavior Inn vice versa, mothers
A Y ta,,

of the handicapped babies had the dual proble of having to regulate to

an even greater extent with less predictable cues for doing so.

While creating instructional situations 401 m play may be a natural

adaptation, consider the possible consequences for the handicapped baby.

It seems obvious that di. rer.l. types of learning occur in the two types of

situations. Play provides a context for learning the rules of social inter-

actions, for obtaining referentially obvious information, and for using the

O mother as a resource for self-directed learning; each of these is im'ortant
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for cognitive, language and affective development (Bruner, 1975; Cross,

1978; Newport, Gleitman & Gleitman, 1977; Ratner & Bruner, 1977;

Schaffer, 1978). In instruction, babies learn to follow directions, attend

to aspects of the environment that are important to others, and gain

information and skills that they may not have discovered on their own;

these aspects of instruction seem particularly important when the baby is

handicapped. However, by limiting the range of situations in which he is

engaged, the handicapped baby may effectively limit his own opportunities

for different types of learning. Further, if a majority of the handicapped

baby's interactions with toys occur in an instructional setting, he may not

learn to use the wider range of looking patterns which will serve him in a

wider variety of spontaneous learning situations.

It should be stressed that the looking patterns or the two groups of

babies were more similar than not. However, results indicate that this

similarity may diminish with age. The results of this study suggest. that

not only should patterns of looking be recognized as a potential problem

area for any particular dyad in whch one member is a handicapped baby,

but that intervention might usefutiy be directed toward (a) helping the

mother to incorporate more characteristics of play into her intetactions

with the baby, and (b) helping the handicapped baby 'earn to us gaze in

a more communicatively functional manner. For example, the mother of the

handicapped baby may have to learn very early to carefully ana con-

sciously observe the baby, responding to looks as if they were an indica-

tion of interest, even if she is uncertain. Or she might have U.,' direct the

handicapped baby's attention to the toy, and then elaborate, on his look.

She may have to conscio.Jsly respond to a look at her face as if it were a

query about the toy, and then immediately direct the baby's attention back
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to tho toy by performing an interesting action with it herself. For the

individual handicapped baby/mother dyad, play may be a crucial area for

intervention, with the goal of teaching looking patterns that will tallow play

and instruction to differ from each other and thus facilitate the learning of

a broader and more adaptive range of responses.

Results of both the analyses of videotapes and of the more general

scales leave the impression that what is demanded of mothers of handi-

capped babies amounts to super-parenting behavior; while interactions

between nonhandicapped babies and normal parents occur very naturally,

with little effort, and in a variety of situations conducive to a variety of

beneficial developmental outcomes, these results demonstrate that such is

not the case where the baby is handicapped. Another very important

generalization is that when differences are found between parents (or

others) interacting with babies possessing different characteristics, these

differences may represent adjustments made in order to maintain the inter'

action. However, it can not be assumed that these adjustments are adap-

tive either for obtaining interactic.n or for further development

Using the information collected in this 3-year project much additional

analysis will be directed toward describ'n and interpreting these pro-
1

cesses of regulation and adaptation. W his report has dealt primarily

with gaze and vocalization, and primar:ily in isolation from each other,

interaction involves other modalities as well, and occurs in clumps of corn-

. bined modalities. Further, communicative patterns must be related more

clearly to the contexts in which they occur.
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CHAPTER 3

SUBSTUDY 2: INDIVIDUAL CASES

Procedures and types of data collected for Sub-study 2 were very

similar to those in Sub-study 1. The purpose of this second sub-study

was to more intensively analyze the interactions of a smaller number of

individual dyads in order to explore the development of individual differ-

ences in social interaction and their relation to the infant's environment.

Data collection methods such as interviews and narrativ:t accounts were

therefore used in addition to the videotapes and rating scales.

Seven dyads, including 5 with handicapped and 2 with nonhandi-

capped babies, were observed at 1-2 month intervals from the time of

identification (which ranged from 3-11 months of age) until their 36th

month birthdates. Characteristics of this sample are presented in Tables

62 and 63. The first tux, dyads in the table are those whose data will be

reported here. These two were selected because they were the youngest

to enter the project (and hence more data were available), and because

their families represented some very interesting contrasts which seemed to

be related not only to the types of interactions in which they were in-

volved, but to each baby's individual developmental prress.

For the present discussion, data were primarily selected from every

four month ir-erval, beginning at four months of age and ending at 36

months.

FAMILY INFORMATION

Dyad H

H, a rowo syndrome mate, entered the project at three months of

age, after being referred by a local infant intervention program. He was
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?mail, Character:Atics of Subjects in Sub Study 2

').
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.... ....
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full-term, with no birth complications, and irother and baby left the hos-

pital five hours after birth. His health throughout the length of the

project wat good. H had two older brothers, with the three children

being spaced about 2 to 21. years apart; when H was about 30 months, a

third brother was born. Both mother and father were in their late twen-

ties. The father had a master's degree, while the mother had finished two

years of college.

The most unusual factor in this family's life, and one which pervaded

every aspect of their thinking and daily existence, was their involvement

in an evangelistic religious group. They had moved to the community for

the express purpose of being a part of and spreading this movement. The

beliefs of this group dictated not only the roles of family members, but the

schooling which children :eceived and the friends with whom they played.

"Simple living" and "back to basics" best describe the ifestyle rebated to

these beliefs. Both mother and father were quiet spoken and gentle.

The father .,'as the sole wage earner, with income derived from a

small home maintenance business engaged in with other male members of

the religious group. The father thought of his primary occupation as
"evangelist." Famiy income was less than $10,000 per year. The mother,

as all women in the group, was strongly' committed to being a housewife

and mother. In addition to the usual ,oles involved, however, this mother

also taught school, for the group did not believe in sending its children to

public schools. Within their very small house, part of the parents' bed-

room was set up as a "school," and formal lessons were taught much as in

a one-room school. Each boy, ircluding H, participated from the very

beginning. The mother took her role very seriously, and was an ..xcellent

and creative teacher. In addition to this schooling, and incorporated
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within it to some extent, were the activities suggested by H's home teacher

from the infant intervention program. At the beginning, these consisted

of motor and physical development activities, and later, of language activi-

ties. The mother, however, read widely, and went far beyond what the

program had to offer. The language activities provided a good example of

this, for she began sign language with H when he was about 16 months

old, using formal teaching sessions as well as encouraging signing by all

family members throughout the day. While the family thought of H as

"special" in every sense of the word, he was treated much like the other

children, and was often to he seen playing out in the yard or running

around the bacldield while his oldest brother played soccer. In teems of

social life, H was truly part of an extended family network, and interacted

actively and regularly with other children and adults in the religious

group.

Participation in neither the research project nor in the infant inter-

vention program were in line with the religious beliefs of this family.

However, the parents felt strongly that not only should they learn all they

could about H, but that other children like him would benefit from knowl-

edge gained from their participation in research. The mother has become

very active in a parent-to-parent program provided to new parents of

i.,
handicapped infants. 1

Dyad 8

This dyad entered the project when the baby, also a male, was two

months of age, and was referred through a personal contact. The family

was similar in many ways to that of Dyad H, with both parents being in

their late twenties and college educated. Income in this family was also
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less than $10,000, being earned by the father from an assistantship ob-

tained while working on his master's degree. The mother did not work

outside of the home, believing strongly in 'he importance of her role as a

mother. Like Mother H, this mother was very interested in infant develop-

ment, and spent much time interacting with B. Another similarity to Dyad

H was intense involvement in a religious cornrunity (Behal). While this

religious group was more intellectual than evangelistic, it nevertheless

offered a similarly strong support group. and mach of the social life of the

fan iy occurred with other members. A major difference from Dyad H was

that B was the first child, with a younger baby girl being born -hen he

was about 24 months of age.

Another major difference uetween the dyads was the very intense

level of involvement of this mother with her son. probably due to a com-

biration of factors including B's being 1:40 first child, the amount of time

which the dyad spent alone together, and the emphasis which she placed

on intellectual developmr-it.

I

IMPORTANCE AND CONDITIONS OF PLAY SESSIONS

At all nine age levels, mothers in both dyads consistently rated

mother/child play as being extremely in far social and cognitive

: development. While 1:4/Pother also cceisirtently flit that mother/child ploy
i

- was important for trying new activities and learifing about new toys, by
.:'

about 12 months, H's mother rated t' is purpose is only about average in

importance, possibly reflecting either the influence of his two older

brothers in helping to fulfill both of these tunctions, or that H's

preferences had shown less change.

toy

It is particularly interesting that £3'.; mother felt that most of the

games she played with him were "purely for run", and that she never
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engaged in planned activities. She consistently reported that B most often

0 chose the activities in which they engaged, while she used games sug-

gested by "professionals" less than average. It was the nerception of the

research staff that she most often engaged B in interactions which she

felt, from her reading, would further his cognitive development. She also

invariaoly picked up on whatever activity had been planned for videotap-

ing. It seemed obvious that she perceived his willing, active, and usually

pleasurable participation as "play", and in fact, his responses very much

controlled the course of their interactions, regardless of her initial inten-

tions. Somehow "purely for fun" an i "activities that are good for oevelop-

ment" were blended into "play" sessions which B directed and which his

mother did not perceive to be planned.

H's mother, in contrast, more c:early separated "play" and "planned

activity," reporting that H was often engaged in planned activities, with

the amount of time decreasing steadily as he gat older. Very consistent

with this was her perception of the proportion of parent/child games which

were H's choice as compared to thole suggested by a professional. the

former increased steadily with age, while the latter decreased. For this

dyad, planned activities occurred both in fairly structured situations and

throughout the day, while play occurred spontaneously throughout 'the day

rather than in specific time periods. H's mother felt that she engaged in

parent/child play that was "purely for fun" a little less than average,

whereas she felt that play engaged in for "learning specific things" oc-

curred much more than average until H was 32 months, and then decreased

to average by 16 months. In this dyad, play and teaching were thus

perceived as being separate, even though both were seen as important for

development and were often mother-directed. In Dyad B, in contrast,
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both were perceived -s "play," i.e., of being one and the same, and were

seen as more often being child-direzted.

Az might be expected simply from the number of people available to

the two babies, the 24 hour diaries showed that H consistently engaged in

more play-time than did B. In addition to play, H also (except at 36

months) was engage-1 in planned activities between one and six times per

day. H's mother reported that she herself played with him in snort 5es-

:ions of 6-10 minutes in length, occurring 2-4 times per day at 4 months,

And then once per day at the other age levels. The father's play with H

showed a similar pattern. Play sessions with his siblings, on the other

hand, occurred 2-4 times per day until 28 months, and then gradually

increased to more than six times per day by 36 months. Play with chil-

dren other than his siblings occurred fairly consistent at about once per

week.

B's play sessions with his mother tended to occur somewhat more

seldom (at least initially), staying at 2-4 sessions per day across all age

levels, but lasting longer (15-30 minutes than sessions between .1 and his

mother. 8's sessions with his father were also Linger, but in contrast to

H, these sessions occurred once per day at 4 months, and then increased

to 2-4 times per day. Also in contrast to h, B's mother reported a grad-

ual and consistent increase in the number of times that 8 played with

children who were not part of his family.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PLAY

Child H

At 4 months of age, H's mother reported that what he liked best was

people...being talked to..."While he doesn't laugh yet, he smiles all over."

He also liked watching faces and bright colors. His mother stated that
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while he did not like tickling, he did like rough-housing. She also stated,

however, that they did not roughhouse as much with H as they had with

their older boys. "He is different." At that age, toys were used primar-

ily for teaching skills in tracking, reaching and turniiig to sound.

At 8 months, H still liked people and lots of attention, and his favor-

ite games were "personal" ones with family members, particularly with his

mother. Peek-a-boo, patty-cake and singing games were particular favor-

ites. His mother also engaged him in "release and grasp" activities and in

"pulling to sit." The latter he particularly disliked, but could be dis-

tracted so that he would participate. As for toys, he could now pick

things up and transfer hands, and liked toys that he could bang and pull;

he did not like toys which he could not piz.k up. By 8 months, he also

liked being tickled, and according to his mother, was more responsive to

typically engaged him in rough and tumble games, while the other used

touch than to any other avenue of interaction. One of this brothers

books and toys. With non-family embers, H was "cautious and sober."

Up until about 12 months, his mother played with him more than did

other family members. By this age, his brothers had begun to play with

him about an equal amount. He now liked repetitious sound games,, sur-

prise sounds, and looking in the mirror. Turn-taking games were his

favorites, ..rolling the ball, dropping things in a bucket, "talking" (imitat-

ing sounds). By 12 months, A was laughing and clapping and nad begun

te) anticipate Lie next tickle. Touch was still the E 'enue to which he was

most responsive, as it had been at 8 months. Motor activities, which his

mother did with him throughout the day, were his least favorites, although

he still very much liked rough and tumble play with his father and broth-

ers
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At 16 months, "talking" was still one of H's favorite games with his

mother. He would imitate sounds, point tu family members, and look at

books. Songs were also still a favorite. With hi:, brothers, he most often

engaged in wrestling or "cars." His mother reported that her own play

with him had more of an instructional e-^racter than did that of the others.

He was still cautious with non-family members. At this age, he had be-

come most playful in response to sound or touch, and liked body movement

games least.

By 20 months, H's mother reported that he liked to do things on his

own, and that although with her he played signing garles, turn-taking,

reading and piano, he did not like to sit still. He was losing interest in

turn-taking, wanting to do it all himself rath3r than watch her take her

turn. The toys he liked best were color and pencils, books and "mechan-

ical" toys such as shapes and blocks. His favor:*e games, however, weee

pure social interaction...chase and water play. He enjoyed his brothers,

but become frustrated with them. At this point, H could iden'ify some

body parts, had begun to imitate many signs, and used one sign (''papa ")

expressively.

At 2 year of age, H's favo game was water play .in the toilet.
r

r,.
,

'-`e could now web, holding on: to a wagon or bars. Whereas his mother

had assumed even more of the "teacher" role, ot"ees were engaging him in
i

rougher types of play, and' H would initiate wrestling games with his

brothers. His favorite toys were cars and trucks, colors and chalk. His

least iinforills were puzzles and shape sorters; he ended to like instruc-

tional games least in general.

By 28 months, these preferences were ..wen clearer...he liked best

what his brothers did with him, and was least pleased with "anything in

192
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one spot," such as working puzzles; he was exerting much independence.

Toys with which he could be actively involved were his favorites, while

"watch' toys did not interest him et all. During instructional situations,

his mother worked on walking, signing and identifying objects, but what

he liked best with her were singing, imitating chores, and playing piano.

"Showing off" was a general favorite.

At 32 months, H's mom reported that she was still the "teacher,"

while father and brothers played such games as chase, horsie and wagon.

Kicking and running were favorites, as was "directing others". The most

common play activities with his mother were taking walks, playing ball and

playing on the slide, while instructional activities including naming objects

(which he liked) and puzzles (which he didn't). Instructional time had

become less common.

By three years of age, H was primarily and by choice an "outside"

person, liking chase, soccer and sand play. He had man'/ expressive

signs, and was putting them together in short sentences. He also had a

number of verbal words. While he liked books, he still did not like to sit

and be quiet. Activities with mom included riding bicycles, reading and

coloring, and H would with pride call attention to marks that he made on a

page. Trucks, plastic horses and the See & Say were favorite toys, while

the puzzle was the least favorite. The big change in H's life at 36 months

was that two other adults were now involved in instructional activities with

him, teaching him signing and beginning to work on verbalization. At 3,

he also entered a 2-hour per week structured language nursery with a

small group of other children.

Overall, H's preferences for different types of games indicated that

while at the three earliest age levels he preferred more passive games
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involving watching and touching, he thereafter began to prefer more lively

"conventional" and imitation games, and these remained among his pre-

ferred games. He also at 18 months began to enjoy listening games and

toys which had multiple and moving parts. Exercise games and simple toys

were consistently his least favorites.

As a social partner, H's mother consistently rated him as slightly

above average in readability and responsiveness, and as becoming less

persistent (becoming more "average") as he grew older. Except at 4 and

8 months. distractibility was rated as slightly above average. Turn-taking

was rated slightly above average or higher at ail ages. Ratings on quali-

ties more directly related to cognition, as might be expected, showed a

show but certain change across ages. H's mother initially rated him very

low in intentionality, curiosity and anticipation, with each showing a grad-

ual increase to above average at 36 months. Initiation also increased with

age, out remained at less than average.

Chad B

As a stay-at-home mom with her first baby, Es's mother was very

diligent and serious about her mothering role, spending almost all of B's

waking hours taking him for walks, shopping, or playing with him. She

read numerous books on mothering, volunteered for every research project

related to infant development, and was in general determined to do every-

thing possible to further B's cognitive development. This pattern con-

tinued throughout the project, abating only slightly when a new baby was

born. When B turned 3, his mother had him tested for enrollment in a

local program for gifted 3-5 year olds.

At 4 months, 13's mother most often used simple toys (Happy Apple,

yarn ball) and books with him. She reported that he liked grabbing
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objects, pulling to stand and bouncing and tossing. He would also "talk"

to the mirror. While he was very interested in sounds, would locate and

reach for objects by sound, and talked to his toys when he woke up, he

would not engage in "conversation." Responses to social interaction were

primarily bodily excitement cid giggling, also with little talking. He was

totally uninterested in "watching toys" such as mobiles, instead preferring

those he could pick up. His favorite interactions involved bodily move-

ment, while his least favorites were touching games such as "creep-mouse."

When his father played with him, it was primarily peek-a-boo.

By 8 months, B was pulling to stand and crawling, and liked making

noise with toys such as his xylophone. His mother was teaching him to

"pat," and he would pat on the table on command. She was also working

on cup drinking and turning pages in books, and was trying imitation

games. They also played repetitious games such as "in and out" and

"open at shut." His mother reported that B was a flirt, and would stare

at people until they smiled at him. He also liked surprise and exploring

games, but rough-housing was his favorite. Least liked were sitting and

toys that didn't move or couldn't be manipulated.

By 12 months, B's mother reported that he would play alone. Games

involving the two of them included activities such as books, blocks and

phone, and more active games such as cars, dancing and playing peek-a-

boo around a chair. Dancing was also the activity used most often by B's

father. B's favorite games at 12 months involved movement, noise and

silly sounds. Whatever the game, he wanted to participate. He had

become tired of familiar toys. B now had three other neighborhood chil-

dren to play with, and interactions consisted primarily of showing off toys

and taking toys from the others.

195
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At 16 months, B was into books and playing outside. His favorite

toy was an alarm clock. Playtime with mom involved naming pictures,

making animal sounds, using puppets and talking on the phone. He also

liked to knock over mom's block tower. His mother reported that he liked

to do many tnings, as long as he decided what it would be. At this age,

B had some words and could identify body parts and some of his clothes.

He liked to pretend, laughed at funny sounds, and his favorite word was

"Why?" With his father, piggyback was the favorite game, while his

babysitter engaged him in roughhousing. This age level was the first at

which his father's play with him took a different form than that with his

mother. At this age, he also liked to stand at the window and watch th..

world go by.

At 20 months, B's mother reported that she was still the one who

played with him the most; she played with him "most of the time," read-

ing, s'nging, doing rhymes (which he chose), counting, walking and

talking, using puzzles and blocks, and playing hide and seek behind the

curtains. His favorite games and toys were those that involved sound,

preferably made or caused by him. With other children, his favorite

activities were chase and using the scooter toy. When his father played

with him, the favorite was "pretend" using stuffed animals, each with its

own personality and voice. In general, B's mother reported that he

wanted to participate, and disliked any activity in which he had a passive

role.

By 24 months, B was "helping" in many everyday household activi-

ties, and initiating mot., of the large amounts of conversation that went

with them. Play with mom most commonly consisted of songs, counting,

letters, or looking at books. His mother reported that he had no favorite
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toys, preferring "word" games instead. He now had a small special friend

with whom he played house and turn-taking. Play with his father con-

sisted of being physical and telling jokes, while play with mom was more

"educational."

At 28 months, B's mother reported that he wanted to do everything

independently (e.g., pouring his own milk). He still played most with his

mom, engaging in reading, singing, walks, telephone, pretend, and just

plain "talking." He did not like "toys." With his special friend, he

engaged in word games aned personal turn-taking games which they made

up. He also "read" to his friend, but would not read to his mom. With

his dad, play consisted of word games, songs, rough-and-tumble. Wres-

tling and jumping were also favorites.

By 32 months, B was for the first time playing with other children

more than with his mom. This was probably due at least partly to the

presence of a new baby, but B was also actively engaged in inviting other

children to come play. Favorite activities were playing with friends,

especially pretend, and engaging in large motor activities... tricycles,

gardening, mowing, water play. Time with his mother was spent In house-

hold tasks (cooking, stirring, kneading..."anything that I do"), and in

sitting and talking. He also liked hiding things, cutting and pasting, his

bat and ball, and songs with his name in them. He did not like sitting

still except for talk. With his father, he played rough and tumble, swam,

and did math games.

By three years of age, B had developed a fascination with "things"...

the typewriter, lock-and-keys, tying strings, the workbench. Activities

with his mother were still mostly everyday activities such as shopping,

cooking, reading or going to the library. A favorite activity was making
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up words to songs. He also played peek-a-boo with, and "read" to, his

new sibling. As at 32 months, most of his play now occurred with his

friend.

Overall, B's most preferred games changed from rough and tumble at

4 months, with "watching" being added at 8 months and conventional games

(peek-a-boo) at 12 months, to "talking," which was thereafter his favorite

type of play. Large motor toys and pretend games also became favorites

at the last two age levels. Consistently the least preferred games were

those involving simple toys. As a social partner, B's mother gave him

very high ratings in readability, persistence and responsiveness. Dis-

tractibility ranged around slightly less than average. Ratings of H's level

of curiosity changed from above average at 4 months to very high at other

age levels. Ratings of anticipation and turn-taking were less than average

at 4 months, and then ranged from above average to very high. Initiation

consistently ranged around average, while intentionality ranged from

average to high.

STYLES OF INTERACTION

As in Sub-study 1, videotapes were coded for each modality of inter-

action for each member of each dyad. For this report, results for the

gaze and vocalization modalities will be reported for Dyads H and B at

each of the age levels discussed in the previous sections. Data were

treated in two different ways, each of which will be drawn upon in this

discussion. These included: (a) frequency, duration and mean duration

for each code in each modality at each age level for each individual; and

(b) event lag analysis of dyadic gaze behavior, using combined data from

4 and 8 months as compared to combined data from 16 and 20 months.
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Characteristics of Gaze and Vocalization From

4-36 Months in 4 Situations

Baby Gaze

As shown in Tables 64 and 65, Baby H (handicapped) tended to be

more face-oriented than Baby B in all four situations and across age

levels, as well as showing more variability between age levels. Both

babies looked at their mothers more in the no toy situations than when a

toy was used, but the difference between situations wa$ greater for Baby

H: Baby B instead looked away a good deal more. Each baby looked

away less in the toy situations, but the difference was not as clear in

Baby H as in Baby B. In the toy situations, each of the two babies was

more toy oriented with than without instruction. However, while this

difference was clear from the beginning in B, it became clear for H only

as he grew older. In the toy instruction situation, B looked for longer

episodes at the toys as he got older, while looks *ended to get shorter in

the no instruction situation. B looked more frequently at his mother's face

as he got older, but became less variable across situations. H showed less

variation across ages in toy orientation, but like B, looked more at the toy

with instruction. Like B, he looked more at his mother in the no toy than

in the toy situations, but overall showed less difference between situations:

when there was a toy, he looked at that, and when there was not, he

looked away. Thus, these two babies in general reflected the group and

situation differences reported in Sub study 1. B, the nonhandicapped

baby, was the more toy-oriented of the two, while H was more mother-

oriented. Instruction was especially effective with H in terms 3f increas-

ing his toy orientation, Es's toy orientation was greater in both toy situa-

tions.
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TABLE 64

Baby Gazes Handicapped Dyad

10 109 ?CI 10 TOT 102
IC ISSTI SC MN 11111 Ian

I SIAS 2 2 RIB 1 s 21110 PHI I
1216 Us pus 1119 elm Des 11110 ova ass 7440 404 444

suit 000000 inu uuuuuuua immunise 'messes asses se osessameasso aiss
LOCI it 14d1

4 800182 38 6.69 59 30 3.50 16 54 24.57 96 22 2.20 6

S 80185 54 6.09 73 15 3.29 13 6 2.00 2 36 5.29 41

12 101115 38 5.06 51 50 8.56 76 48 4.92 68 20 1.71 9

if 108111 42 5.00 56 0 0.00 0 46 3.41 42 6 1.00 1

20 101115 40 6.41 61 27 1.92 14 39 5.94 59 22 2.25 5

24 1101185 42 11.15 81 32 2.55 16 40 6.89 69 38 2.75 12

21 NOUS 48 6.93 58 46 2.80 23 21 3.56 18 29 2.25 10

32 80988 42 7.46 54 48 3.40 34 53 15.70 87 44 3.86 15

26 SC8188 44 8.86 69 45 3.00 28 50 5.59 68 27 1.25 3

1001 IS ICY

4 101115 0 0.00 0 48 11.15 81 0 0.00 0 a 14.09 86

I 101118 0 0.00 0 44 4.95 58 46 8.25 73 23 5.56 28

12 801188 8 1.00 2 12 5.25 12 12 1.17 4 37 7.53 71

if 404188 0 0.00 0 56 18.22 91 0 0.00 0 59 16.90 94

20 80,188 12 4.80 13 23 8.91 54 9 4.25 9 50 18.33 92

24 801188 6 1.00 1 35 10.08 67 2 1.00 1 52 14.00 86

21 801118 10 14.00 23 52 7.95 75 33 6.14 48 43 11.75 78

32 g01988 10 1.67 3 50 5.24 61 10 5.00 6 44 21.57 84

3E 101115 22 3.43 13 47 6.44 64 23 2.40 13 53 21.38 95
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SO ICI TOT
IRSIO 10110

1 Ulf f $ NM II

8110 DOI Pit PO11 0111

sesssesseassuseassmosseassissese

4 101103 24 2.90 16 0 0.00 0 38 1.40 4 0 040

0 001103 21 1.33 7 6 4.00 7 9 1.33 V 0 0.00 0

12 100103 25 1.83 12 28 2.11 11 25 3.08 22 37 1.94 18

If 801203 33 2.25 20 0 0.00 0 10 1.60 4 0 0.00 0

20 001113 21 2.22 11 33 1.75 16 24 1.45 9 6 1.00 1

.24 !CMS 26 1.50 7 12 1.75 4 29 1.54 11 0 0.00 0

20 000113 6 3.00 3 0 0.00 0 5 1.50 2 4 4.00 2

32 000101 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

34 0011113 9 1.67 3 G 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

LOCI fOlt

4 000111 29 2.75 18 18 1.20 3 8 1.00 1 22 1.60 4

1 IMO 23 2.60 14 33 2.50 22 40 2.86 22 28 3.91 24

12 110111113 29 4.50 35 9 1.00 2 15 1.25 6 6 1.00 2

14 101110$ 23 3.91 24 44 2.29 9 44 4.62 54 35 1.67

20 0002113 26 2.4S 15 17 3.63 16 28 3.00 22 22 1.25 3

24 BOOM 26 2.63 12 21 3.43 13 29 2.69 19 10 2.00 2

20 OM'S 36 2.55 16 3 3.00 2 40` 3.18 30 25 2.43 9

32 OCITOS 39 5.83 39 2 2.00 1 37 1.86 7 12 1.00 1

J6 000101 25 3.38 1S 8 4.33 7 27 2.75 18 20 1.33 2
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TAKE 65

IC ?CT

84by Gist:

10?

Nonhendicipped Dyad

00 10? lOT
IC I11,10 OC 101018 TO NO 11311

I 11180 I 9 11211 I 1 IRS 1 1 IRS 1
1116 DOI DII 1920 111 111 121C 011 1121 2120 191 291

sessummeammairmassimansimassassemessesanessesessee ***** nommossomassems
ma 11 SKI

4 MOMS 40 8.60 47 17 1.60 4 21 4.43 17 12 2.00 1

8 101115 57 7.75 17 22 2.13 9 19 2.25 10 26 4.33 14

12 808118 36 1.20 3 0 0.00 0 30 1.90 11 0 0.00 0

10 OC8188 21 1.33 2 12 1.00 1 23 1.36 11 29 1.17 4

20 IC US 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

14 nOltiO 24 3.08 22 0 0.00 0 42 3.78 38 0 0.00 0

21 IMMO 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 48 5.00 28 0 0.00 0

32 ICSIOs 29 11.80 33 4 2.00 1 44 4.14 16 31 1.50 3

30 108180 46 3.00 8 30 3.76 1? 36 5.50 43 0 0.00 0

NOS ST IC)

4 808115 16 3.25 7 43 11.15 01 0 0.00 0 SO 42.00 93

f MISS 0 0.00 0 47 8.76 83 0 0.00 0 39 14.78 74

1; 101/80 0 0.00 0 53 15.67 79 0 0.00 0 100 180.00 100

10 sC8181 21 1.67 3 53 16.78 84 0 0.00 0 48 16.30 93

20 SC8182 36 11.00 31 57 20.00 89 12 1.00 1 100 180.00 100

24 stints 28 2.07 17 56 35.20 98 0 0.00 0 60 59.00 98

2E 101115 50 42.00 23 SO 178.00 99 0 0.00 0 100 180.00100

32 MINS o 0.00 0 52 12.83 86 0 0.00 0 58 24.71 96

3E sCSIfS 0 0.6. 0 53 10.44 52 0 0.00 0 67 89.00 99
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Table 65 (continued)

SC PC1 !el RC PC1 101
11C 21811 SC IOUs Mee IuStS

1141 1
911 10 tea tie

simessissossaassom
1001 eCt I

1 11141
91 10 tee

*so

I
l 1

II 1141 1 S OM 1
1e80 Dee in 9500 SW Dee

sesemeasseemeseammoseems so

1101111 8 1.00 1 3 1.00 1 9 3.33 5 0 0,00 0

1051111 0 0.00 0 6 1.00 1 45 3.37 36 4 2.00 1

1; SC OM 0 0.00 0 19 1.33 2 12 3.00 7 0 0.00 0

14 Ben's 7 1.00 1 12 1.00 1 24 1.42 9 5 1,00 1

2C MISS 21 4.33 7 0 0.00 0 12 1.00 1 C 0.00 0

;4 50111! 6 1.33 2 0 0.00 0 2 1.00 1 0 0.00 0

;0 110111111 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

32 1105111! 29 7.20 20 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

34 1101111 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 5 2.00 2 0 0.00 0

NCO en?

4 Si 11 MS 32 9.88 44 27 2.25 10 53 7.22 72 38 3.33 5

10111111 63 49.67 83 25 1.33 7 31 7.15 52 30 2.71 11

12 SC MIS 64 19.33 97 29 7.00 19 39 10.00 12 0 6.0C 0

14 10111115 50 24.29 94 24 6.25 14 47 5.96 79 19 1.00 2

20 110 43 18.67 62 43 3.33 11 75 29.67 99 0 0.00 0

24 PC 11115 42 4.77 58 44 1.00 2 56 4.63 52 40 1.50

20 101111 50 138.00 77 50 2.00 1 52 11.82 7: 0 0.00 0

3; 1011111E 41 12.14 47 44 2.40 13 44 18.43 72 8 1.00 1

36 SCOW 54 21.50 92 30 6.13 27 31 5.67 38 33 2.00 1
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TAW 66

Sky Talk: Noadlcappitd Dyed

VC TOT TOT SO 102 101
VO IVSIO SC $0321 MTV 11511

0 4141 0 0 One II 1 Otall $ 1 ins $
VISO Oil SOB VISO COO 004 INC DIP DIV 0210 OCO 001

simmesswessmeewsweessosrasemossimosasesoanscssosesseseseareassusessamese
16112 1130

4 000200 35 2.69 19 33 2.00 1 45 2.11 11 0 0.00 0

001111111 41 2.22 11 21 2.00 7 41 2.51 10 SO 3.33 11

12 401100 40 2.93 23 50 2.00 15 SO 2.64 16 40 1.50 2

If 00121111 2 2.11 20 SO 2.16 30 41 3.65 53 53 2.48 34

20 001110 48 2.65 34 49 2.08 28 44 3.65 47 48 2.07 16

24 00110$ 52 2.65 38 47 2.40 20 31 2.39 24 50 2.29 22

21 001/2PS 50 2.60 29 SO 2.13 18 49 3.35 32 52 2.93 41

32 00111.1 52 3.26 42 SO 2.10 34 54 3.09 66 SS 2.50 3e

30 1081115 53 3.00 28 47 2.69 24 51 2.56 25 aR 2.43 19

1111 HMI

4 00,103 46 1.3$ 62 61 89.00 99 50 16.00 89 100 180.00 100

E 000106 53 16.00 89 41 16.56 83 41 19.00 84 SO 16.61 83

12 OCIVIS 52 9.27 77 SO 11.11 85 50 13.13 84 60 59.00 98

10 ONUS 48 6.19 72 SO 5.#14 10 46 2.21 35 41 5.36 65

20 MOMS 50 4.88 65 51 5.20 12 46 3.58 48 52 $0.01 84

26 11012011 48 4.63 42 53 8.41 80 49 4.21 56 LI! 8.29 18

20 00111110 SO 6.40 71 SO 9.81 82 51 6.83 68 3.52 53

32 00111112 48 5.00 58 50 5.13 65 46 3.00 45 45 4.18 61

20 MINS 47 8.60 12 53 1.61 16 49 1.88 14 SS 8.59 81
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Table 66 (continued)

SO 101 ICI 10 101 101
IC ISM 13 11871 I1321 11121

1 1111 1 11 1161 1 1 BM 1 S 011111

1110 111 SOB 1110 131 009 I1110 DOS DO9 1110 221 000

a aaaaaaaaaaa ass aaaaaaaaaa aesissamassmaisaaaaasaassaasaaasesammeassewlift
4 001119 19 2.86 11 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

0 106109 0 0.00 0 32 2.71 11 12 5.00 6 0 0 0

12 001190 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

16 MISS 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 13 2.63 12 0 0 0

20 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

24 006110 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 14 5.14 20 0 0 0

21 1101113 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

32 10111$ 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

31 101119 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 67

Baby Talk: Nonhandicapped Dyad

NO TOt ICI 10 101
IC /NM IC /PSIS /NM

701
/USTI

1 NUN
11ic eel

S
DUN

% Nail I I
1110 LIP DOS 1130

am 2
501 DM

1 UM
1%10 DWI

I
001

0121 1111
110.1/7211

***** ems ssaussimmeam

0 gongs 48 2.27 14 0 0.00 0 44 2.25 5 0 0.00 0

I HMS 47 2.60 22 40 3.00 3 49 2.16 23 46 2.50 8

12 SC SINS 31 3.08 21 44 2.14 8 7 3.50 4 0 0.00 0

14 NOSTIS 21 2.38 11 43 3.33 5 22 3.00 17 50 2.17 14

20 NOUNS 40 2.00 4 49 2.17 28 47 1.89 9 47 2.00 10

24 MIPS 49 2.40 33 50 2.33 43 49 2.35 44 49 2.09 37

24 NOITIS 54 2.29 53 52 2.77 48 46 2.69 39 51 2.43 31

32 NOUNS 55 4.42 64 50 2.80 31 57 2.52 46 51 2.59 32

36 1CIIIIS 52 3.06 56 47 2.54 39 52 2.81 50 53 2.29 39

VINI 5111111

4 OUT= 52 12.92 86 100 180.00 100 55 34.20 95 100 180.00 100

1 6C11NS 53 8.29 78 60 58.00 97 51 6.95 77 54 23.57 92

12 SOT'S 44 4.00 33 50 20.38 91 26 2.43 9 100 180.00 100

it gongs 45 5.47 52 57 42.50 94 44 3.00 33 50 12.83 85

20 1101111 50 34.00 94 51 5.42 72 53 16.10 91 53 16.20 90

24 NOTIS 51 4.62 67 50 3.12 57 51 2.86 55 51 3.42 63

26 10STBS 46 2.40 47 48 3.24 52 50 3.64 57 49 5.64 69

32 NON !S: 45 3.10 36 50 6.20 69 43 3.68 54 49 5.86 68

36 1011115 48 2.63 44 48 3.24 52 47 3.10 50 47 4.04 61
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lilt 1888

molls

e Scot's

12 80111183

le eosins

20 10111$

4 /101211S

2e SO 11115

32 101185

34 Senn

Table 67 (continued)

PO 201
IC IMP

S NM S
P110 SU SOB

essalmonarommusissemassesmasms

201
80 ISM

S BIAS II

P110 MI MB

NO 201 TOP
IM821 S88118

1 IISAM S S 8119 S
P110 9,8 DOO P110 881 DOO

V sassmosmumenummammessommsmess

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

20 8.63 38 6 2.00 1 44 11.17 74 0 0 0

34 5.23 38 0 0.00 0 31 6.21 48 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 2 6.00 3 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0

0 0.00 0 5 5.00 8 0 0.00 0 0 0 0
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Table 68 (continted)

ICU 12 MI

1
IMO

10 !CI
SC INNIS

NM 1
III CU
*so

TOT
SO MIS

1 1111
1110 COS

smissesessas SSSSSS

NO TOT TOT
'SSTS MIS

1 I 111111 I 0 11511 1
DOS TUG DOB DVS 11113 DOD 001

seas:see SSSSSS ssessssiesswss SSSSSS se

4 001111 32 1.25 6 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 9 1.00 1

0 1011111 27 2.50 6 5 2.00 2 5 1.50 2 16 1.86 7

12 MOMS 18 2.50 3 13 1.00 1 22 3.50 4 2 1.00 1

16 NOVIS2 30 2.00 7 17 4.57 18 39 3.92 28 0 0.00 0

20 SOSINS 18 2.50 6 0 0.00 0 8 3.00 2 0 0.0C 0

34 001211 5 1.00 1 4 100 1 20 1.00 2 0 0.00 0

21 101111 37 2.57 10 0 0.00 0 46 6.60 55 10 4.00 9

32 SOVINS 42 3.90 22 0 0.06 0 33 1.00 1 7 1.00 i

31 10121S 19 2.50 6 4 2.00 1 17 2.00 2 0 0.00 0

NCB 12 201

4 101111 24 1.50 5 18 1.33 2 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

0 SCSISS 13 1.00 1 21 1.56 8 5 7.00 8 4 1.00 1

12 10121S 27 1.67 3 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

16 10$111 0 0.00 0 12 2.60 7 9 1.33 2 3 1.00 1

2C 1CSISS 18 1.00 2 8 2.33 4 17 2.00 2 4 3.00 3

24 MHOS 25 1.40 4 8 1.50 3 20 1.00 2 5 2.50 3

21 001111 5 2.00 1 4 1.00 1 9 2.67 4 2 3.00 2

32 r,s9s 25 2.17 7 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0

36 IOITIS 5 1.00 1 4 1.00 1 25 1.67 3 29 2.50 6
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TABLE 69

Mother Gm: BanhandIcapped Dyad

10 ICI ICI 110 TOT
10 IBM SC Imo IUSTS

TO!
/ISIS

1 SIAM 1 1 SIAM 1 I 0110 I II 0111 1

1116 tel t01 ISM 001 001 122Q 011 001 PON 002 figs
Wistssasalammes ea as samagagliema saltee glass= essigis esail Sava ima somas

ICCII AT MI

4 8011233 52 14.91 91 50 15.70 87 48 6.60 73 54 18.71 73

!CMS 48 5.56 49 50 9.47 79 43 17.33 87 45 6.93 54

13 20820S 39 5.56 49 47 4.07 34 41 12.89 64 40 1.50 2

11 2011116 36 8.73 53 44 5.91 36 42 4.25 47 44 4.75 32

20 ICITIS 38 13.60 38 48 5.64 34 46 10.67 71 44 2.75 6

24 MOMS 58 7.39 74 47 2.86 22 54 13.75 92 48 3.62 26

28 SOHN 0 0.00 0 31 2.80 8 44 12.08 81 0 0.00 0

32 MIMS 52 10.15 73 33 3.40 19 44 10.14 39 47 2.13 9

32 108TOS 43 13.78 69 28 13.60 38 35 20.17 67 11 2.00 1

MI 82 TCI
80111118 0 0.00 0 30 2.67 9 2 1.00 1 46 8.17 27

8 ICSISS 3 3.00 2 47 2.43 19 5 2.00 1 48 5.33 44

13 SOITMS 0 0.00 0 41 7.46 54 4 7.00 4 60 59.00 98

16 1101112 16 -5.00 14 40 10.70 59 4 1.00 1 52 8.64 67

20 80111113 38 11.80 33 52 9.83 66 27 4.71 18 56 33.80 94

20828S 32 3.70 21 53 8.75 78 4 2.00 1 52 9.50 74

28 101113 0 0.00 0 50 19.63 87 4 1.00 1 100 180.00 100

32 IMPS 0 0.00 0 50 9.07 76 0 0.00 0 53 18.11 91

If MOSTIS 0 9.00 0 17 17.00 28 0 0.00 0 56 32.40 90
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Table 69 (continued)

00 101 101 00 1(1
IC 111511 SC 11511 II1S12 USTI

LOCO it DOTI

02111

TRIG COD
%
DOR

% 1111111

?Ric top
I
CDR

I MP S S 111111

MC DOS DOR TM eat DOR

SiManifriMMEUVerSiSMOSSMUUM

4 SOSIOS 48 1.60 9 0 0.00 0 45 2.37 25 0 0.00 0

e seem 36 7.00 47 0 0.00 0 43 2.11 11 0 0.00 0

12 10918S 46 4.37 46 3 13.00 7 36 5.88 26 0 0.00 0

15 SCRIMS 29 5.44 27 0 0.00 0 27 5.54 40 0 0.00 0

20 10111! 23 17.67 29 0 0.00 0 19 3.00 8 0 0.00 0

24 80111115 10 3.33 6 0 0.00 0 9 2.00 2 0 0.00 0

26 MOMS 50 7.19 64 12 2.00 2 33 2.78 14 0 0,00 0

3; ROSIRS 32 5.25 23 17 2.00 6 50 13.38 59 0 0.00 0

36 11091115 43 4.00 22 39 6.00 23 35 3.83 13 22 6.00 7

NCB AllAI

4 001'! SS 0 0.00 0 5 1.00 1 5 1.00 1 0 0.00 0

001111! 12 1.00 2 3 4.00 2 5 1.00 1 6 1.50 2

12 EMUS 12 1.40 4 9 3.00 5 18 2.50 6 0 0.00 0

16 1101TOS 19 1.67 6 16 2.00 4 25 1.58 11 4 2.00 1

20 OMR! 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 4 1.00 1 0 0.00 0

24 POI'S 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 32 1.29 5 0 0.00 0

28 101115 50 4.06 35 .6 5.00 3 18 1.80 5 0 0.00 0

32 1101108 16 1,50 3 0 0.00 0 6 2.00 1 0 0.00 0

36 SOPIOS 9 8.00 9 6 6.00 3 12 2.00 2 11 4.00 2
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Baby Vocalization

As seen in Tables 66 and 67, the two babies vocalized about equally

frequently and for about the same proportion of the interactions, although

they differed at the different age levels. Each baby also sholnad a slight

tendency to talk more as he became older, and this was apparent in each

situation. Baby B's episodes of talking also showed z trend toward becom-

ing longer as he got older; in Situations 2 and 4, his silences conversely

tended to become shorter and less variable across situations. The same

trends were apparent in Baby H, but were not as distinct.

Mother Gaze

Both mothers spent more time looking at their babies in no toy as

compared to the toy situations, and this difference became clearer as their

babies got older (Tables 68 and 69). Both also looked at their babies

more in no toy instruction than in no toy play. Both mothers also looked

more at the toys during instruction, but this tendency was much more

distinct in Mother B than in Mother H. As the babies got older, each of

the two mothers looked more at the toys.

Within these similar patterns for the total durations of looking, Mother

H looked at her baby's face a bit more frequently across the different age

levels; the mean durations of these looks were extremely variable across

ages, but especially when H was younger, remaining variably in Situation 3

across all ages. Mean durations of looking to H's face were, except at 4

months, cbnsistently longer in the no toy situations.

Ws mother, in contrast. was more consistent across situations in the

mean durations of looking at B's face, although she also tended to look at
0

him for longer episodes in the no toy situations. The length of her looks

were also considerably more stable across age levels.
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An opposite type of pattern was apparent in looks at the toys. While

H's mother displayed extreme variability across ages in the mean duration. .

of looks at H, especially in the no toy instruction situation, Mother B

evidenced extreme variability across ages in the mean duration of looks at

the toy, especially in the toy instruction situation (Situation 4). Mother

H, in contrast, tended to look at the toy somewhat more frequently and

for somewhat longer episodes in the two toy situations as H got older.

For both mothers, looks away were variable in frequency across ages,

and occurred more in the no toy situations. Mother B showed more vari-

ability than did Mother H in the total duration of looking away across both

situations and ages.

Mother Talk

As shown in Tables 70 and 71, the two mothers were very similar in

their patterns of talking. Each talked about 50$ of the time, and in the

no toy situations, tended to talk a bit more than in the toy situations.

H's mother did talk a bit more frequently than B's in the first months. Of

the three measures, mean durations of talking (but not of silence) showed

the only consistent variations. Situation 3 (no toy/instruction) tended to

contain the longest episodes of mom talk. For both mothers, the length of

talking episodes tended to get shorter as the babies got older, with some

variation across ages; longer episodes were found in both moms at 20

months, and in H's mom in Situation 3 at 24 months. H's mother also had

somewhat longer episodes of talking in Situations 1 and 3 than in 2 and 4;

these became more equal in length with age.

Mother and Baby

Both 'rabies looked at the toys more than their mothers did, while

both mothers were more oriented to their babies' faces. A comparison of



031.1 70

Nether Talks Handicapped Dyed

8C TCT lot
10 211110 SC TOSTR

2 8880 I I 0880 % Ime Dos Din 1110 CIll 101 1120
mipmsmos:=Iusagmmmmisumaissumate.simememiug

sod MP
10311111

to T0T
11111

NUR
801
sins

2
DPI

Tot
71111

2 8248 2
rage 201 DOD
sagosassessassasta

4 10111$ 55 7.10 83 51 3.64 57 51 2.78 56 50 3.52 49

8 102115 52 5.29 71 53 4.00 67 52 2.80 39 52 5.67 75

12 loin 52 5.91 75 50 3.57 59 52 4.36 68 50 4.64 64

tE 1101121.1 49 3.74 64 51 2.81 58 50 SAT 72 50 2.67 44

20 801111 51 6.43 75 50 4.33 65 51 5.57 71 51 3.70 55

2% NOM 49 2.97 53 49 3.03 59 50 8.41 79 47 2.38 38

28 104115 53 1.86 60 56 2.50 67 53 2.87 61 53 2.00 51

32 north 54 2.35 63 52 1.46 45 51 2.02 57 52 1.60 40

36 008141 51 1.56 54 50 1.76 49 51 1.41 58 43 1.66 28

101 Min
4 NOM 45 1.82 17 49 2.89 43 49 2.29 44 50 3.68 51

I 1C2115 48 2.41 29 47 2.22 33 48 4.74 61 48 2.00 24

12 102145 48 2.10 24 50 2.43 41 48 2.23 32 50 2.56 35

tE to 1119 51 2.00 15 49 2.11 42 43 2.20 24 50 3.33 55

20 to 1115 46 2.26 24 50 2.33 35 33 2.35 22 S7 3.08 43

34 101115 48 2.61 45 44 2.00 35 50 2.18 21 49 3.53 59

26 aortas 47 1.41 40 43 1.62 33 47 2.09 39 46 2.20 49

32 101185 46 1.63 37 48 1.92 54 48 1.60 43 4$ 2.57 60

3E 101115 49 1.34 45 49 1.90 51 49 1.41 41 50 3.16 67
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10311111

TABLE 71

Nether Talk: Noalleadlcapped Dyad

10 101 101 10 ?CT
10 11311 IC 12311 11311

I 1111 I I One I I fillPitt in C12 1119 LOP 011 PISC 222
iisiossamessaramaussiosossale

I
112

101ten
I MO I

RIO ON 101
setisessigtossitiesassasseassiteueressoiraise

4 101113 51 5.75 77 51 3.43 57 52 11.92 86 51 3.66 59

8 101113 43 3.15 45 49 3.04 39 50 2.91 53 48 3.22 41

12 1102113 41 3.59 54 52 3.35 58 51 2.87 48 SO 3.P6 62

11 201111 50 4.29 67 52 2.33 47 50 3.18 58 49 3.09 55

20 Nam 50 5.12 71 50 5.83 74 49 7.83 78 45 2.63 44

24 801123 50 2.94 57 sl 2.67 58 SO 2.17 49 51 2.26 49

21 0011181 51 1.49 47 53 2.07 51 54 2.49 68 54 2.68 59

3:: SOISOS 54 2.32 57 53 4.26 73 54 2.52 62 52 1.60 40

36 11011T1S 53 3.39 62 52 3.16 56 51 4.91 68 52 3.72 66

we snare
4 801188 49 1.83 23 47 2.68 42 44 2.09 13 49 2.64 41

I 201113 45 3.07 46 47 4.82 59 48 2.56 45 50 4.33 58

12 201113 3i 2.15 30 47 2.46 38 47 3.32 52 49 2.28 37

16 1611113 46 2.15 31 46 3.58 52 38 2.40 33 48 2.42 42

20 10111113 48 2.00 28 50 2.00 25 43 1.94 17 44 2.93 47

24 11011213 50 2.20 43 49 2.00 42 SO 2.22 51 48 2.41 49

26 11011,111 49 1.73 53 47 2.28 49 46 1.38 32 46 2.15 41

32 1641115 43 2.17 42 %I 1.78 27 46 1.82 38 47 2.61 59

36 101113 47 2.34 38 47 2.72 44 49 2.38 32 48 2.03 34
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profiles and trends within dyads, however,, indicated a fairly close match

between the gaze patterns of each mother and her baby. In Dyad H,

mother and baby showed a similar tendency to look more at the toy as the

baby got older. Further, the percent duration of looking at each others'

faces had very similar profiles across ages in all situations except 4. The

mean durations of looking at each others' faces had similar profiles in all

situations except 1. Situation 3 resulted in especially similar profiles for

both duration and mean duration of looking at each cthers' faces. Amount

of looking away also had similar profiles, even though Mother H looked

away much less than Baby H. Profiles for mean durations of looks at the

toys became more similar for Dyad H at the later age levels.

Like Dyad H, Dyad B's gaze profiles were also most similar in Situa-

tion 3. While "look at face" profiles were less similar than in Dyad IN,

"look at toy" profiles for total duration were very similar. Mean durations

of looks at the toys in both Situations 2 and 4 showed almost identical

peaks and valleys across age levels, and mean durations of looks at each

others' faces matched in profile in all but Situation 1. Unlike Dyad H,

profiles for looking away showed no resemblance to each other: Mother 8

did very little looking away regardles, of whether her baby was or not.

Profiles for the vocalization modality did not show the same type of

match between the two members of the dyads. The two mothers talked

more than their babies did, and showed considerably less variability across

ages and situations. Baby talk tended to increase with age, while mother

talk decreased slightly in mean and total duration. Thus, in the case of

vocalization, the match seems to have been more in the form of an inverse

correlations.
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Sequences of Dyadic Gaze States: Lag Analysis

For this analysis, dyadic gaze states were created by combining each

direction of baby gaze with each direction of mother gaze. Results from

two data points at the middle of the first year (4 and 8 months) were

combined, as were two data points from the middle of the second year (16

and 20 months). Event lag analysis (to 3 lags) was then performed using

each state as the criterion event for every other state; probabilities and z

scores were computed separately for each transition in each of the four

diaerent play situations for each combination of age levels. Results will

Ix reported only for those transitions in which the matching event had an

unconditional frequency of at least 9: this was chosen because it seemed

to reflect a division point between states which occurred regularly and

those which did not. Further analyses will obviously be needed with

larger frequencies.

Play with No Toy

In no-toy play during the first year, the three dyadic states which

were most characteristic of Dyad H (i.e., had a frequency of ; 9) were FF

(mutual gaze), AF (baby looks away/mom looks at baby's face), and BF

(baby looks at mom's body/mom looks at baby's face), with FF being the

most characteristic. Lag analysis showed that FF occurred more than

would be expected immediately following both AF and BF. H's mother thus

closely monitored his face and was very likely to be rewarded by a look

from him. in addition, FF occurred more than expected three lags after

FB: given FB, the third state following it was more likely to be FF than

would be expected, regardless of the two intervening states.

In Dyad B, the most common states in Situation 1 were AF, AB and

FF, with AF being the most characteristic. In this dyad, lag analysis
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revealed very predictable cycling between states. AF was most likely to

be. followed by an alternating sequence of AB, AF and AB (to 3 lags).

Mother B also closely monitored her baby's focus of attention, alternating

between looks at his face and at his body (i.e., the back of his heap;.

Furth( 8 given FF, the dyad was very likely to roturn to that state at sag

2 (after one intervening event). The most typical intervening event was

FB; although this transition yielded a significant z, the low unt.nnditiona.

frequency of FB lessens the faith which can be put in any dependent

relationship between FF4FB. Howeve it appestrs that here, too, Dyad B

engaged in predictable cycling between FB and FF: given either, the

other was likely to occur as the next event. Mother B thus broke mutual

gaze by looking at the baby's body (for example, in a tickling game she

might look at his tummy), and then reestablished it.

During the second year (16 and 20 months combined), play with no

toy snowed some interesting changes. In Dyad B (nonhandicapped), AF

was still the most characteristic state, and was now the only state which

occurred 5 9 times during these combined interactions; it was not found to

be conditionally related to any criterion event at any lag. Dyad H (nandi-

capped), in contrast, while :staining the same most characteristic states as

at 4-8 months (FF, BF and AF), at 16-20 months showed similar contingent

patterns to those found in Dyad B at 4-8 months. The most predictable

sequence of eveats was FF 4 BF 4 FF. At the next lag, however, AA was

the most likely event. Thus, the monitoring/mutual gaze cycle was likely

to be broken by both looking away. This four-event sequence was a

particularly strong one.
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Also in resemblance to Dyad B at 4-8 months, the events following

the criterion event AB were more predictable, with FE occurring signifi-

cantly more than expected at lag 2. Again the mothers' monitoring was

likely after 2 lags to end in mutual gaze.

instruction with No Toy

At 4-8 months, state patterns of Dyad B in Situation 3 were similar to

Its patterns in Situation 1. The most characteristic states were AF and

AB, as in Situation 1; FF, however, was not characteristic of this situa-

tion. Further, the same criterion events tended to be related to predict-

able matching events as were found in Situation 1. The cycles created by

maternal monitoring, however, were no longer apparent. At lag 1, condi-

tional relationships between AF and AB (i.e., AF4AB and AB+AF) occurred

more than expected; unlike Situation 1, however, these were not cyclic.

Events following BF and BB were more predictable than in Situaton 1, with

each likely to be followed by AF. FF was also likely to be followed at lag

3 by AF. It appears that, while the mother's gaze behavior was similar in

the two situations (monitoring of face and body), her instructional behav-

ior made little difference in what Baby B attended to, except possibly to

make his looking away more predictable. In contrast to Dyad B, Dyad H

was very different in the two situations at 4-8 months. The most charac-

teristic state was TT (mutual gaze at "object of the interaction," in this

case the mother's hands or some other "non-toy" which she incorporated

into the interaction). Only two transitions involving TT occurred signifi-

cantly more than expected. TA was likely at lag 2 to be followed by TT,

while TB was likely to be followed at lag 3 by TT. It appears that Mother

H was able to create non-toy events which were interesting enough to hold
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her baby's visual attention; she was the one who changed direction of gaze

while he continued to look :A. the "event."

At 16-20 months, patterns in Dyad B had changed little from those at

4-8 months. AF and AB were still the dyad's most characteristic states.

Events following AF were especially predictable: not only did it follow

itself at lag 2, but it did so regardless of where it appeared. Further, it

was the most predictable event following AT, and then was very likely to

occur again at lag 3 following AT. A very predictable sequence in this

dyad was therefore AT AF x (some other state) AF. In addition,

both FB and BF were likely to be follwed by AB. Thus, in Situation 3,

as at 4-8 months, Mother B was not able to hold her baby's attention to

the interaction The patterns of Dyad H at 16-20 months differed from the

4-8 month patterns in both characteristic states and in contingent,relation-

ships. FF and AF were the most characteristic states: the mother at this

age level no longer used an "object of the interaction" to the same extent

as at 4-8 months. Two different significant conditional relationships indi-

cate why this may be so: at 16-20 months, TT was likely at lag 1 to be

followed by AF, while TF was likely to by followed at lag 2 by AF. Thus,

Mother B was not as successful in using an "object" to maintain her baby's

attention as she had been at 4-8 months. The more "social" interactions

appear to have been somewhat more successful in this respect and to also

have been more successful in terms of establishing predictability than in

the no instruction situation. while FF was most likely to be followed by

AF, the reverse was also true. Further given AF, the most likely se-

quence in Situation 3 was then FFAF-.FF; it appears that in the instruc-

tion situation Mother H could not only capture her baby's attention, but

could predict that his attention would cycle back when he looked away.
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In Situation 1 and 3 (no toy situations) at both age levels, Mother H

appears to have been more successful in maintaining her baby's involve-

ment than was Mother B, and to have adapted her style of interaction

across age levels. Instruction, as opposed to no instruction, seems to

have improved predictability and social behaviors in Dyad H, while in Dyad

B, it seemed to make non-interaction more likely.

Toy Play

Situation 2, in which the dyads played with toys, yielded very differ-

ent patterns from the no toy situations, as might be expected. At 4-8

months, the most characteristic state for both dyads was TF. AF was also

characteristic of Dyad H but not of Dyad B. The two dyads were also

similar in the transitions in which TF was a significantly occurring match-

ing event. Given a TF, the most likely event after an intervening event

was to return to TF. Further, given TT or AB, the next most likely

event was TF. These transitions, as it. the no toy situations, suggest se-

quences in which the mother plays.a monitoring role. The most likely

sequence seems to be alternation between TT and TF.

At 16-20 months, TF was the state most characteristic a Dyad H,

while Dyad B engaged equally in TF and TT. There was still a great deal

of similarity between dyads, and between this and the younger age level

as well. The monitoring role of the mother was still obvious in both

dyads. In each, TF was followed by TT more than expected, and vice

versa. Further, AB was most likely to be IAA by TF, while AA was

likely to be followed by TF at lag 2. The most predictable sequences in

each dyad were thus ABiTF and AAJABiTF. From a "mother monitor," or

from a sequence of two states containing mother monitor, each dyad was
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more likely to return to one of its most preferred states, with each member

changing simultaneously as if to say, "Well, that's over; let's get back to

business as usual."

Instruction with a Toy

At 4-8 months, instruction (as compared to play) affected the two

dyads differently. in Dyad B, TF was the most characteristic state; TT

had a frequency of 5 9 as well. In this dyad, instruction was associated

with even more predictable and longer sequences of cycling between TF

and TT: once Baby B looked at the toy in instruction, he rarely looked

away from it, and his mother looked back and forth between his face and

the toy. This cycle was still highly significant where the analysis ended

at lag 3. When Baby B did look away, and his mother monitored his

body, TF was significantly more likely than usual at both lag 1 and lag 3,

regardless of which state occurred at lag 2. Further, TF was more likely

than expected at lag 2 following AA.

In the instructional interactions of Dyad H at this age level, no states

occurred 5 9 times, and therefore we can place less confidence in the

results for transitions. There is a strong indication, however, that the

TT-TF cycle was shorter in instruction than in play, with the most likely

sequences being TF.AF and TT-,TF.AF. It appears that H's mother had

good reason to continue watching his face rather than looking back to the

toy. At lag 3 following TF, however, TT was more likely than expected,

indicating that the dyad did get back to business, but only after 2-event

"rest."

At the 16-20 month age level, TT and TF were characteristic of both

dyads in the toy instruction situation. In Dyad B, gaze patterns occur-

ring significantly more than expected were identical to those in the same

222
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situation at 4-8 months. Again, transitions were similar to those in toy

play, but showed stronger and longer lasting cycles than in play. In

Dyad H at 16-20 months, instruction differed from play more than at 4-8

months. The strong cycling between TT and TF resembled that in Dyad B

in the same situation. States following AB and AA also resembled those

found in Dyad B: AB was most likely to be followed at lags 1 and 3 by

TF, while AA was most likely to be followed at lag 2 by TF. AT showed

the same pattern. Thus, in this situation, as well as in play, the dyad

was more successful at getting back to business than it had been at 4-8

months.
A

DISCUSSION

It was very obvious to all who were involved with these two dyads,

just as it is clear from the data just preserited, that each one, in its own

unique and individual way, "worked." The development& progress of each

baby and the quality of affect in each baby/mother relationship demon-

strated that each dyad was uniquely suited to be a dyad. How could such

a thing occur? What seemed to account for this was a combination of not

only the characteristics of each baby and of each family, but of the match

between the two. It further seemed that the differences in what made

these two unique dyads work pointed out some of the very real constraints

on the mother and family of the handicapped baby that were discussed in

previous sections.

It was our feeling that, in the case of B, a much wider range of

variation in mothering would have been acceptable: what she wanted him

to do, he generally did spontaneously, with little need for her to impose

structure on their interactions. While she saw herself as a ''teacher" this

role was accomplish,,d primarily through facilitating B's own initiatives.

223
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Her role during interactions was one of "monitor and facilitate" rather than

"direct," although the data demonstrated that she could more directly

teach and could influence his focus of attention in toy situtions. One

factor which could have created a problem With a different mother was B's

early lack of interest in "social" (as opposed to the later "talking") situa-

tions. Here, too, B's mother tended to monitor and wait, interpreting his

Interest in the environment as intellectual curiosity, rather than as not

being interesed in her. Within the everyday routine, purely social situa-

tions were rare, with interactions revolving around specific events (taking

a walk) or objects. Overall, B's qualities and desires tended to be the

dominant force in determining the characteristics of his interactions.

in contrast, H's developmental progress and the success of his inter-

actions seemed so intricately related to the characteristics and interactive

qualities of his mother and family that they would not have occurred in an

environment which differed to any extent from his own. Our concern in

studying the dyad became one of clarifying the qualities related to its

success, both during interactions and in general, as an environment sup-

portive of the baby's development.

In general, adaptation and role adjustment, naturally occurring and

conscious, were found in many guises throughout the videotaped interac-

tions and the everyday life of this family. For example, during toy inter-

actions H's mother constantly monitored his face, changed the content as

his interactions changed, and used much variety in her face and voice to

hold his attention. She also honored his style, which was fairly slow

paced, by being slow paced herself. At the same time, she did not over-

adjust to the point of allowing his behavior to dictate the course of the
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interaction. That is, unlike Mother B, she did not rely on H to self-

direct, but rather had specific purposes in mind and specific strategies to

use to maintain the interaction. Unlike Mother B, her role was thus not

"monitor and facilitate," but rather "monitor and direct." Mother H did

not feel free to follow H's lead, and rightly so: his least preferred activi-

ties were those most related to his relatively advanced physical and lan-

guage development. As Baby H's interactions became more like B's at the

later age levels, his mother became less directive. It is interesting that

while both mothers defir their role as "teacher," the role was manifested

in different ways in each dyad, and matched the capabilities of the babies.

Adaptation was obvious at the level of the family as well, and sup-

ported the mother's ability to assume the teacher role without excluding

"play" from the life of the baby. That is, .this family shared responsibil-

ity for a wide range of types of interactions. A similar role dispersal took

place in Dyad B, with the father playing verbal/instructional games while

the mothtr played rough and tumble.

It was our perception that Baby H's excellent developmental progress

and emotional security were based on his being raised in an environment

that treated him as an average kid, with the expectations, privileges and

experiences of a average kid, coupled with unique adaptations to his

individual style and needs. What is not clear is how much of this adapta-

tion was elicited by H, and would have occurred with different parents.

It is also not clear how much of this type of adaptation can be learned !f

it does not naturally occur.

When one considers the very individual personalities of the babies and

families included in these two case studies, the picture which emerged
,

had a remarkable resemblance to the results of Sub-study 3 in relation to
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styles of interaction, roles and interpersonal adaptation. The interactive

styles of each mother, and the dyadic patterns which resulted from the

integration of communicative behaviors, clearly illustrated the adjustment to

individual differences that was necessary to maintain these interactions at

an optimal level. In each dyad, success was accomplished In very differ-

ent ways.

As in Sub-study 1, the handicapped dyad demonstrated the need for

more than average sensitivity on the part of the baby's interactive part-

ner; interaction was not automatic and effortless. Rather, it was much

more dependent on the mother's conscious adjustment of her own role and

interactive characteristics. Further, the same *instructor" role was ap-

parent in the mother; in this case the possible negative effects were

mitigated by role sharing within the family group. It was our feeling that

this dyad and family demonstrated a combination of qualities which are

critical in facilitating the optimal development of a handicapped baby.

It is not clear from comparison of these two dyads what effect particu-

lar types of handicaps will have on social interaction and on the interper-

sonal regulation of behavior. We would expect, however, that problems

would both reflect the general results of Sub-studies 1 and 2 as reported

her , and unique aspects of regulation and adaptation related to more

specific handicaps. These impressions, as well as those related to the

effects of particular family characteristics, will be explored in analyses of

data from other dyads.
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CHAPTER 4

SUB-STUDY 3: SINGLE CASE INTERVENTION

This third and final sub-study was designed to test the efficacy of

intervening directly into the interactive process between baby and mother.

A single subject design was used, with a multiple baseline across two

target behaviors. The study was replicated (with some variations for

individual dyads) across five dyads: results for three of these pairs will

be reported here. In each case, baseline videotapes were made once a

week for 3-5 weeks. Intervention was then applied to two parent behav-

iors, one at a time, with each phase lasting from 3-5 weeks, occurring

once per week. Taping situations and the situation chosen as the inter-

vention differed somewhat, depending on the needs of each dyad; most

were 4-minute play interactions. In some dyads, two different situations

wr-e taped: one was used as the intervention situation while the other

was used to test for generalization of effects. For one of the dyads, a

follow-up videotape was made 9 weeks past the last intervention in order

to test for maintenance. Dyads in this sub-study were referred for inter-

vention by a case manager or some other professional whc, felt that social

interactions in the dyad were a problem area.

PROCEDURE

In each dyad, target behaviors were chosen from observations of the

baseline videotapes, and were based on discussions between the case

manager, the researcher, and the masters degree student who had taped

the baseline situations and who would act as the intervener for that dyad.

Intervention sessions occurred in the dyad's home once per week, and

followed a particular sequence. First, the segment. of videotape made at
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the previous visit, using the intervention situation only, was viewed by

1111
the mother and intervener togetht". The intervener then discussed with

the mother examples (from the tape) of instances in which she displayed

(or approximated) the behavior being trained. These were verbally rein-

forced by the intervener, who also pointed out from the videotape ex-

amples of the desired corresponding infant behavior. Following

intervention, the dyad was again videotaped in the same situations. (More

specific details concerning this procedure and the philosophy underlying it

are outlined in the "SIAI", presented in full in Appendix C.)

Data collection was based on observation of the videotapes, with the

particular type of observational procedure used being chosen to reelect the

particular target behaviors. Videotapes were viewed once through for

each target behavior.

RESULTS AND VARIATIONS FOR EACH DYAD

Dyad J

The baby in this dyad was an 18 month old with severe cereoral

palsy and a variety of other complications as well. The dyad was part of

a 4-member, lower-middle income, single parent family. J was the ,,oungest

child. At the time at which intervention was begun, J exhibited few social

behaviors.

The target identified for J from the initial videotapes was vocaliza-

tion, while those for his mother were (a) moving her face dose to his in a

playful manner (Target 1), and (b) imitating his vocalizaton (Target 2).

These two were chosen because while each seemed to be very effective in

eliciting vocal responsiveness, neither was used extensively by the mother.

The multiple baseline was across these two mothers behavior, with each

1111 target being addressed in one of the two consecutive phases.
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Baseline for this dyad lasted for 3 weeks, as did each intervention.

A follow-up videotape was made nine weeks after the end of the interven-

tion. In this dyad, three situations were taped at each visit, two of

which, a toy play and a no-toy play, will be discussed here. The no-toy

play situation was used for intervention, while the toy situation was used

to measure generalization of any changes to a different type of interactive

situation .

Interval sampling, using 10-second Inervals, was used to code each of

the target behaviors. Three and one half minutes constituted the sample

coded for each visit. Results are illustrated in Figure la.

In the intervention situation (no-toy play) baseline observations of

the first target behavior (mother's use of face) were fairly stable. During

intervention, the data showed a definite upward trend. It was interesting

that this behavior increased during the first session of each phase of the

intervention (sessions 4 and 7), even though the second intervention was

not directed toward it. Target 1 was still occurring in a hither percent-

age of intervals in the follow-up session taped nine weeks after the train-

ing period (week 18).

The mother's imitation of the baby's vocalizations, the target behavior

in Phase 2 of the intervention, also remained fairly stable during baseline,

and the mother responded positively to the first intervention session

directed toward it (Session 7). There was evidence of a slight upward

trend, although it was not as great as that found for the first target

behavior, and appears to have begun a slight downward trend toward the

end of training and in the follow-up session.

J's vocalization was not as stable during baseline as the mother's two

target behaviors, yet a clear increase was seen following baseline. There
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was a steady upward trend throughout the training sessions; this was also

0 carried over into the follow-up session. It is apparent that the interven-

tion into the mother's behaviors had a considerable effect upon the overall

amount of infant vocalization, although it would be difficult to determine

whether the effect was related to any particular mother behavior or simply

to an increase in overall maternal stimulation.

Data were also coded from videotapes of toy play sessions made at

each session, and were used to test for generalization of targeted behav-

iors from the training situations to one which was different in its attri-

butes. Results appear in Figure lb. Target 1 (mother's use of face) was

unstable during baseline. While there was no change In average occur-

rence during Phase 1, some generalization does seem to have occurred, but

to have dropped out fairly rapidly. The mother's use of vocal imitation

0 (Target 2) remained fairly stable during baseline (always below 20 %).

There was a slight increase in this target skill (19t-33t) at one of the

Phase 2 sessions (session 8), but after this the behavior declined to a

level similar to that represented in the baseline tapings. in the follow-up

session the percent of occurrence was at the same level as during the first

two baseline sessions (zero). Thus, there seem to have been only momen-

tary generalization effects for each of the mother targets. infant vocaliza-

tion in the toy play situation .gas extremely erratic and showed only a

slight upward trend throughout the training period.

The results for this dyad indicate that each of the mother behaviors

chosen as targets were affected by intervention, but primarily only in the

no toy situation (the intervention situation). This particular mother

seemed very responsive to the idea of "intervention" in general; this effect

was seen in thct greater amount of activity which occurred during the first
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intervention session for each behavior, and particularly in the increase in

die first target behavior at the first session for the second target behav-

ior. Overall, the mother became more active and responsive, and it was

clear that the baby's vocalization was affected by one or both mother

'..ehaviors, this is suppurted by the mutual non increase in mother and

baby behaviors in the toy play situation. it was the impression of the

interventionist that Imitation of vocalization was a more difficult skill for

the mother, and that more sessions would be needed to make that behavior

a part of her regular interactive repertoire. The mother reported that she

was able to get more response from ..1, and that he was 11 general more

fun to play with. She also reported that his sibings were using the same

targeted strategies when they played with him.

Dyad K

The baby in this dyad was a 34 month old girl, a twin who a3 sr had

one older and one younger sibling. While K's twin was de. .,eloping nor-

mally, K had no language and displayed little vocalization. Play with toys

was ioapproprite, consisting of mouthing, banging, or simply holding.

"Play" interactions between K and her mother were generally characterized

by "doing nothing" together. That is, K would sit in her mother's lap

and look around while her mother tried to interest her in toys, primarily

by physically putting her hands through the motions. Very little enjoy-

ment was evidenced by either partner; K seemed content to sit, while her

mother alternated periods of activity and inactivity. K's mother gave the

impression of asking, "You say I'm supposed to play, but what in the

world am I supposed to do?"

232
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Baseline lasted for 5 weeks, while intervention into each targeted

mother behavior lasted for 3. Targets chosen for the mother were di-

rected toward helping her become more relaxed and playful with K. The

Phase 1 target was for the mother to use turntaking, and was chosen as

one aspect of "playfulness" which would be easy for the mother to identify

and practice. The second target was more general play behavior, and was

defined as a combination of smiling plus any one more of the following;

"play talk", self-talk: turntaking, pretending, or taking a child's role in

play. The multiple baseline occurred across these two targets. Two

targets were also chosen for K, and included vocalization ad appropriate

actions with objects. In this dyad, toy play was the only situation coded;

unlike Dyad J, toy play was used as the intervention situation. Interval

sampling using 5 second intervals was used to code 3 minutes (40 inter-

vals) of each of the target behaviors. Results are illustrated in Figure 2.

Baseline observations for Target 1 (turn-taking) were fairly stable,

and the behavior showed a definite response to intervention. A was our

impression that in order to take turns, the mother had to watch K more

closely; it seemed significant that, beginning in session 6, she positioned

herself and K so that they were more face to face, with the toy accessible

to both of them. Turntaking was thus ph.,,sically more possible. One

unforeseen problem encountered with turntaking as a target was that K did

very little for her mother to take turns with, hardly ever vocalizing or

engaging in independent actions with the toys. With intervention, even

though turntaking occurred (and K's appropriate play with the toy in-

creased as well): the sessions still looked like work rather than play, and

little real enjoyment was evident.

. I
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Interaction into the second target during Phase 2 resulted in a more

satisfactory outcome. Measures of "Playfulness" were extremely low and

stable during baseline, which, for this target, lasted for 8 sessions.

During intervention it showed a dramatic increase. In Session 10, in

particular, K's mother was relaxed and smiling. It was almost as if she

needed to be told that "play" was all right, and that it was not only

appropriate but desirable that she enjoy herself. Both target behaviors

for the mother were thus clearly affected by the intervention. For this

mother, the more complex skill seemed easier to identify and implement

than did a single component of it; it was clear, however, that turntaking

was incorporated as an element of more general playfulness during the

second phase of the intervention. While turntaking was not always play-

ful, nor did playfulness always include turntaking, the two often did

overlap, as might be expected, and the incidence of turntaking remained

high during the second phase of the intervention period. Further, it was

clear that K's appropriate play with toys was related to her mother's

playful participation in the interaction. These particular mother targets,

however, were not related to the amount of vocalization which K engaged

in it would be desirable to select a different maternal target to further

address this objective.

While it was not one of the targets chosen, changes in the level of

affect were very obvious in this dyad. Smiles, happy faces and relaxed

body positions would have shown definite increases. It was our impression

that the tenseness and nonenjoyment of the intitiai interactions were based

primarily on the mother's insecurity in not knowing how to interact with

K; she seemed especially uncomfortable with toys, equating "toy" with

"teach".

235
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The home teacher who was working with this family reported that,

once K's mother discovered this more relaxed approach to interaction, she

rarely returned to her more tense earlier mode. And, while no causal link

can be claimed, K almost immediately began vocalizing to a much larger

extent and soon thereafter began to use words.

Dyad T

The baby in this dyad (T) was a 2 month old boy with one older

sibling. T was not handicapped. The dyad was selected for intervention

because of the baby's low levels of vocalization and the mother's low affect.

Both parents were graduate students.

The target ide::tified for T was vocalization. Targets chosen for the

mother from the initial videotapes were (a) to use animated facia! expres-

sions (e.g., raised eyebrows, "0" mouth, crinkle face, etc., and (b) to

imitate T's vocalizations. Baseline lasted for 5 weeks, while intervention

lasted for six, with three weeks per behavior. As in Dyad J, a no toy

play situation was used for intervention while toy play was videotaped in

order to assess generalization. The intervention procedure used was

identical to that described above and in Appendix C (SIAI). Data were

coded in 5-second intervals, and summarized as percent of intervals.

Results appear in Figure 3.

Target 1 ("animated face") showed a dramatic response to interven-

tion. During baseline, the mother's face tended to be largely expression-

less. When she did change expression, it was generally in response to

some prior act 'f the baby's; she thus waited for the baby to initiate

interaction. With intervention, she began to use different expressions to

gain his interest and participation, and was quite effective in doing so.
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During baseline, the baby was not only unusually quiet, but those

noises which he did make were barely audible, tiny little noises: all

noises except crying and fussing were counted. With increases in the

mother's range of facial expression, the baby also became much more

animated as well, and his vocalizations increased not only in quantity but

in variety and volume as well. As in Dyad J, however, it was hard to tell

exactly what the change in the baby's behavior was related to. The

mother not only Increased in facial expressiveness, but also increased the

amount of vocalizing which she did: raised eyebrows and more talk invari-

ably occurred together.

Except for a depression at Session 9, when she was concentrating on

Target 2 for the first time, the mother continued to be more animated than

she had been during baseline. It was clear throughout Phase 2 that T's

mother continued to try to Incorporate the first target into the play ses-

sions.sions. At times she would suddenly "remember", and her eyebrows would

go up even when the moment was not entirely appropriate.

Intervention cl;rected at Target 2 (mother imitation of the baby's

vocalization) also indicated that the intervention procedure was successful

in changing social interaction. As shown in Figure 3a, during only one

baseline session (#3) did the mother imitate T's vocalizations to any ex-

tent. It was also clear, however, that T in general made few vocalizations

which she could imitate. It is interesting, however, that although T's

vocalizations increased during Phase 1, his mother's imitation did not;

thus, it was not solely the lack of opportunity which prevented her from

doing so. During Phase 2, not onIN did her imitations increase; they also

closely paralleled the profile for the amount of Ds vocalizations. An

0 especially noteworthy aspect of the baby's vocalization was that when his
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mother used either of the targets, his sounds became more social in na-

Sture, and included ecstatic bursts of gurgling and laughter. Another

interesting aspect was that she often imitated his intonation, rather than

his exact sounds. Generally, his sounds were somewhat difficult to imi-

tate, as they contained few vowel sounds, and were mostly guttersl or lip

smacking. The mother even commented to him, "I can't make those silly

sounds!" The overall fceling of these final interactions was very different

from those taped during baseline, with much laughter, turntaking and

"togetherness."

Very little generalization was seen in the toy situation. if anything,

the baby's vocalization tended to become less frequent over time, and only

the mother's exaggeration of her facial expression showed any inclination

to be used in the toy situation. Very different factors seemed to be at

work than in the older dyad (Dyad K). During baseline sessions (which

were also the youngest age levels), T seldom showed any interest in the

toys which his mother presented. While he would stare at them for a

short time, it was clear that he was much more interested in his mother.

The most successful interactions with toys were those in which the two

members were each on their stomachs on the floor, face to face, with the

toy in between: face and toy were on the same plane. As in the no toy

situation, T's vocalizations during baseline were "tiny noises," and his

mother generally showed little expression, simply holding the toy in front

of him and moving it around. Changes in T's vocalization seemed to be

more a function of his development, of increasing interest in the toy,

rather than of his mother's interactive behaviors.

e
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DISCUSSION

It was quite clear from watching these three dyads (as well as ones

not reported on here) that when interactions don't work very well, not

only do they not pleasurable for either participant, they also do not pos-

sess characteristics conducive to their continuation or to the baby's optimal

development. It was found that such interactions could be affected for the

better through direct intervention into interactive behaviors displayed by

the mothers; their behaviors then became the interventions directed at

their babies' behavior. Not only were the mothers able to acquire these

behaviors, they also incorporated them into their later interactions, as

evidenced by the carryover of Target 1 into the Phase 2 intervention

sessions.

The need for thinking of each dyad as unique became increasingly

evident during the course of these interventions. While the target behav-

iors often included elements of "play," they were evidenced differently in

each dyad. Appropriate targets could only be chosen from direct observa-

tion of several Interactive sessions. Another aspect of changing individual

targets was related to the types of situations in which problem interactions

typically occurred, and which therefore became the situations used for

interaction. Individualizaton was also necessary In the actual procedure

used in intervention, and in fact more flexibility was desirable than was

possible to use in this research. A lange in the target, or a different

emphasis in procedure, was sometimes called for. For example, one mother

was particularly threatened by watching the intervener model the targeted

behavior; it would have been better to eliminate this part of the instruc-

tion. In other cases, it became evident that baseline procedures were

taking too long: the mothers wanted to get on with itl in clinical applica-

tion such changes would be very appropriate.
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Generalization from no toy situations to toy situations did not occur to

any great extent. Social interaction would not be expected to occur to the

same extent in a toy situation. However, when mothers and babies are

both involved with the same toy, some interaction will occur: it seems

reasonable to expect that the same skills would appear in that situation as

well. Such was rarely the case, and the reasons for this need further

study. Either the different types of situations demand different skills to a

urger extent than we expected, and/or training needs to be extended to

additional situations. It is clear from the results of Sub-study 1 that toy

play probably becomes less social over the course of the first year of life

as the baby's interest shifts from social objects (moth..) to other objects

in his environment. Once he is able to combine these two foci of his

attention, the more social aspects of toy play should again become appar-

ent, but may appear in different forms. That is, the mother may have to

learn to play different types of roles in order to take an active part in the

situation. Another aspect of generalization not dealt with in this research

concerns that of transfer of changes in behavior from the intervention

situation to the everyday environment. In other dyads not reported here,

we have found that this also does not occur automatically. However, one

very simple and effective way which was found to increase the amount of

transfer was to discuss with the mother examples of how and when the

skill could be used at different points in the household routine.

While the need to be flexible in adjusting targets and approaches was

clear, there were various aspects of the procedures used which seemed

particularly important to the success of the interventions reported here.

These are outlined in the SIAI (Appendix 8), but in general included (a)

the selection of targets which were already in the mother's repertoire,
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albeit of low occurrence, (b) active involvement of the mother in pinpoint-

ing instances of target behaviors from the videotapes, and (c) direct

practice of the behavior with reinforcement by the intervener. Each of

these helped not only to insure success, but to encourage the mother to
.

become generally more sensitive to her own behavior in relation to the

baby's.

It is possible that in these "problem" interactions the dyads would

have automatically changed for the better as the babies developed and

grew; however, it seems more likely that a negative cycle would result,

affecting both the quantity and quality of the interactions which did occur.

It is hard to imagine, for example, that either K or her mother were

gaining very much from their play, either in terms of immediate mutual

pleasure or in terms of K's learning. Intervention seems critical if second-

ary and cumulative delays are to be prevented.

While it is c'eier from these results that intervention can change the

nature of social interaction in relation to making it mce pleasurable and

more "communicative" for both partners, we do not know whether these

changes will have any long -term effert in terms of whether the interactions

can fulfill normal functions in facilitating th baby's development. It seems

highly likely that, to the extent that more pleasurable interaction occurs,

they would at least increase the interactive situations in which the baby

would be engaged, and thus his opportunities to gain the types of knowl-

edge and skills which normally occur in these situations. We also do not

know what. erect the changing characteristics of the baby will have in

relation to the mothr's ability to continually readjust her own interaction

over time. We suspect, however, that interactions with handicapped

babies will not uecome truly reciprocal in the same sense as in dyads with
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nonhandicapped babies; rather, the need for continual readjustment to

babies with changing but still "different" characteristics would be ex-

pected. As new differences surface, intervention may be needed to deal

directly with new problems in interpersonal regulation and role definition.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES FOR

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

TIMELINE

Instrument development, data collection and data analysis in relation

to the research questions were all implemented as proposed. Because of

some delay in finding a complete group of handicapped babies, however,

data collection lasted much later into the project than had been expected,

delaying analysis and interpretation as well. It was therefore decided that

analysis should proceed in relation to all research questions, but using

only selected portions of the data. In this way it was possible to develop

procedures for data storage and for different types of comparative and

sequential analyses which will continue to be used for analyzing and inter-

preting the remainder of the data. These decisions, described in the

project continuation proposals for the second and third years, and further

described in this report, have proven to be very beneficial. It has been

possible to address each of the research questions to some extent, results

of further analyses will continue to add information to these same ques-

tions.

In general, then, all aspects of the projected timeline were accom-

plished. At the level of analysis and interpretation, however, this was

not in the depth that we would have liked. This work will continue after

the termination of this project.

244
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DISSEMINATION

Dissemination of different aspects of this project have

local, state and

Fall, 1980

Fall, 1980

Spring,

Spring,

Spring,

Spring,

Spring,

national levels. These include:
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occurred at

An inter-agency symbiosis. Illinois CEC, Chicago,
IL.

Research and practice in parent/infant interaction
and family involvement. The Association for
Severely Handicapped (TASH), Los Angeles,
Calif.

1981 Social interactions with deaf-blind babies. Soci-
ety for Research in Child Development (SRCD),
Boston, Mass.

1981 Intervention into social interaction. Society for
Research in Child Development (SRCD), Boston,
Mass. (with Laurel Bushman)

1981 Social interaction research with infants. First
annual ECEH Conference, Aurora, Ky.

1983 Parent-infant social interaction: A procedure for
assessment and intervention. Council for Excep-
tional Children (CEC), Detroit, Mich.

1983 Social interactions between parents and handi-
capped babies. Governing Board, Developmental
Services Center, Champaign, IL.

Writing

Walker, J. A., & Kershman, S. B. Deaf-blind babies in social
interaction: Questions of Maternal Adaptation. ERIC ED
11214-349, 1981.

Walker, J. A. & Crawley, S. B. Conceptual and methodological
issues in studying the handicapped infant. In Garwood, S.
G., & Fewell, R. R. (Eds.), Educating handicapped in-
fants: Issues in development and intervention. Rockville,
Md.: Aspen Systems Corp, 183.

McCollum, J. A. Looking patterns of handicapped and nonhandi-
capped babies in play and instruction with mom. Submitted
for publicalion.

McCollum, J. A. Social Interaction Assessment and Intervention
(SIAI): A manual. Champaign, IL.: Department of Spe-
cial Fclugation, 1982.
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Writing in Progress

McCollum, J. A. Doing what comes naturally.

McCollum, J. A. Maternal adjustments to looking patterns of
handicapped and nonhandicapped babies in play and in-
struction.

McCollum, J. A. Sequential analysis of dyadic gaze states in
instruction and play.

Other Project Materials

All instrumentation is available for dissemination, including codes and

rating scales. A procedural manual for all aspects of training, data sum-

mary and data analysis has also been developed.

PROJECTED CONTINUATION OF PROJECT GOALS

Five graduate students have completed or are completing theses and

dissertations which are directly related to the questions of concern in this

project. Three of these students expect to continue this line of research

in the future. The Principal Investigator (Jeanette A. McCollum) has

received a research appointment in the Bureau of Educational Research

within the College of Education at the University of Illinois for the 1983-84

year for the purpose of completing further analysis and interpre5tion of

the data gathered through this project.
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